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The Lectures h:~re p~blished .iJt book~orm: irere· deli~ 
vered as a course in extension of the usuaf Lectures ·on 

. .. . . 
EeonomicHistorygivento~o1.udents going tipfor~heir 1\I.A., 
Degree examination in the usual way. A know ledge _of the. 
economic development. _of ,the principal countries in the 
world has generally been considered a useful supplement 
to the study of the economic problems in any country j 
and though the most gigantic economic experiment of 
our times,-the Bolshevi&t regime in .Russia,-is difficult 
to ·study for want of adequate and unbiassed informa
tion, it has a manifest attraction for the student 
of the subject, wh~ch would easily explain the attempt: 
here made at an exposition ~J.Ud understanding of the 
forces influencing economiCl life in Russia to~day .. 

Literature, both official and authoritative, ici scarce 
on the subject, particularly in . this . country. For the 
period before the World-War, however,· the works' of 
such patient students as Sir .Mackenzie Wallace, or the 
several chapters in the Cambridge Modern Histo·ry, not 
to mention the further sources indicated in the biblio
graphy there attached, would more than suffice for an 
elementary study like the one attempted in the first 
Lecture of this series. For the subsequent l.iectures, 
reliance has been placed, so far a.S ·official and·authoritative 
data are concerned, on the Statesman's Year-Book, as well. 
as on the recent publicati~n in English c.alled the ·Soviet . · 
Year-Book; published ·by -George ... '\lleii and Unwin, . ~d. 
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compiled by Santalov and SegaL For an accurate estimate 
and insight . into the men and their mOtives, the events 
and . their significance,. in . the general scheme of the 
Revolution, works su<'h as the BussiaD Revolution 
(1917-26) by Lancelot Lawton, (Macmillan): or Russia in 
the Modern Worl~ Series, by llakeev and 0 'Hara (Benn), 
are indispensable. The~e give a fair summary of the events 
in historical perspective that make up the Revolution, 
and even attempt a degree of estimate of the forces actu
ating the revolutionaries. It is, ·perhaps, not too much 
to.wish that works like these were free from a bias and 
prejudice, which is certainly not very obtrusive in the 
first-named author, but which, obtrusive or not,· inevita
bly affects the utility of the book. The frankly propa
gandist or polemical publications, like Bolshevist Russia, 
by .Anton Karlgren, are preferable, inasmuch as the 
reader, warned of the . dominant prejudice and bias 
of the writer, is able to make his own discount 
of the . author's statements and estimates, as he 
goes along. On the other hand,· the discursive pamph
lets, like Trotsky's Literature and Revolution, or 
Eastman's Marx, Lenin, and_ the Science or Revolution, 
are decidedly better at giving an insight into the real 
forces making for the Revolution. The pamphlets 
written by Lenin, such as the State and the Revolution, 
were not available to the lecturer in English; and the 
guotations from them given in these Lectures are borrow
ed from one or the .other of the writers already·named. 
SuCh pronouncements of the real author of the Revolu
tion would. be invaluable,: if· .one· could read them 
in the original. · P.eseriptive works, like the little book 
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by llr. and lii'!! ... llacWilliams, called Russia in 1926. 
(J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.), are highly suggestive and in
formative, their only fault, perhaps, being that they are, 
after all, the impreSsions of individual observers. Could 
they always be safely relied on for a complete, faithful, 
picture of the Revolution, and· of the New· Russia under 
the Revolution! The best work in this regard that has· 
come to the notice of the lecturer, is &he Mind and Face or 
Bolshevism, by Rene Fiillop-1\filler (Putnam). Mr.·· 
Fiilop-lfiller deals with the collective ·phenomenon of · 
Bolshevism in a spirit· of sympathetic criticism, which · 
however, cannot help regretting certain aspects of· the 
phenomenon, like its great emphasiS on mechanisation · 
of life in all its departments, or the utterly materialistic · 
viewpoint of the revolutionaries. · 

On this material these Lectures are based. The 
line of argument here followed is that of an objective 
analysis, study, and appreciation. The Lecturer has 
kept his own views in the back ground as far as possible. 
lien and events are left to speak for themselves, wherever 
possible, in their own words; and where the spirit of the · 
events, or the motive oi the men, is elusive, an attempt 
has been made to bring outthe sameso.faras the available 
material permits it. A common thread, running through 
the whole scheme of Lectures presenting the phenomenon 
in its entirety, naturally performs this function; though 
the extreme complexity of the pheJlomenon makes it 
very difficult to aay ~ aU the aspect' ~d facts ha:re 
been grJ.Sped, if all the undercurrents Ullderstood. 
The reader, however, will not 1lnd much dim~ty, the 
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Lecturer. hopes; in grasping the elements of the problem, 
if he reads carefully the material placed before him. 

The J.Jecturer, having drawn con.siderably on the 
sources of information mentioned above, has, 1inally, 
to acknowledge his gratitude to the authors or compil
ers thereof, as also to those earnest seekers after truth, 
who k:riow or acknowledge no .frontiers or boundaries in 
their search for truth. In one so· blessed as the present 
writer with a number of friends,-earnest, thought
ful, and even darmg, inquirers,-it would, perhaps, 
be invidious to select any single individual for special 
mention. Without naming any one in particular, how
ever, the reflection may still be indulged in that the very 
fact that one :finds such a· l~:.rge number of earnest stu
dents, in matters that do not immediately concern them, 
is a hopeful sign. of the growing volume of serious, 
thoughtful, earnest studentship the absence o.f which is 
often particularly emphasised by detractors of India of 
the Miss Mayo type.· The Lecturer's labour would not 
have b;en in vain i.f this little pamphlet helps to deepen 
·the interest and facilitate the studies of such earnest 
inquirers. 

UNIVERSJTY ScaooL OF EcoNoiriCs } 
AND SoCIOLOGY, 

·Bombay, lst Novembef', 1927. 
K. T. S. 



THE RUSSIAN EXJ;lERIMENT; (1917-1927)~ 
LECTURE I. 

EVOLUTION OF THE REVOLUTION. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

I have to start this series with an apol()gy. I 
do not know the Russian tongue, and have 
never travelled in that country, even before the . 
War. · I cannot, therefore, speak with any first 
hand knowledge of the subject.· 'This is a grave 
disadvantage; but, \vithout in the least minimis· 
ing it, may I point. out that even to .this cloud 
there is a slight silver lining ? It is, you must 
have often realised yourselves, not always they 
who attend a great public meeting, or are present 
at great convulsions, who get the best and the 
m()st accurate idea of the happenings there. The 
trees are apt to crowd out the forest altogether 
from the picture. Those, however, who view it 
from the serenity of a comfortable. easy chair, 
aided and abetted with the accounts in a news-. 
paper, may get a. much clearer idea, without the 
crush and the fuss of personal attendance. It 
may be that there is such a thing as a ·secret 
syndicate of the newspaper reporters, who, un• 
known to the editors, are agreed among them
l:lelves to pool their n6tes and to share out th:e 
substance, whether at any public function any 
given reporter has himself attended or not. 
But even a syndicated report, touched up with 
the artistic pen of some rewrite-man on the staff, 
is often better than the personal impressions of 
a. weak andunpushing sort of a person attending 



himself. Personal impressions of individuals, in 
a land like the Soviet Russia of to-day, are bound 
to be coloured, not merely by the version of the 
official cicerones that show the traveller round 
from place to place, but even more by the tra
veller's own sympathies or antipathies as th~ 
case may be. And this quite apart from the 
further fact that travelling in Russia was never 
easy, and things have not changed much in this 
respect since t4e Revolution. The Passport 
difficulties, and the C. I. D. observation of the 
Tsarist regime, are rivalled by the activities of 
the Cheka to-day in almost every particular, 
except that they now watch and worry differ
ent sort of people from those in the days of the 
Tsar. It is, and was, more difficult to get into 
Russia than into heaven. St. Peter stands at 
the gate only to examine the credentials for 
admission among the elect and the faithful ; 
but the Russian edition of St. Peter follows you 
round all the while you are in Russia ; and, may 
be, a good while afterwards; so that the impres
sions of travellers, however painstaking and ex
tensive, are by no means reliable for any serious 
historical work. And the published official in
formation in the daily news of the world, or 
in official pamphlets, is equally untrustworthy. 
The Rilllsian is the black beast of the capitalist 
regime all over the rest of the world. Certain 
that they would get no fairplay, the Russians 
are seeking to turn the tables on their oppo
nents, by telling bigger lies about themselves 
and their doings than their opponents can 
dream of. You all know the Indian tale of the 
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Spear and the Stable. When two soldiers fond 
()f drawing the long bow, met together, one of 
them began to brag of the prowess of his father; 
.and illustmted it by referring to the "ast stable 
they used to have, one end of which was lost 
in the south and the other in the· north end 
of the universe. The other agreed, and men
tioned, by way of corroboration, the tremendous 
Spear of his own father, one end of which rea
ched up to heaven, and the other down to hell. 
The first thereupon became incredulous, and 
wanted to know wherE" such a thing could be 
housed. ·"In your father's stable,'' was the 
quiet reply. You understand the point of the 
tale. The Russians are retorting w-ith "Yom 
Father's stable" all this while, and so we have 
no reliable source of informat10n. While the 
capitalist press of the world was fed on some
whatmonotononstales,about the death of Lenin, 
or the dis~;ensions among his cabinet, with the 
implied conclusion of the downfall of the re
volutionaries, the Russian artists in embroidery 
have habilitated the doings of the Bolshevist 
regime in colours that must certainly make 
them look like angels. Neither of these sources 
is reliable ; and, if one wishes to be fair anu ac
curate, as far as it is possible, one will have to 
pick one's way very carefully, indeed, through 
the mass and tangle of the lies that cover the 
~ath. Even the accounts of official delegates,
hke ~he Labour Party representatives visiting 
Russ1a some three years ago,-are not entirely 
dependable, though they make by far the best 
material for such a subject as this. It is not the 
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fault of their observation, but rather of their in
formation, and of their sympathies, if their ac
count, and particularly their conclusions, are 
not absolutely dependable. 

I have sought to collate all these sources, and 
to present the result in my own way as arrived 
at after a careful study of such available mate
rial, and with the nece:::sary discount of the 
special weakness of the source or kind. I 
hope the effort will not be altogether wasted. 
The Russian is too great an experiment not to. 
be interesting and important to any student 
of economics. For us in India there is a.. 
special significance below the surface of events, 
which ought also not to be missed We have 
not merely the same circumstances of 
inequalities or wealth and oppressive 
class distinctions. We have the much more 
positive though hidden factor of innate affinity. 
Again and again haveWestem observers com
plained of their inability to pierce through the 
crust of veneer of the European civilisation 
amongst the upper classes into the real soul of 
Russia. That, I venture to suggest, is probably 
because, Russia is not 'Of the West. If there is 
such a thing as a people's soul, I think we of the. 
East are better able intuitively, instinctively,. 
to know the real meaning of the happenings in 
Russia, in the last ten years, than could be ga
thered by all the 'trained psychologists of Eu- . 
rope and America. For Russia is the link, both 
geographically and temperamentally, between 
the East and the West, facing, under the pre
sent regime, definitely to the East ; and so mak-
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ing it possible for .us in this country to under- . 
.stand the Russian Experiment even better 
than they do in the West. • 

To understand the Russia. of the Bolshevists, 
it is indispensable to have a glance a.t the Russia. 
of the Tsars. Until the days of Napoleon, 
Russia. was almost as unknown to the rest of 
Europe as the India of the Mughals. Alexander I 
had fallen under the fascinating influence of the 
Corsican adenventurer, and tried, in his own 
loutish way, to introduce into · the Russia of 
his day, the. ideals of the French under 
the Empire. A . dreamer and idealist by 
temperament, he was, howeve.:r, easily 
irightened from his course by the excesses, 
--or what he deemed to be such,-of the 
Liberals in practice; and so he turned reaction
ary. His successor Nicholas deserved the title 
of the Terrible even better than his predecessor 
I van. Every one of the notions connected with 
the French Revolution was to him anathema ; 
and though it was in his reign (1825-1855) that 
the great immortals of the Russian literature 
began their work, he looked upon writers and 
writing as hardly better than Belzebub and his 
imps. The Censorship of the Press, established 
in 1828, was carried to the most ridiculous, 
extravagant excess under his regime. The most 
harmless statement mads in a book ; the most 

. innocent· book found in your possession, if it 
did not meet with the approval of the ignorant 
officials of the Tsar, would suffice to send theoffen .. 
der to Siberia. for life,--or rather for a cruel, 
lingering death. Take a. sample or two of the. 



havoc played by this censorship. "In 1840 '" 
says the Cambridge l\Iodern History, " anato-· 
mical and physiological works were forbidden 
to include anything which might hurt the ins
tinct of modesty." What do you think are the
anatomical and physiological works ~o contain,· 
if not something that would shock our accepted 
notions of middle class modesty? Nicholas was,. 
of course, not the only one in this his solicitude. 
to preserve the morals of his people. I have 
heard of people· in sober England who wer& 
apxious to drape. the masterpieces of a Phidias 
or a Praxiteles, simply because these statues 
happened to be nude, and so offended against the 
sense of modesty of these worthy people. But. 
to those who are temperamentally immodest, 
even the Virgin and the Babe.would be shock-. 
ing! In 1848, Nicholas forbade newspapers t() 
commend any mechanical invention, until they 
were pronounced to be sound according to the 
rules of science,-fqrgetting to say by whom the 
pronouncement was• to be made. In 1850, 
metaphysics and ~moral philosophy were with
drawn from the cUrricula of the Russian Univer
sities, on the unexeeptionable, orthodox ground, 
that tuition in moral philosophy was useless t() 
those who were already acquainted with the· 
teachings of Christ ! Poor K.ha if Omar has 
been defamed by indiscriminate historians for 
the destruction of the Alexandrian library on 
the ground that if the books contained therein 
were in agreement with the Koran, they were . 
superfluous ; and if they were not in agreement,. 
then they were pernicious. Q. E. D. But though. 



with Omar it may have been only a myth ins
piredbythe malice of his detractors, with Nicho .. 
la.s it was a dead earnest fact recorded gloatingly 
by his court histeriographer. He was totally 
blind to the spirit of his time, or definitely 
hostile to it. And so when he breathed his 
last, a sigh of relief went up from every Rus
sian soul, official or not. The Tsar Liberator, 
Alexander IT. had promised much ; but lived 
to incur such an enmity of the extremists, that 
he died the death of violence. His reign opened 
with substantial preparations for the liberation 
of the Serfs. Serfdom was a survival from 
medieval Europe, -which in Russia was carried 
to the most bitter, the most cruel and revolting 
extreme. The serfs were slaves attached to the 
soil, and landowners were by law ~ntitled to 
sell them, pledge them, present them to their 
mistresses, or offer them in payment of their 
ga.mbling debts, break up their families, ruin 
their souls, and play the vecy deuce with them 
in every conceivable and incQnceivable manner. 
If there was one thing on ll:hicb. the Liberal opi ... 
nion in Russia was nnanimoll.s, it was on the 
liberation of the8e unfortunates. The Tsar 
assented ; and after six years of preliminary 
arrangements, the decree liberating the serfs 
was published in 1861. The freed slaves were 
given certain portions of the land they were 
hitherto used to work on, on terms which in
volved a practical purchase of the land from 
their erstwhile owners, the payment being 
spread over a series of yea.rg, and the rates 
being fixed by law. The rates varied from 



, region to region ; and option was left to make 
the land over to individual peasants or to pea
sant communities,-the village as a. whole. 
The freed, land-owning peasants were made 
liable to the Central as well as the Local taxa
tion; so that, for a time after the liberation, it 
was an open question if the serfs were really 
more happy under their new condition than in 
their bondage. But a ray of hope was afforded 
by the growing volume of industry of a. mecha
nical type. Factories began to be opened in 
the latter half of the century with commendable 
progressiveness, · and the demand for wage
slaves began to grow apace. The enterprising 
peasant sought work in these factories, and his 
cash earnings made distinctly a. better show 
than of his relatives and friends tied to the soil. 
The knowledge of manufacture and the simple 
processes involved therein, which was gathered 
during the work at the factory, was also utilised 
to further the cause of the cottage industry ; 
and so the lot of the peasant was not absolutely 
deplorable, at least from the material viewpoint, 
at the end of the century. 

Meanwhile, however, other changes were 
taking place, not visible on the surface. The 
creed of Marx had made many converts. The 
consciousness of economic classes and their 
mutual antagonism was growing, thanks, in 
Russia, largely to the arrogance of the possess
ing classes themselves. The industrialists in 
Russia were largely of non-Russian ongm, so 
the feeling against them was doubly strength-. 
ened. The example of the French Commune 
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was disastrous, but its memory was retained 
-only to deepen the distrust of the bourgeoisie. 
The Great Russian writer Tolstoy was the very 

1 reverse of the Minister of that ilk, who was op
pression and repression personified. Tolstoy's 
principle of non-resistance to evil was giving 
birth, unexpectedly, to principles of terrorism 
that took a heavy toll of the life of those in 
power, from the Tsar downwards. The Uni
versities and the intelligentsia were seething 
with discontent at the hopelessly obsolete and 
reactionary methods of Government adopted 
in the panic follo"\\'i.ng the murder of Alexander 
II. The short reign of his successor, the third 
of that name, was exhausted in futile measures 1 

for repression ; and the early years of his son 
were occupied by the growing importance of 
Russian ambitions in the world. The tradi
tional policy of a century was reversed at the 
end, and alliance with Germany, was replaced 
by an entente with France. Russia also came 
forward to defend the smaller Slav nationali-i 
ties against the imperialism ofAustria: and; took 
upon itself the championship of the Cross in the 
Near East against the decaying might of the 
Sublime Porte. The threat of universal war
fare was sought to be staved off by a Peace Con
ference at the Hague ; but the early years of the 
twentieth century saw Russia in the throes of 
one of the most disastrous wars she ever waged. 
Japan had much to be proud of in the successes 
she gained in Korea and Manchuria against the 
Russians ; but Russia had more reason to feel 
humiliated, and that without any fault of Rus .. 
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sian bravery,_or of the Russian transport system. 
Corruption from above was the root curse of the
system of irresponsible and absolute autocracy. 
The reverses of the Russo-Japanese war, due as. 
they were to preventible causes, led the people. 
at home to be more than ever disaffected ; and 
the demands for some advance i."'l the principl6 
of governance put forward from all parties in 
the State, were reinforced by the logic of events. 

· The Nihilist outrages of the Nineteenth Ct-utury 
were an expression of utterdespairof the Russian 
people ; those of the · early twentieth centu,ry 
were rather the earnest of revolt and bitterness 
which were beginning to characterise the pe~ 
sant mass. One recalls unconsciously the His
tory of a Peasant, as told by Erckmann-Chatrian 
while depicting the progress of the French Re
volution, and seems to see before one's eyes th6 
unfolding of the same drama scene by scene a. 
hundred and thirty years later. The Tsar ceased 
to be regarded reverently and affectionately 
as the Little Father, and came, even without 
the activities of the Social Democrats and th6 
Revolutionaries, to be considered the embodi~ 
ment of reaction and repression. The Bolshe
vist split from the M:enshevist was completed in 
1903; and the centre of gravity of revolutionary 
activity was, for a time, transferred to foreign 
lands, what time reaction was running mad in 
Holy Russia. At last the Tsar was forced t~ 
yield to the universal entreaties of his people,. 
and a Parliament,-the Duma,-was granted 
in 1905. The first two ·Dumas were ehort
lived ; but the third lasted out its statory life 
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of five years. It did nothing us~ful beyond .. 
showing the temper of the opposing principles 
of government, conflicting ideals of society, rival 
notions of the rights of men and of citizens. It
is difficult to say if the Revolution would hav&
actually taken place earlier, had the European. 
War not come in good time to offer a rep~ieve t()· 
the Tsar and his entourage. But the star of the 
Romanoffs was declining. The War did not· . 
deflect attention from the misdeeds of the court 
and the higher officialdom. It brought only the. 
same old tale of disaster due to dishonesty a;n.cl.. 
incompetence rather than to any deficiency in 
bravery or man-power _of Russia. Discontent
grew apace, and at last fathered Revolution. In
March 1917, the Duma. carried out a coup d'etat, 
and appointed a constitutional government. 
with high-soundingprinciples of universal suffrage· 
and responsible ministries. The Tsar abdica~ 
ed in favour of a more liberal brother ; but the~ 
days of the monarchical principle were number-· 
ed. The Grand Duke had to go the way of the 
incompetent Tsar, and his constitutional minis
try had to yield at first to the Kerensky re-; 
gime, and eventually to the Bolshevists,-the
militant wing of the most advanced Socialists; 
eager to realise in everyday life the gospel of
Karl Marx. The Revolution was completed in 
November 1917;its Government under theCom...
munistregime was declared permanent in Decem-

. her; peace negotiations, startedatthesame time, 
brought an end of the War, as far as Russia. was 
concerned, in February, 1918 ; and Russia. may
be said thereafter to have started on. the mos~ 
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.astounding experiment our time has witnessed. 
-the socialisation of all the reseurces of the 
nation, of all the means of production, distribu-

. -tion and exchange of a people. 
Let us call a brief halt at this stage and view 

the picture of Russia. as it must have been in or 
.about the time the War ended for the rest of the 
world. The Revolution had been achieved,
;at a cost in .blood and money impossible ·to 
-estimate. Perhaps it is unnecessary to estimate 
·it either. For we all know revolutions are not 
:made in kid gloves, orin drawing rooms, either, 
with your beloved at the piano murmuring the 
:softest music of some impassioned but ine:ffec
. tual poet, and your rival turning the pages with 
·one hand leaning on a tempting white shoulder, 
yourself employing all the heavy batteries of 
your knitteq brows to annihilate, if glances can, 
your rival. The Russian Revolution was bloody 

:.and violent, though it was accomplished in the 
name of universal brotherhood. The tactics of 
·the Bolshevist did not lack in candour, even 
brutal candour. Said Lenin, the arch-priest of 

·the Revolution, in his pamphlet on The State 
.and Revolution: "The working class must 
shatter, break, blow up the whole State machine." 
~or it was a ruthless, bloodless monster, incapa
-ble of sympathy, and impossible of understand
ing of the objects that it helped to crush. It 
was, in the Bolshevist eye, merely a weapon for 

-oppressing one class, which had not got charge 
·-of it, by another which had. The Bolshevists, 
·therefore, had from the outset, no desire to 
·{}oquette with forms of constitutional Government 
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They had no use for the oourgeois regulations of 
society, and of its means of support and mainte
nance, in its unrighteous exclusiveness, such· as. 
the Axmy and the Navy. Hence one of the. 
first symptoms of revolution were the mutinies
in the armed forces. The mutiny was sanctified 
by success ; and the Bolshevist regime made its. 
debut by announcing, in a decree of the People's. 
Commissars of November 15, 1917, "Sol
diers and Sailors arft delivered from the power
of autocratic generals, because from henceforth 
all generals will be elected, and can be changed.,. 
A story was told of Lenin by one of his closest. . 
co-workers early in 1918 in a public speech, in 
which the proletarian Dictator was asked advice· 
by some serious, minded workers desiring to
work in and through the constitutional machi
nery of the Duma. I am tempted to, but will 
not,suggest a similarity of circumstances nearer
home. Lenin laughed long and loud a.t this,. 
and when they asked him the reason- of his. 
levity, he replied : " My dear men, what do
you want a budget, an amendment, a bill for? 
You are workmen, and the Duma exists for the 
ruling classes. You just step forward, and tell 
all Russia in simple language about the life 
and toil of the working classes. Describe the 
horrors of capitalist rule, summon the workers 
to make a revolution, and fling in the face of the 
reactionary Duma. that its members are scoun
drels and exploiters. Tell them you had better
introduce a. bill stating that in three years time 
we shall take you all, landlords and capitalists,. 
and hang you on the lamp-posts. That would 
be a. real bill." 
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Coming to power after years of exile and op~ 
-pression, _in this temper of no quarter to be 
·sho~ to any capitalistic association, it is no 
wonder that the Bolshevists began their regime 
with wholesale expropriation. Having declar· 
:ed their form of Government to be the perma.-

. nent or accepted form in the country, in Janu· 
· .ary 1918, they started drafting a. constitution 
for the people which would be an embodiment 
-of the ideals and principles they had lived and 
suffered for. Private ownership of land was 
.abolished by a decree dated December 10, 1917 ; 
and just two months thereafter another decree 
-cancelled the obligations arising out of all state 
loans, internal or foreign, contracted by previ
-ous governments, as. they had been incurred 
without the consent ,of the Russian people and 
:against, their 'interest. ·All maritime enter
prises : all banks and the entire region of foreign 
:trade were confiscated and nationalised by still 
.another decree (Apri123, 1918), even before the 
constitution of the Soviet Republic was offici

,ally adopted. These were the beginnings, the 
foundation-stone, of the new regime. Its 
constitution bad to be erected on this basis. 

The constitution of the new state is therefore 
Interesting, if only as a paradox. It was finally 
adopted in July,1918. To this modifications have 
been made by subsequent Congresses of all 
Russia Soviets while a treaty of union, 
signed at the end of 1922, brought all the neigh
bPuring states of allied peoples, who had once 
formed part of the Tsarist Empire, closer to-· 
gether into a. Union of Socialist Sovietic Repub-
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lies. The constitution of tllis Union was finally 
ratified by the Union Congress of .Soviets in 
January-February, 1924: •. The Government of 
the Union is vested in a Union Central Execu
tive Committee and a Union Council of Peoples'. 
Commissaries. The former is elected annually 
by the Union Congress of Soviets, which is the .. , 
:Supreme sovereign authority in thQ Union. 
Between the sessions of the Congress, the Exe
cutive Committee is the supreme legislative, ad
ministrative, and judicial authority in the Union.· 
Jt meets every three months for a fortnight's 
session, and consists of two chambers, the Union 
Council-of 414 members elected on the basis of 
proportional r~presentation of the six consti
tuent unions, and the· Council of Nationalities,-
aomewhat like the American Sena.te,-of 100 
members elected on .the bais of 5 members for 
every autonomous republic, and 1 for every 
autonomous region. In addition there is & 
Stan<ling Committee to transact current- busi
ness, and made up of 27 members, of · whom 9 
are elected each by the two Chamb~rs, and the 
remaining 9 elected by the two chambers sit
ting together. The Council of Peoples' Com
missaries is a subordinate body:mad~ up of the 
heads of departments, for the tra,nsaction of 
current administrative work; bp.t the supreJ}le 
decision on all vital matters-like declaration of 
war or signing peace-rests with the Union Cen
tral Executive Committee. In Russia proper, 
"'hich is or.e part of the Union, the ·same prin
cipl~ are repeated in framing the constitution 
of the State, which, despite all the sayings and 
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doings of Leni.D., is far from being destroyed 
. even in Soviet Russia. 
· --~Each ·oC the six constituent states of the 
.. Union of Soviet Republics,-viz. R. S. F. S. R, 
·Ukraine, \\''hit& Russia, Transcaucasia, Uzbek 
and Turcoman,-retains its own Central Exe· 

·cutive Committee, and Coundl of peoples Com
missaries}' 'The division of powers between the 
F~ra.l and the State governments is made by 
reserving certain departments, for the federal 
G?v~imnept, while others are worked in 
comnion by the Union aml the State Govern
ments, -e.g. the Economic Council, or the Labour 
Bureau.· Others,again, like Education, Justice 

·or Health departments, are exclusive to the 
constituent states. . . · · · · 

. Under the present constitution freedom of 
. conscience, of ppinion, and of the press are gua
ranteed ·a~ QOI,lstitutional, iq.defeasible rights of 
·citizenship, though iii practice this freedom does 
occasionally prove ·illusory-at least to the 
anticommuDists~ The highest authority is the 
congress. of all Russian Soviets, which consists 
of town .soviets having one deligate for every 
25,099:: inhabitants, and of provincial sovjets 
with o~e~deligate for every 1,25,000 of inhabi- .. 
tants. Tli.is .Congr~ elects the Central Exe
cntive committee of 386 members, which is the 
highest legislative, administrative, and ~ontrol-

. ling authority, as already remarked. · 
' To this Revolutionary Government, the alle-

giance of the people oJ Russia of all classes is 
not equally sincere. Officially, Russia is a. 
re~ublic of the Soviets of workers, ' soldiers ~ 
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ani. pe1.~1.nts' deputie~. But apart from the 
communist workers' and the soldiera_o.f.._th~ RM _ 
Army, it is open to question if the rest of Russia. 
is enthusiastically for the Soviet Regim,e. The : ·• 
intelligentsia,-the author and tounder of the.. • 
revolutionary ideas, -students of the:- Univer·. · 
sities and even professors who had once ~d the 
·vanguard of revolutionary ideas ; th" m(}l'ch~nts· 
and professional men of liberal sympathie~ hay~ 
either been antagonised by the Commu¢st ex
cesses, as they felt they to be; or are· 'tner~ly 
pa.~sively acquiescent in the Bolshevist regim~. 
The bulk, if not all, _of the aristocracy a.nd pro
prietors of land are, of course, natprally aga.inst .. 
the new order of things in Russia. But even if . 
we dismiss t~m as relatively a. very sma.ll and 
insignificant proportion of the total population._ 
the ml.jority of the people can scarcely be said to . 
have accepted, without : den;tur . or enthusiasti
cally, the communist creed. The pea.sants are 
ineradicably anti-communist, from all accounts 
that we have had so far. The proprietary 
rights acquired by the ex-serfs, by the terms of 
the decree of eml.ncipa.tion, and by, thl;) arr~ge-. 
ll)ents ml.de th'3reu,nier. the pea.sa.nts. ar~ by no. 
mea.ns anxiou<J to forego at the bid:ling of the 
Bolshevists. Their pa.ssive oppo~tion mea.ns 
the anta.~onism of ne!Lrly three-fourths of tho 
people, if not more. ·Out of a total poimlation · 
of over 131) million in th'l Soviet Russia, ne1trly ~ 
100 million are su:}h pea.s'lonts. They are quite 
cont<>nt to see the old order, which toth'lm me!J.nt( 
the knout and Siberia., din?p•nr ; ani they are 
by no means averse to revelling in the pa.la.aes ... 
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of their" ex-exploiters. But when it comes to a. 
touch on their own pocket, they make no secret 
of their antipathy to the new gods of t~e Bolshe
vist. Them.istocles told the Ad.rians that he 
had brought two new gods with him : Viz. 
Persuasion and Force. Lenin and his colleagues 
.might have used the same imagery when they 
got hold of ·power ; but to them, as to Themis
tocles t\\<o thousand years before, the people 
might well answer" We also have two gods on 
our_ side : Viz., Poverty and Despair ". In so 
far as the new rulers offer oblations to these 
gods of the people, they would be allowed to 
worship their vain delusions of Force and of 
Persuasion. But unless and until this poverty 
and Despair are remedied,· there can be no 
building of a stable structure on such shifting 
found~tions. 

·We, shall see in later Lectures how far the 
Bolshevist objective of undiluted communi m 
has been attained and maintained in practice: 
where they had to yield, and how they went 
about making the concessions that the force 
of circumstances compelled them to make. Let 
us here consider the spirit and peculiarity of the 
Russian Revolution at its inception. One dis
tinctive mark of all previous revolutions known 
to history is that they were all politicaL A revo
lution is generally accompanied by a transfer of 
effective power in the State from one class to 
another. Leaving aside classical revolutions 
~in Greece or Rome, the English Revolution 
· as well as the much more intense French 
~ovolution definitely and distinctly were aimed 
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at effecting such a. tra.nsfer of power; and, to the 
extent tha.t they were successful, the transfer 
wa.s in fact made. It may be observed in passing 
at this stage that not necessarily every revolu
tion is violent, or bloody, or even sudden. The 
great cha,nges in tho electoral system of Britain 
in the XIX 0. were veritable re\ olutions, which, 
however, have never been regarded, as such by 
any historian. A revolution is but one of the 
processes of evolution ; and, apart from its ao.. 
companiments, it is absurd to condemn it in the 
abstract. In Russia, too, the Revolu
tionaries professed to make the transfer of 
power from theprivileged classes to the oppress
ed masses, from the owner and exploiter to the 
worker and the exploited. The proletarian dic
tatorship was the creation of a postulate of 
universal suffrage. In effect, however, the 
the Bolshevist ideal has shaped remarkably 
differently. Under the law as it stands in Russia. 
to-day. the franchise is enjoyed by every citizen of 
18 years and over, irrespective of religion, sex; 
nationality orresidence, provided he or she earns 
the livelihood by productive labour. But from 
this qualificat10n the soldiers and sailors have to 
be necessarily excluded, and yet 1 hey cannot be 
disfranchised. They are, therefore, treated, as 

. exceptions. A much more striking disqualification 
is made against those who employ others for profit; 
or who live on unearned income ; or are monks 
or priests of any denomination; or the agents and 
employees of the former police and secret service 
under the Tsars Idiots, and imbeciles,· · a.nd* 
Princes of the blood, and minors, and those 4e-

. r . . ; . • ... , .... 
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-prived of civil rights by criminal courts. are 
likewise excluded. All these classes are speci· 
.fically deprived of the right to vote. This is a 
transfer of power, no doubt, and wit.h a vengeance; 
since before the Revolut1on it was precisely these 
.classes which had all effective powerjn govern
ing Russia, except the m·nors and the imbeciles: 
But the transfer is in effect very much short of 
the ideals of democracy, or even of universa• 
fra11chise. Effective power in the Russia of to
day still remains in the hand3 of 8j very small 
minority, according to all accounts; for it is only 
those who are offi.cia.~ly communists that count 
in regard to effective power in govermnent. And 
these number hardly 5 millions at the 

·most, counting the. tiniest chtldren. This 
is not democracy-at last as commonly under
stood •. All that can be said in extenuation of 
the present tegime, from the pQint of view of an 
enthusiast in the matter of working democracy, 

. is that the present is on·y a stage prepatatory 
~the real and final accomplishment of the aim. 

Another· feature of equal importance in the 
Russian Revolution is that it is not entirely 
destructiv1. The leaders of the Revolution 
certainly started with the cry of "Down with 
the capitalist State "; and, as far as that is con
cerned, they have succeeded in accomplishing their 
objective to a considerable extent. In appear
ance, if not in reality, all· the essentials of the 
ancient state have been destroyed along with 
'the Tsar and his family. Creature of a despair
born anarchy, the Revolution could not but vent 

· itff. fury upon the ancient institutions, whose 
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memory was in every ittsta.nce connected with 
cruelty and oppression and intolerable exploita
tion. 'Ihe Church . with its altars and its 
priests h&d to go with the Tsar and his nobles 

· and his bureaucracy. But still it is not an en
tirely de3tructive phenomenon. The Bolshe
vists have a constructive purpose, even though 
the mis\ of misrepresentation deliberately 
creaied by them or their opponents prevents 
on~- from piercing through to the real 
surfaee. They have created or intensified 
class consciousness to a white heat. They 
have utilised that consciousness to uproot 
everything that stood for ,ignorance, oppres
sio~ exploitation. The Throne and the 
Altar have been subverted. Christ has been 
replaced by Marx-cum-Lenin. And under 
the guise of a ceaseless, relentless, war ·upon 
all that recalls the old order of things, the 
Bolshevists have been pursuing their purpose of 
achieving in real work-a-day. life. and securing to 
all according to their need, after obtaining 
from each according to his ability. 
Th~ Bolshevist Revolution ia thus predomi

nantly, if not entirely, economic in its charac
ter. It has been facilitated not only by the crimi
nal disregard of their duty to- the people by the 
ancient rulers of the land, but also by some of 
the achievements of those very detested rulers, 
strange to say. They had permitted land to be 
held in common when thev enfranchised the serfs : 
and h&d even a good many of the first factories 
of the new industries owned by the State. The : 
phenomenon of ~llective ownership and opera-
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tion ~f the means of production is, therefore, by 
no· means so strange in Russian eyes as it might 
be m countries where the principle of individu
al sm has been carried to extreme. Even the 
ideal of the Tsarist regime,-of a paternal, bene
volent despotism, however much broken in prac
tice, helps the Bolshevist when he sets up his 
own autocracy. Professing to dislike the State 
and its machinery as . an engine of . oppression, 
the Cnimunist must nevertheless seek the achie
vement of his ideal through the unremitting in
strumentality of the State, though, of course, 
~ a form remodelled to his own fancy. And it 
is ,in· this that the Russian Revolution differs 
mos~ markedly from the French Commune of 
l870-71, its nearest prototype. Both are the 
creations of a foreign war, and the products of 
the Marxian philosophy.· Both are violent and 
aiming at an ideal of society, which is remark
ableforits intense sympathy with the underdog. 
)lut due to historical accidents, or perhaps on 
account of the absence ab initio of a clearly de
fined purpose, the French Commune could not 
aim at that wholesale socialisation of the means 
of production, distribution and exchange, which 
the Russian heirs of the Commune have never 
abandoned, in spite of all reverses and seeming 
submission. And in this connection, as explain
ing the Russian viewpoint, in contrast with the 
~uropean, the following remark of a Russian 
Writer, Merezhkovsky, written in 1908, will be 
most interesting and illuminating. 6

' \Vhat is 
happening now in Russia," he said, "is a danger
ous game, not only for Russians but for all Euro-
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pea.ns. You Europeans look intently upon us. 
You follow the Russian revolution with anxiety,
but not closely enough. What is· happening 
among us is more terrible than it seems to you.' 
We are burning, there is no doubt about it; but· 
shall we bum alone? .••. Europe sees the. movin~ 
body, but not the soul of the Russian J'evolution. 
The soul of the Russian people ami the Rus.C;:iail 
revolution remains for Europe an eternal enigma~ 
\Vhat you have got, we have got, but on the re· 
verse side. What Kant would call your pheno
menonisourtranscendentalisin. Nietzsche would 
say 3 ou are Apollo, we are Dionysius. The 
measure of your genius is limited, ours is limit
less •.•• You preserve the soul, we search ·for 
something for which we can loseo it." This,, is 
highly significant, and not merely for the quaint 
turn of its expression. The Russian Revolution 
is necessarily in open war with all that made 
up the old order of things, and hence with the 
rest of the self-styled civilised humanity. In 
Russia itself, it has taken the shape of replac
ing the orthodox Church by an official atheism 
that the new State tries its hardest to make uni
versal, with what success I shall endeavour to 
show in another lecture. It has substituted the 
autocracy of a hereditory Tsar by that of an 
elected proletarian. It has been urged against 
the leaders of the Russian revolution that they 
were all foreigners, Jews, professional mischief
mongers. Cold facts do not support any such 
libel of a people, whose faults were certainly 
not a few ; but whose one outstanding merit,
a fervent zeal almo3t reaching the sublimity of 
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fanaticism,-for their ideals, it is both unjust. 
and futile to. deny. . 

Let me, then, sum up the chief charactetis· 
tics of the Russian Revolution. It was from the 
outset violent,-a.nd bound to be. The degree 
of violence and its real necessity might be open 
to question; though, in judging of such matters, 
one should not forget the circumstances in which 
revolutions take their birth •. Nor need we omit 
from the calculation the provocation in the past 
as well as in the years when the revolutionaries 
got into power. The memories of the T~arist. 
oppression would have been perhaps forgotten, 
had not the White Terror of a.dventuren like 
KolC'hak, Denikin, or Wrangel, supported by 
foreign gold, made their utmost to keep ahesh 
those memories. In repressing those attempts 
to undo their achievements, as well as in con· 
solidating their position, the creature of violence 
had necessarily to keep up the terrorist tactics; 
and occasionally to employ them in real earnest 
in a manner that would certainly shock the 
unconcerned outsider, who had no such memo
ries to avenge. Another equally necessary and 
prominent characterist of the Bolshevist regime 
is its relentlessly propagandist administration. 
It is doubtful to say if the mass of the Russian re
volutionaries have realised as yet the absolute 
need of persuading the rest of the world to see 
the justice and equity of their scheme of things. 
Tacticians, however, like Lenin and Trotsky, 
cannot be ignorant of the fact that movements 
)ike theirs must be balanced by support at home 
as well as abroad if they are ever to succeed-
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Like bimetallism, bolshevism, or commu-· 
nism, must be universal, if it ,s to function at 
alL Any single nation, however large and popu
lous. is bound to be defeated, if it endeavours to 
maintain the system off its own bat. Hence 
the need for a. cea.Ee!ess, almost vimlent pro
paganda, that provokes and prejudices the rest 
of the world, which has not yet reached the com
munist stage of sympathy with their fellow mor
tah. Finally, the a.im and object of the propa
ganda. is to make the new order of things uni
versal Without the entire civilised humanity 
co-operating, the communist scheme of society 
ca.nnot be maintaii:ted The whole world is, 
however, much too sophisticated to accept the 
Russian dictation. For one's amour propre, if 
for nothing else, one is dr ven to decline, with 
or without thanks, the Russian invitation to a. 

· world revolution. Hence the feeling of univer
&&1 distrust of Russia abroad. 



THE RUSSLo\N EXPERIMENT 1917-27. 
LECTURE II. 

' THE IDEAL AND TBE ACTUAL. 

LADIES A:ND GENTLEMEN' 
In the present Lecture I propose to examine 

the work before the Bolshevists, and the way 
they set about accomplishing it. To have a. 
fairly accurate idea. of the Bolshevist. ta.sk and 
their actual achievements, let us cast a. glance, 
by way of commencement, at the magnitude of 
the problem they had shouldered. It was a. vast 
Ia.nd and a large population they had to deal 
wit.h. The ·population of the Russian Empire 
in the last days of Tsardom was estimated at 
182 million souls, with an area of 8,417,118 sq. 
miles. After the treaty of Brest Litovsk, which 
-ended the Russian participation in the world 
war ; and after allowing for the loss of territory 
due to the dismemberment of the old Tsa.rist 
Empire, leading to the separation of Finland, 
Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, and Esthonia, 
the area was reduced by 3.8%. and the popula
tion by 17•1 %. The population of tb.e rresnnt 
territory making up the United Socialist So
vietique Republic~ was, in 1914, 138! million; 
to-day it is. according to the Census figures of 
1926 (preliminary) 144,805,000; while the ar~a. 
covere1 by the U.S.S.R. is 8,186,144 sq. miles. 
If we allow for the old rateofgrowthofpopulation 
in this area., 1.69% p. a.., the population in 1926 
()ught to ha.v~ been 167•75 million. This 
mea.ns a net reduction of the population, 



rather than an increase, under the Soviet 
regime. Still it is a very large figure ,both 
in area. and population. These the Bolshevists 
wanted to convert at a. stroke to a thorough
going communism in every phase of the 
economic life of the country. They could 
not expect · to convert such a mass to the 
principles of communism in a day, in ·a. 
year, even perhaps in a decade; and their own 
numbers, at the time the Bolshevists took charge 
of the ship of state, were barely ll million; or 
less than 1% of the total population. They had, 
in addition, to keep up a· constant war on all 
fronts simultaneously,........a,t home to establish and 
maintain their power and the principles of re
volutionary Government, and abroad to check 
the enemies of the Revolution. It is a marvel 
how, despite all the efforts of the White Terror 
by the counter-revolutionary adventurers, the 
Bolshevists mainta.tned order in their own ranks, 
and loyalty even to their somewhat drastic pro
gramme in the mass of the Russian people. The 
fight against the counter-revolution need not 
detain us here, as it is only one of a several fac
tors making up the immense difficulties of the 
Bolshevists in the task before them. The legacy. 
of the Tsarist Russia.. the war with Germany, · 
was, however, another matter altogether. 
The Bolshevists signa.lised their advent to 
power by hastening peace with Germany; but 
that did not by any means li~hten their ta.qk. 
For it gave the Tsarist allies of Russia. the· right· 
to complain of a betrayal, and deprived the new 
Government ol the sympathy, or even neutra· 
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lity, of. very powerful units in the family of 
nations, in their struggles to achieve the revolu
i;ion.' Germany was really as anx10us as Russia. 
for a peace which would raise the blockade that 
was strangling the life out of her. But it would 
not do to show anxiety. Hence the . delays 
causrd by the German General Staff. The 
treaty of peace with Germany was, moreover,·& 
bur.den in itself, and a terrible miscalculation so 
far as the Bolshevist programme was concerned. 
For not only did the terms of the Treaty impose 
fearful obligations by way oflossof territory and 
an indemnity of 6,000 million gold roubles,-£600 
million,-but it failed the Bolshevists in their . 
fondest expectations. They had agreed to all the 
terms insisted ·on by Ge1many, not because 
Lenin and his friends had any love for the Kaiser 
and his coterie of war-lords, but because they 
hoped and believed that the peace with Germany 
will be followed by a Revolution similar to theirs 
in the Fatherland. They were never mpre hope
lessly, more tragically,. out in their calculations. 
Their expectation to obtain an easy liquidation 
of the indemnity from the fraternal government 
of republican socialists in Germany was never 
realised. Germany had her Revolution, no doubt; 
but it was far different from what had been ex
pected by the Bolshevists,· and surprised or 
disappointed others besides the ardent Commu
nists of Russia. 

;:.a G~e~terbyfa~thana.ll thesedifficulties was the 
divergence of interests or ideals within the 
Soviet .Republic itself. As already r~marked~ 
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at the time of seizing the Government the Bol
shevist strength in its aggregate. numbered· a. 
few hundred thom~ands.-to cope with and ·con
vert or govern as many hundred millions, per
haps~ In the latter mass, the · bulk of 
the people had <-ertainly no love for th~ 
absolutist regi.me of ·the Tsar ; nor were 
they infatuated admirers · of the liberal 
bourgeois regime of th,e Kerensky days.· But it 
w11s a far cry_from the mild profess·ons of lip
loyalty to the socialist principles, ·characteristic 
of the Kerensky regime, . to the out-and-out 
communism of the Bolshevists. Lenin, in a. 
pamphlet entitled, ., Shall the Bolshevis•s be 
able to maintain power," publish"'don the eve of 
the Revolution, (lst October, 1917) did, indeed, 
declare that with their handful they would be 
quite able to take charge of and hold the Govern
ment against all comers. But ne;ther he nor 
those who differed from or supported him were 
aware ot the serious divergence of views and 
ideals, wh'ch actuated the several categories 
of the people acqu:escing in the Bolshevist 
coup-d'etat. The industrial workers had a plan 
of action,orexpectationsofrfe, not at all sha~·ed 
in or even understood by t.he. peasants ; and the 
same want of identity 9f purpose is noticeable as 
between the civil population and the soldiers 
and sailors. The first sign of the Bolshevist 
advent was given by the refusal of a. Petrograd 
regiment to go to the front and continue the 
war Thence forward soldiers and sailors were· 
aided and abetted in - their disaffection 
towards the old order ; and so they na.tura.lly 
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' . . 
~ame to entertain exaggerated notions of the~ 
own imp01 ta.nce .n the .Revolution. When they 
~ame to power the Bobhevist thorc,ughly re
habJhated their army of defence. The gen·us 
of Trotsky has succeeded in converting it, in 
a miraculously .short time, into one of the most 
efficient machines of its type in the world.- But 
still the difference in viewpoint between the 
so~dier and the civilian is even now not extinct .. 
The goverr.i..ag minority of a few energetic com
mun.L...ts, lhemselves able, eager, enthusiatic, 
and not mefficient, is under no illus on about 1ts 
pos.tion in the countty, w:th the rest of their 
compatr ots and ( omrades. In the course of 
-time, as I shaH endeavour to how n the subse
quent lectures, a great many of these difficul
tieshave beensmoo.hedor remedied. I mention 
them here, however, to give a truer and fuller 
picture of the tremendous task before the Bol
.bhev.lSt Government when it first took office. 

THE PHIL030PHY OP BOlSHEVISM. 

That these ·ew men could act as they ,did 
is a fact of historical psychology well worth 
some consideration.· \Vhat were the motive for
ces that actuated the leaders of the Revolution? 
\\"hat were the theories orideals, underlying their 
-~cts? What was their philosophy of life 7 The 
philosophy of the Bolshevists is utterly, aggres
sively materialistic, whose one redeem·ng feature 
even .their. bitterest enemy will have to recog
. nise. 11iz. the utter.a.bsence of any illusion. They 
held firmly to. the faith of their founder that 
£' Everything c~n be explained by natural ~ws, 
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or. in a narrower sense, by physiology." (Rene 
Fulop-miller's Mind andfrue of Bols}l,et'i8.m). On· 
this view the Bolshevist philosopher necessarily 
condemned religion, . and the . Bolshevist; 
statesman des 10yed, or disestablished, the 
Church. The Cllrktian church had long since 
lost the pure essence of the teaching of Christ. It; 
had made itseH the ally of autocracy and a wea
pon of oppression. Christ, we see everyday, is 
daily crucified more cruelly by the soi-disant 
Christians than Pilate ever <'ould do. Philo
sophers, said .Marx, u have merely interpreted 
the world in various ways ; the really important; 
thing is to change it." His practically minded 
Bolshevist followers started making the change, 
and they began their changes with proposing to 
recast the ~-ery mould of philosophical doctrine or 
ideas that had hitherto influenced, in a subtle, 
imperceptible way, the thought and life of conn
less generations. Lenin recognised fully the 
impo .. tance of the background of philosophy 
in effecting such changes as he was intent upon ; 
and so he not only declared the creed of Bolshe
vism to be unmitigated, undiluted materialism,. 
but also insisted upon its offic al and univer_al 
adoption, like a Constantine or Asokainsistingup
oo his ~ul>jects adopting the creed of the ruler. 
Philosophical belief, he held, was no merely 
pli vate concern of each individual, irresponsible to 
any one ; nor even of a class of thinkers specially 
trained or appointed to the task. Belief in a 
creed was one of the strongest levers, he felt, 
wherewith the world could be moved ; and so 
he and his colleagues set about getting their 
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philosophy of absolute materialism to per
meate through and through the society they 
were about to reconstruc~. They declared a 
tuthless and relentless war upon all, idealistic 
philo ophy as tending to mislead ~ankind into 
all those superstitions and dogma, which were 
afterwards made into organised religions or 
churches by the astute and the interested 
for their own benefit; andwhichhave helped, in 
the hands· of the sacerdotal class, to exploit in 
no small degree mankind for the benefit of he 
priesthood and their champions. In their view, 
the Bolshevists have no doubt ~verything and 
every phenomenon, individual or social, can be 
explained, fully and finally, by. natural 
laws, by the physical sciences, by even physio
logy in the narrower sense ; and whatever can
not be thus explained either needs no explana
tion, or will, in course of time, and with the 
advance of science, obtain such explanation • 

. ·· :Bukharin, who has systematised and popularised 
the Holshe\ist philosoJ)hy, says :- · 

" All idealistic considerations lead in the end to a kind 
()f conception of Divinity, and are, therefore, pure non
eense in the eyes of :Marxists. Even Hegel saw in God the 
e9:rrorete form of everything good and reasonable that 
rules the world ; the idealist theory must put everything 
()n the shoulders of this unfortunate greybeard, who, accord
ing to the teaching of his worshippers, is perfect. and 
who, in addition to Adam, l'reated fleas and harlots, 
murders and lepers, hunger and misery, pl34n1e and vodca, 
·in order to punish the sinners whom he himself had created, 
and who sin in accordance with his will • • • From 
the scientific standpoint this theory leads to absurdity. 
The only scientific explanation of all the phenomena of the 
world is supplied by absolute materialism. 
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On this vtew, the Bolshevist rearranged the 
<Order of evolution in their new g~l of genesis ; 
In the beginning:N ature; from it life-; and from life. 
thought and all the manifestations we call men
tal or moral phenomena. There is no such thing 
as Soul, and Mind is nothing but a. function· 
-of matter, organised in a ~icnlar way. Every 
-expression of the human mind and soul, every 
-emotion or thought-expression, every creation 
-of art and science, of religion and 
philosophy, every phenomenon of social 
life, is caused in the ultimate analysis by purely 
material and even mechanical causes. Culture, 
refinement, intellectual life and being, are u:q
intelligible to the Bolshevists, except as condi
tioned or created by the economic premis. And 
l>ecause they consider all forms of art and cul
ture as the product merely of economic relations, 
they have no hesitation in holding that art can be 
used to socialise emotion, or, as as Tolstoi put it, 
•• as a means to the emotionalinfectiono[humani
ty." :Mr: Upton Sinclair of America has writt~JJ-' 
a most interesting work called M ammonart, 
whose central thesis is that all artistic creations,
poetry and drama; scupture and painting, -of the 
greatest masters all the world over, are nothing bn:t 
conscious or unconscious propaganda. for a class. 
This thesis, whether accepted or not, does not 
deal with the problem of the origin of the a.rti&
tic impulse. The Bolshevists, however, are 
quite convinced of the materialistic, and even
mechanical, origin of that impulse ; and have 
therefore felt themselves fully justified in 
putting such creations to the use of further-.. 



ing materialism. If music can serve to infuse ino 
a vast audience a. common sentiment or rather 
sensation ; if an excellent painting, a perfect 
theatrical performance, a stirring poem, can 
give rise to emotions of the type intended by the
author, why should not such works be used for· 
strengthening the bonds of the new order of 
things the BolshevisttJ had set themselves to
establish in Russia, and from Russia throughout 
theworltl.! I shall have occasion to show in a. 
later lecture how they have actually succeeded 
in mechanising the theatre and other produc
tions, which we call artistic. Here it is enough 
to draw attention to this dominating idea of the
Bolshevist philosophy, · whirh they seek t& 
realise in everyday life and all social relations or
phenomenon, to the utmost of their ability . 

. Starting ·with this axiom, the Communist re
gime in Russia endeavoured, in the first flush 
of their coming into power, so to arrange the
conditions of material life for every one in the 
country as to enable each individual to be equal
ly fitted to give expression, or at least to ap
preciate the products of human activity in every 
department to the utmost. The practical mani
festation of the Bolshevist creed is crystalised in 
the maxim : " From each according to his abi
lity, to each according to his need." To achiev& 
this in . daily life, they had first to ex
propriate the expropriators, to take up all 
means of production, denying in them any ex
clusive individual property, and working them 
-eollectively for the common good. In theory, 
it is, of course, quite easy to show that this process 
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must result in such an increase of the total pro
ducts at the disposal of mankind that want and 
misery must be for ever banished; and that, the 
wastage due to the present starvation or. under
feeding of a certain· section of modem indivi
dualist society being avoided, the productive 
capacity of all will also increase in geometric 
progression.* But whether this unquestionably 
desirable and laudable end can be accomplished 
while any considerable section in the commu
nity is unconvinced of its central truth is . a 
consideration the Bolshevists do not seem to 
have troubled themselves very much about. 
They held, indeed, that }:Ower mru:t belong to 
the community as a whole, and be exercised 
through the proleta..-rian dictatOlship for the 
bene fit of the entire community. But in · the 
actual use c.f that power, the Bolshevists were 
in a 'V'ery small minority, and are so still. 
Their aim of accomplishing the perfection of the 
machine-age, in a country so backward and 
deficient in machinery as Russia; and their hope 
of speeding up production by the ai<l of univer
sal and· intensive mechanisation of the 
American type, is, if . not impossible, 
at least extremely· difficult of accom
plishment in the country they have to ·work 
in. As a side-issue,-though to the founders 
of Russ· an c.ommunism it was no side-issue,
they hoped to benefit from the parallel revo~u
tions of their own model in other more industri
alised or mechanised countries ; so . that the 
surplus of the more advanced communities may 
be utilised to makeup for the deficit, or the. time 

. . ... : 
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being, of the more backward. Other countries, 
however, were either· not prepared for, or not 
quite convinced of the wisdom of, the Bolshe
vist Revolution being reproduced in thei own 
midst; andso their indirect help and moral Eup
port was lost. But in the country of extreme, 
if not excessive mechanisation, in America; and 
in the eyes of those who have themselves plan
ned and achieved complete mechanisation, the 
experience does not seem to be tempting, to those 
at any rate, who have been brought up to 
long for self-expression in work itself. Sosnov
sky, the ·Bolshevist apologist, advocated, in 
·the first years of triumphant Bolshevism, 
that a few Russians be bred up ' Americans ' 
·systematically eveTy year, some what, may 
l say, . in the manner Jn which we make 
a .fetish in this country of our " England
trained" men. These " Russian-Americans" 
Sosnovsky wanted to be specially protected, 
.and suggested that everybody else must be made 
_tQ modelthemselves on these hybrids. In five 
years' time, according to the computation of this 
fond dieamer, "these Russian Americans will 
declare a war of extinction on all Russian boobies," 
and presumably succeed in Americanising Rus
sia, if not in annihilating Russians. Henry Ford 
seems to be the model of these American maniacs 
in Russia; but Ford himself declares: "It 
would. be a ghastly thought to me ; I simply 
could not do the same thing day in day out." 
And Dr. Rathenau, who organised and perfec
ted the centralised management of industry in 
war-time in Germany, was by no means conten' 
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to pin the faith of humanity to the sta:r which 
now seems to guide the Russian effort, even 
though he was the first to realise the triumphs of 
mechanised industry and trade on a nation
wide scale. The tendencies of excessive mecha
nisation were, in his eye, towards a "spirit of 
abstract utility andsystematicallyfutilethought, 
w:thout wonder and without humour, of the 
greatest complexity and at the same time of 
deadly uni ormity." And so the ideals and phi· 
losophy of the Bolshevists do not seem yet to be 
meeting with enthusiatic support in the world 
at large. 

PERSONA TITlES OP THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. 
. ~ 

How and by whom were these ideas realised? 
The personalities of the Russian Revolution 
make as fascinating a r:tudy as any in ·history, 
not only because of the mightiness of their , task 
but also by a certain something in themselves, 
de~pite their own professions to the contrary, 
which trascended the merely material ~sphere 
they professed to act in. The Russian Revolu
tion is no more the creation of a single man than 
any other phenomenon of like dimensions has 
been or can be. It i~ the crt>ation of a number 
of people co-operating,-not necessarily consc:i
o~y or even willingly, or with the same end in 
v1ew,-with the result that events have happened 
and situations created wherein their ideas have 
had a chance to germinate and fructify. With
out the havoc of the Tsarist regime preceding; 
without the. intense misery of the huge masses 
of the Russian peop!e, whil'h made them fa~ 
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in rank despair ready and eager _for anything 
that had the slightest promis~ of a relief from 
their intol~rable miseries ;. without the blunders 
and errors of the Court atld the Army and the 
Bureaucracy and the higher Bourgeoisie that 
had brought the old order of things into tho
rough disrepute ; without the teaching o£ men 
like Toli!toi, which had soaked through and satu
rated the spirit of the Russian masses, and the 
denunciations of men like the Bolshevist leaders; 
-· the inflammable ma.terial the Bolshevists 
found ready to their hand would never have 
come into being ; and so the match they apvlied 
would never have caused the conflagration that 
has actually resulted. Even without Lenin 
and his friends, the Tsa.rist autocracy was 
doomed. Even without Marx, capitalism was 
doomed. Even without the extremism of social 
or revolutionary democracy, the day of merely 
parliamentary institutions of the British type, 
with a new lease of life to the propertied and 
exploiting classes, was not to be thought of in 
the Russia of 1917. The new Rus~ian cons
ciousness, such as it was, was definitely against 
the ·privileged-class-government of any kind, 
whether the privilege was the outcome of birth, 
or wealth, or even of individual merit of the 
more academic kind. On the other hand, mere 
anarchywhetherof the common-or-garden varie
ty confused with terrorism, or the more philoso
phical,· sophisticated brand, was not to be 
thought of, until the indispensable minimum of 

·life and enjoyment had been secured to each 
indj.vidual from the collective or aggreagte pro-
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-duction of all working to the same end. :Pem~ 
-cracy, with the set purpose of destroying privi-
leged cl~se8 with their .legal right to exploit 
their fellow-beings fot their own private exclu
sive advantage, could have been foretold, even 
in the early days of the Russian Revolution. 
to be the most li.kelyprogramme adopted by the 
revolutionaries. That they had to be violent 
and radical ; that they were. ~ a. mortal 
haste to realise, at least in name, the ideals they 
had been so long preaching the moment they 
came into power, without waiting to consider if 
the soil was at all ready for the seed, muf'lt be as
-cribed to the circumstances that gave birth to 
the Revolution. and the conditions under which 
-the Revolutionaries had to work. They had, 
·accordingly, to do mueh in the first flush of 
-their triumphant advent to power, which they 
had afterwards to mOdify, if not to undo,-not 
b("Cause their faith had wavered or changed in 
the least ; nor even because their determination 
·to accomplish the end at any cost had weakenedf 
but because they were free to recognise the ab
.sence of the indispensable C'.Onditions, without 
having to pay the forfeit of unjustified experi .. 
ments. 

The men who had thus the courage of their 
·convictions, both posit.ively and negatively fi 
in going full-speed ahead or applying four-wheel 
brakes, were great dinamic forces. Th£;y had 
suffered much, pondered much, hoped much. 
They were by no means agreed, even among 
-themselv~, as to the ways and meanEt, and tho 
-exact psychological moment for carrying out. 
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their ideas in practice. Lenin and Trotsky, the
two greatest personalities a.nd makers of the
Russian Rev:olution, were as wide apart in their 
'riews as the pole~, when• the Revolution was 
in gestat.ion. They had not by any means 
t~pared each other when the revolution was still 
to be achieved. Here are some choice flowers 
~ffered by Lenin to Trostsky : " A shuffier. 
• • • • • • a man of no views, • • • • .. 
a poor hero of phrasology, a diplomatist of the
meanest description • • • . an intell~tua.l 
opportunist~'. And TrGtflky was in no way 
behind hand with his choice collection of bou-
quets for his fut-ure leader : Lenin, he de
clared was " a profesSional ex}Jloiter of every 
backwardness in the Russian workers' mov·e-
ment ~,. Even before the proletarian dicator
ship was an accomplished fact, Trotsky taunted 
Lenin with having an insatiate greed for power, 
and being a candidate for the post flf the Dic-
tator ! ·He came late into the innermost coun
eils · of the militant revolutionaiieR, · and had 
hoped, until the very last, to avert some of the
steps his colleagues were contemplatii'g. ]frem 
the mom~nt the worldwar had begu.r., Lenin was
a declared defeatist, who saw in the defeat of 
the nationaliet Tsarist armies and the bourgeois
ie the surest road to proletarian supremacy. 
Before that SUJ,remacy was conceded by the 
large and small bourgeois, civil war and a reign 
of terror would have to come inevitably. But 
Lenin was in no way frightened by these gaunt 
spectres that scare away many a less determined 
person. He positively welcomed them, and .. 
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ootua.lly prepared for them, as the only· means
of accomplishing the Bolshe"ist ends. Trotsky 
was European in Russia, though a Russian in 
Europe. Trosky wa' against the War as much 
as Lenin, but he could not at a stroke discard 
all the nationalist pride. He would rather en~ 
the war by dipkmacy than by a crushing defeat,.. 
and pave the way for proletarian B\ll)remacy by a
bloody Civil War. It is not even ceJtain if,.. 
left to themselves, Trotsky and some of the
more moderate among the Bolshevists,. 
like Zinoviev, Kamenev or Rykov,.. 
would not have welcomed some kind · of 
of a compromise with the more radical, mol'Ef 
chastened, more far-seeing of the Bourgeoisie ... 

But the towering personality of Lenin would 
not leave them alone, would not ·permit any~ 
other course of action, but what this. long
suffering exile from . Russia had determined 
upon. On the first news of a Revolution in 
Russia, Lenin hastened from his retreat in_ 
Switzetland, helped in his passage by the Ger.
man Government who saw in his sudden. en
trance on the Russian stage the earnest of their 
own success. . \Vhen the bourgeois revolution
ary Government had succeeded the Tsar's, the-
Soviets ol soldiers, peasants and workers -were-· 
organised to bring pressure upon the Govern 
ment, and effectsuch a redistribution of wealth 
as had long since been the ideal of social demo
cracy. The more moderate of the Bolshe:vists. 
were content toawaitthe consummation of the-: 
Bourgeois Revolution, and its peaceful surrender
of power, in theo fulh1ess of time, to the Belshe-... 
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-vist3. But Lenin thought otherwise. He con· 
-eidered that the mere fact that the coup·d'etst 
bad been planned and carried out by the bour

_geoisie aga.inst the feudal aristocra(!y and the 
Tsa1ist absolutism was enough to prove that 

·the first step was ended. The bourgeois had 
.done hi~ work. Remained ior the social de
mocrat to com~ into his own. In the first da.ys, 
·however, when he was taking stock of the situa
tion, he was by no means so positive as he be

o<>ame later. He himself was in favour, i•"l April 
·(21) 1917, of stopping all street demonstrati~ns 
..against the existing Government. So also .. in 
-the June following,. when the Congrees ·of 
. .Soviets was in session at Petrograd, and when 
·the leaders were yet unready to lead an armed 
.revolt against the new government. But the 
.latter pla.yed into the hands of Lenin. In July 
·there was a spontaneous rising of the Petrogra.d 
workers and soldiers, who cried "Down with the 
~apitalist MinisterR' ; and "all power to the 
;:Soviets ". The Bolshevists were identified with 
-this ; but, for the moment, the Govergment was 
.:strong enough to suppress the rising; and Lenin 
:]lad to flee once again the country. Then came 
oG-eneral Kornilov playing Napoleon on the Rus
. .sian Stage. This drove the Social Revolut.iona· 
.xies of all shades together to war. against the 
-eommon peril. Kornilov was fru~tra.ted,; but 
Lenin pointed out the inconsistency or dis

-crepancy between fighting a Kornilov and 
.supporting a Gm·ernment like that of Keren
.sky. He was, even in .July, not a,·erse. indeed. 
-to consider the possibility of a compromise ;, ., 
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.and himself suggesteq terms on which a more 
peaceful revolution could be accomplished
But his proposals from Finland were rejected~ 
because the Soviets -had not yet learnt to 
-distrust Kerensky. Dissatisfied by the tactics 
of the leaders, a. few of the more ardent 
Bolshevists agitated among the rank and 
.file, and prepared them for !J. bloody fight 
against th6 established authority •. A majority 
in the Petrograd Soviet was won over, and Trot
sky, was elected their chairman. Power was 
within their grasp at long last, -and their oppo
ne:rlts almost drove them to take it by the fore
lock, by their untimely, insensible taunts. Lenin 
asked, in an imm01tal and sensational pamphlet 
<'ailed " WiU the Bolshevists maintain PoDJer If "
published at the most psychological moment 
(Oct. I, 1917); and answered that if 130,000land 
<>wners could hold the Government after 190!i, 
why should not ten times their number of the 
Bolehevists succeed in doing so.· This his de
claration, on the eve of the Bolshewt advent to 
power, was closely parallel to that in another 
pamphlet from the same master-mind, issued 
earlier in the year, and entitled the State and lhe 
Revolution,;butdiffered inoneessential particul.a.r 
that· seemed to lend a tone of chastened, sobet
ro responsibility, taught by a. first-hand ac
-quaintance with governing power, its pitfalls, 
and responsibilities.· In the Stale and Revolu
tt:m the future Dictator had advocated the im, .. 
n;t.ediate s~ialisation of the means of produc
bon ; but m the later declaration he held that 
the most vital issue before the Russian· people 



'\\·as not the confiscation of capitalist enterpriser 
but rather the universal, comprehensive, un
exceptjoned control oi workers oveL· the ca pi
talists and their sympathisers. To persuade 
the heflitating and to convince the waverers, he 
added:-

"We shall readily substitute for confiscation the collec
tion of just taxation, if only we can thereby exclude the 
possibility of any sort of evasion of account-rendering. 
concealing the truth, and eluding the law • • · • • At 
the same time," he added," extra obstinate and non-sub. 
missive capitalists will have to be punished by the confis
cation of ~he whole of their wealth, and by imprisonment." 

Feeling certain that the apparatus created by 
capitalist enterprise and ingenuity would f;erve 
the socialist turn, needing only a degree of 
supervision, Lenin bad no comp1mction about 
the fate of industry unde-r the regime he pro
posed ; and therefore no fears about the snccess 
of the Bolshevists in mamtaining control of the 
Governmental machine. 

Against this attitude and tacti~?s of the Bol
shevists, the Kerensky regime was end€'avour
ing to steal a march by the .convocation of a 
National constitutent Assembly. The Bolshe
-vist leaders, including J,enin at first, were 
agreed .upon taking part in the Conference ; but 
within a few days Lenin was convetted into 
believing that the participation would be a. 
mistake. Without waiting for the meeting of 
the Soviet Congt·es8 on the 2:lrd October, I,enin 
proposed (Oct. 10) to prepare for an insurrec
ton.. . The fate of the Party, and of the Russian 
R~vo!ution, was stakedona single th;ow~anim ... 
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mediate armed rising • .k.amenev and Zinoviev 
had dqubt.ed the wisd.omoi such a. bold step; bu~ 
they were cowed into eu bmission by the ir
resistible magnetism of Lenin, who had return
ed from his exile in Finland. A timely blunder 
of Kerensk.y, ordering a war-weary regiment to 
go to the tront, betrayed the Government into 
the hands of the revolutionaries, ·and started 
the armed revolution. Even then, many, in
~luding the foremost figures in the Revolution., 
like Trotsk-y himself, doubted the justice an~ 
prudenc·e of ignoring the All-Russia Soviet Con
gress about to meet. But Lenin urged, in the 
true spirit of Danton," Action, Action. Power 
first ; discussion afterwards ". HE: stormed 
them, ta.unted them. manouevered them int9 
fixing the 15th October for · the fateful day ; 
and though the actual insurrection took place 
on the 23rd, when the Congress of Soviets met, 
on the 2.5th, the Government was already in the 
hands of the ·Bolshevists. The waverers still 
continued to waver; but Lenin was fixed and· 
admant, and the "deserters" had to desert 
themselves, and throw in their lot with Lenin. 
Boldness is contagious. ~\udacity, touiours de 
l'audace, encore de l"audace, is the soul :of suc
~ess in revolution. Proletal"ian dictatorship 
was announced; preparations were made for 
-concluding peace with Germany, and the 
masses won over by the decree of immediatena
tionalisa.tion of land, and the confiscation of aU 
forms of property. The Congress of Soviets had 
a few feeble £1peeChes of ineffective protest from 
doubters and opponents; but. they were silenced 
and helpl~ before the logic of the fait accomplL 
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. This was Lenin, the author and embodiment 
of the Russian Revolution. The man's great
ness is unquestioned, though we, .his contem
poraries, may not see it m its proper perspertiv& 
and true proportions. · His colleagues and cri· 
tics are alike .agreed on the intt-nse personal 
magnetism of the .man,-all tho more surprising 
in the Russia of to-day, where rampant mate
rialism is so universal and tluough-going. 
Lenin is inexplicable, on the strict materialisti(} 
creed. His colleagues rega1d him as an "ap
pliance" to achieve the Bolshevist creed. But 
we. who are not gifted with the higher insight 
of these adepts; we who cannot •1uite overlook 
the inconsistencies in the Lenin legend, ca.r..not 
but think of him as a phenomenon transcending 
a mere "appliance". Born in 1870, I~enin came
of a stock of petty nobility in Russia, but was 
early,entangled in the revolutionary movement 
that dated from the days of Alexander II. A 
brother of his was involved in an anarchist 
attempt on the life of Alexander. III; and was 
sentenced to be hanged. He himself was ac· 
cused of some such activities as did not find 
favour with the Tsarist regime, and had his 
share of the revolutionary's suffering in the old re
gime. Thereafter he was an exile, and did not 
retumtothelandofhisfathers,exceptwhen there
gime of Tsardom was over ; and then, too, with 
the help of the foe of his fatherland. But Lenin 
had no such frailties as a beliei in nllirplaced 
patriotism,-a. passion for a land which special
ised in persecuting and terrorising the best and 
.noblest of her sons. He was from the outset of 
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the war a defeatist, and openly gloated:in-the
<!ha.nces of defeat of the Tsarist armies, as the>' 
surest means to accomplish the revolution ~& 
had hungered for. He ·was, by nature, poorly 
gifted. " As an orator he ]a('ked the fire of 
Kerensky, the erudition of 1\Hliukov, the all-

. redeeming sincerity· of Tsoretelli, the· flashing
brilliance of Trotski." As a writer, he wa.s 
commc·nplace to the verge of dullness : but that 
was perhaps his best passport to the ht>art of 
his countrymen. He was extremely well edu.; 
cated, but not in the sense familiar to us in this.. 
country, c.r common in all the bourgeois civili
sations of the West. He ·was intolerant . of 
oppositionindebate,and was wont to brush aisde
his opponEnt by the t>urt remark" If you don't 
understand this much, you understand nothing.!' 
But he had the insight, the perreyxion, and bold
ness that achieved the Revolution, and kept the
revolutionaries in the saddle, des}.'ite unheard 
of unbelievable difficulties. He alone among: 
the Bolshevist leaders was able to perceive that 
the mass of the people would be with them in 
then· violent bid for power, even though the
constituted authorities and assemblies might 
appear to be against them. He had the magic 
of all great personalities, and so an entree into
the hearts of his "is-a-"is in a. manner that none
le~~s great can realise. A Russian socialist, and· 
an enemy of Lenin personally, has recorded the-. 
testimony of an unknown workman · received' 
in audience by the Dictator in the midst of the
most absorbing Jlllblic business. The workman 
vas moved to the foundation of his being .. 
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_., This is a man " he repeated over and over 
again" for whom T would give my life • • • 
With him a new life begins foT me. Ah, if we 
()nly had had a Tsar like him.! " Asked what 
the Dictator had said to him, the workman more 
-soberly replied, "Everything belongs to you 
' he told me .' take everything. The world be· 
longs to the proleta.tiat. But believe no qne 
but us. The workers have no other friends." 
'This was the usual stock· in trade of demago· 

' gues, which the workman must have heard a 
thousand times before, without any impression, 
-except perhaps of insufferable boredom. And 
_yet, when said hy Lenin, these commomJ'laces 
--could move such a stolid mass as this ordinary 
-workman. Trotsky, who. was by no means 
.a.n unsophisticated, infatuated admirer of Lenin, 
said, immediately after an attempt on the life of 
-the Dictator. "When we think that Lenin may 
die, our whole life seems useless, and we cease 
·to want to live."! Zenoviev, another of Lenin's 
principal co-workers, not always seeing eye to 
-eye with the Pictator, remarks, speaking on 
·the days when pourparlers for peace with the · 
-central Powers were going on: "It is doubtful 
·what would have happened to our Revolution, if 
.Comrade Leniu had not been present in thOEle 
hitter. moments, and stirring days." These 
testimonials from colleagues and co·workei"P, 
not always able to say ditto in everything to 
.Leniri~. must be ample evidence of the man's 

·. ·real greatness. . He was not only alone in per· 
~ei~ing the real bond of sympathy between his 
. ~d the mass mind in Russia, in the stirring 
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days of ~xpe~tant re,~olution, and experiment
ing so~·ialism. He was gteater and surer still, 
when, turned' ba~k from· the· jnbiJant note . of 
()[the early years of triumpha~t· Revolution, he 
retraced his steps to inaugurate· what has been 
called the New Economic Policy. I am not 
8Ure if Comrade Zenoviev's tribute I quoted a 
moment ago is merely an expression of a pas-· : 
sing depression or is rooted firmly in fact, as 
regards the service rendered hy J..Pnin to the 
<-auie of the Revolution in the days when 
pourparlers for peace were goin~ on. But I am 
verfectly certain no one but Lenin ~ould have 
dared to make 'the confession, which the new 
economic policy implied, of an utter failurP, if 
-only temporarily, of the vast.expectations with 
which communism had been started in practice •. 

· And so it is that we have to confess Lenin to he 
· :even & ·greater .man .than :Marx his teacher, ·Or 

Trot.sky his more brilliant, more energetic co
adjut.or. Lenin made Marxism possible, he 
actually was able to realise it in .pra.ctice, if 
(}nly for a ~hort while. Fitly, .therefore, has 
Lenin's achievement come to be known as Leni
nistn in contradistinction r.o Marxism~ which, 
warring against idealism, was itself able to go 
no further than idle speculation. Fitly, too, has 
he come to be regarded as the eaint and saviour, 
the guardian angel and champion knight, of 
the Russian proletarian Revolution, or 'what 
remains of it, in a land, where they have abo:. 

.. lished all angels and banished all saints. The·. 
Lenin mausoleum in the Red Square of Moscow 
has become a place of pilgrimage for the thirst· 
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ing communist from all over Russia, if not. 
from all over the world ; and the man who was 
responsible for so many changes, so much blood
shed and so great terror, lies resting now in his. 
final hnme, as the greatest embodiment of the 
rights of suffering humanity. . 

I have glanced in passing, in the foregoing. 
ske~h of Lenin's personality and achievements,. 
at some of his co-workers like '.frotflkY, Kamenev,. 
Zinoviev, Rykov etc. They are second class. 
stars, who have, indeed, their own light; but 
they pale before the overwhelming effulgence
of the premier luminary. They have their own 
views about the Revolution, its scope and nature,.. 
its ways and means; and their activities in tha~ 
regard are not yet over. Lenin we can attempt. 
to estimate, now that he has ceased to be an 
active force ; but these others his partners in 
the great task are yet alive and working ; and so
it would be premature, if not impossible, to 
attempt to estimate their contiibution to the. 
Revolution, or their character. Let us, however,. 
see them in their doings, in the first acts of the> 
Revolution they helped to achieve. The first 

. decrees of the Bolf!hevists aimed at expropria
tion,---expropriation wholesale, expropriation 
universal,-without, however, any definite plan 
as to continuing the work in the expropriated 
establishments. The factories, they dedared, 
were nationalised. The worken', however, un-

. derstood the decree of nationali:;;ation in their 
own way. They thought that by decreeing the • 
nationalisation of the factories, they were 
entitled to take charge of the establishments •. 



And so they forthwlth did, amidst congratula
tions and felicitations of their fellows. But 
what was to be d<me after that?. How were 
the nationalised fa.ctorics to be run ? 'Vhat 
wa.s to be the place of these fac~tories and their 
output in the genernl scheme of the life of the 
people ? On these, neither they themselves 
nor their leaders had any very clear notions. 
The workers had, of course, hoped that the 
moment the nationalisation was accomplished, 
the factory would go on produdng ; and, as 
there would be no longer any profiteering ex
ploiters in the shape of proprietors to be satis
fied, they would stand to get all the increased 
surplus. But a. sad disillusionment was in ~:tore 
for them on this point. They had been too 
thoroughly demoralised to be putting out their 
best energy to work ; and, now that discipline 
was understood to be only a species of tyranny, 
there was no means of making them work. 
The ideal was to secure work for all ; the actual 
gave work soon to none. The factories could 
not get raw material,.or fuel or workmen of it
self ; and the macliines could not run bv them
selves. There was no produce; therefore noth
ing to exchange with in order to obtain food 
and other requirements of living. There was a. 
growing shortage of food, not only because the 
army consumed a. great quantity ; not only 
because there was famine ; but a.l~o because the 
peasants were by no means overflowing with . 

~ sympathy for communism in practice. I shall 
speak of the events on land and concerning the 
peasants in a. minute. For the moment let me 
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note that the producta of industry having come 
to an end after a while ; and the industrial esta- · 
blishments having come to a. dead stop, there 
was no means of obtaining the wherewithal for 
the city people and factory workers to live on, 
not to mention the soldiers and sailors that were 
·guarding the Revolution. The rulers tried to 
.rectify the initial error of uncoordinated nation
,a]isation by instituting a central department for 
the purpo~e, (June 2fi, 1918). Trotsky even 
spoke of the niilitarisation, or conscription, of 
labour,-he who only a few months before had 
spoken of the Bolshevist achievement~! in enthu
siastic laudation. " We started our economic 
·policy ., he said, " by a definite and iiTevocable 
break with the bourgeois past. Before, there 
was a market-it was abolished. There was 
free trade-it was abolished. Competition and. 
.commercial speculation were abolished. What 
took the place of all these ? The centralised, 
supreme, most sacred economic cmmcil which 

· ... orders and organises and supervises everything. 
·sees to the procuring of raw material, machinery, 
·&c.,. and to the disposing of manufactured goods. 
·From one centre this council through its vari
.~us dependent organs decides everything ". 

. But there was -utterly nothing to decide abcut • 
. ·The old mana.gers oi industry struggled to go on 

working. But they were unable to keep up 
•\l-ith the deliberate depreciation of the medium 
.·of exchange, and the consequent flurtuations 

. .of a . most violent kind in prices and wages. 
·They therefore closed down, and there was ne 
one among the workers to take their place at 
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once,-not even the central economic councf 
of eomrade Trotsky. When the accumulated 
stocks of the war-time were used up, there was. 
no means of keeping the factories going~ Work
ers began to flee to the land, and to intensify 
the struggle of existence in that direction also. 
In January, 191R, there were 2! million indus· 
trial workers; in 1919, half that figure, and the 
year following only ! million, of which real 
workers were C'nly 400,000. Production had 
fallen to less than one-seventh the pre-war 
standard in industry as a whole, in particular 
cases the fall being even more considerable. 
Cottage industries, and those free from the poll· 
cy of nationalisation and workers' control, es
eaped, in a measure, from this wave of intense 
depression. But as tradewas also nationalised, 
there was no means even for such saved lndus
iries to exchange thdr produce without smug
~ling on an extensive scale, in which the pea-' 
sants joined with a ,·im. The situation at last 
ber.ame so intolerable that a revolt i.n the armed 
forces of the Govei"'lment was imminent; and as 
that would have undone all the work of the Re
'Yolution, Lenin promptly turned over a new 
leaf, and inaugurated the New Economic Policy. 

Of thi~ development I shall speak in the next 
lecture. Here let me complete the pict.uro by 
adding a word about agriculture. How fared the 
peesant under the Revolution? The Russian 
peasant is called a moujik-and reminds me, 
oo.ite unreasonably, of our own wo.rd 'Mooji.' 
The peasant mentalityisnotmaterially difl"erent 
in any part of the world. He is accustomed to 



think in terms of his own holding; his horizon 
is bounded by his own hedges. He has an at
tachment to the soil of his family, which great 
thinkers·and mighty philoSOJ>hers rarely under• 
stand ; and so he is ready to take up arms in the 
defence of his land and fight with a vim, that 
cannot but amaze them who are themsehes 
strangers to such attachment to the soil. But 
the peasant-ellen the educated peasant-cannot 
take a broa.d philosophical view. He welcomed, 
indeed, the Bolshevists, with their promise 
to expropriate the landed properties. But 
when the expropriation of landlords was de
creed, the peasants did not intt"rpret the de
cree to mean their own expropriation as well. 
Tht"y had no desire to cultivate their ·land, for 
the benefit of the idlers and officials at Moscow! 
The decree of October 1917 had expropriated 
all landlords, including the Church lands and 
Crown or state lands; and these were made. 
over to local land committees, or so"iets. But 
the decree had not prescribed the forms for 
.effecting this change. The fundament.al law 
of },ebruary 1918 had abolished the principle of 
private property in all land, including the )Je&
sants• prope1·ties, forests and minera1 resources. 
But even this did no more than legalise what 
was going on in the country. The Government 
was much too busy strengthening its hold on 
the towns, and straightening out the tangle 
that had occurrf~d in the nationalised industry 
to beabletodevotemuch time and attention to the 
agricultural problem. The villages were left to 
thcmselvP..s, and the peasants carried out the 
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.expropriation, in the manner they unders~ood . it • 

.And the peasants did it very peaceably and 
:fatrly credit~bly, through their immemorial 
'Village organisation, the Mir. The confiscated 
lands "ere decreed to be divided equally ; the 
peasants divided them-mostly amongst. the. 
descendants of exserfs, so as to r~ctify the in
justice that had been rankling for two genera
tions. Hence, when the Government was free, 
at the end of 1918, to devote their attention 
to the peasants, they already found a strongly 
entrenched class, not materially different in 
their sympathies and prejudices from the petty. 
bonrgeois class they were familiar with in the 
towns. These revolution born proprietors were 
.against the Revolution, in so far as it 
was against their rights of property. The 
.attempt to introduce class warfare in the 
village by organising and pitting . the poorer. 
.peasants against the richer ones. But these 
<>rganisations,' though they did create some 
trouble lor~ally, brought no advantage to the 
government or relief in their main troubles. 
The attempt at farming huge blocks of land 
diree.tly by the State, jointly by the town worker 
and the peasant, (but with the compulsory 
labour of the latter), also failed; and Government 
'"'ere rather anxious in 1921 to liauidate these 
huge laitfundia, or what remained of them, in the 
bands of the state. 'fhe peasant economy thus 
l'emained master of the situation, only disturbed 
~y the policy of government in r€gard to ensur
mg an adequate supply of food for the civil and 
military population in their charge. .A Food 
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Dictatorship was established by a decree of 1\Iay,. 
1918, which was em}Jowered to requisition all 
foodstuffs beyond the immediate requirements 
of the cultivator and seed.,· In practice, the 
department and its resultant Food Cam}'aign 

· almpst brought the Revolution to the brink of 
failure. In theory they were supposed to make 
their demands-their asses~ment-on statisti<'al 
data.. But what statistics could they have in 
those distant Council halls of Moscow t 
The· demands of the Food Dictator became 
veritable exacticns that left the peasant not. 
enough food for himself and family, let a lone 
seed. The peasants refused to ~:tubmit tamely 
to these exa.ctions of the commissa.tiat and its 

. underlings from Moscow. The country population 
rose in rebellion; and when that failed, they 
organised passive resistance. They refused to 
grow more food than what was needed for their 
t~wn consumption and seed for the next crop. 

·They cut down the a.rea of cultivation~ and re
duced the yield of crops. This meant the 
almost complete cessation of any cultivation of 
the raw materials of industry ]ike flax or 
c:otton; and. therefore. a total stoppage 
of the already famishing industry. The 
rear under cultivation was reduced by 
amoe than half, and the yield per acre fell in 
proportion. The reaction was instant and in
disputable. Food shortage was chronic and 
intense; and factories were starved for want. 
&f material. Lenin feared f<;>r the very life of the 
Revolution, and though a nominal power was 
taken in 1920-21 to define in advance the are& 
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to be sewed in, and the compulsion of the pea
sa.nt to cultivate as per plan, the measure was a.
dead letter from the start. 'l'he end. of 192<?' 
inarks the end, therefore, of this communistic· 
experimentation w'ith the pea.;.ants in Russia~ 

On the whole, then; .iudged in the test-tube·. 
of results, the policy of active and all round • 
communism in trade, industry, and agricul.-. 
ture must be pronounced to have been a failure._ 
The failure may have been due,-I think it 
really was due, -to a combination of circum
tances, whiC'h need not be regarded ar::a ever re
curring; and which, being overcome or removed,. 
might permit of a hope of future success. For
the moment, howe-ver, the failure- was. 
eom1'lete a.nd ghastly and undeniable, . even 
though the experimenting had been on im ... • 
mature ground, and nc.t under ideal ~ondi-. 
tiona. The authors. of the Revolution; _how-
ever, had the sense to perceive. their failure~ 
courage to admit it, and the enterprise to·. 
set about remedying the disaster. How they. 
did it, and what . has since become of the; 
economic life in Russia, must he reserved fo~ 
another le<'tur~. 
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LECTURE III 

.A CHANGE OY FRONT: THE·NEW ECONOMIC POLICY. 

UDIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

Fom the wholesale and militant communism 
'()f the first years of the Revo]ution to the more 
restrained and orthodox regime called the New 
Economic Policy, there was a wide gulf. The 
.gulf had to be bridged adroitly, if the leaders 
:and authors of the Revolution were not to for
feit the sympathy of that small but active da.ss 
-that had supported th<'m in :first bringing it 
.about. 

In examining how they set about bridging 
·the gplf, I shall have unavoidably to go 
'()Ve~, -l 'the same · ground, in parli at least, 
that I have covered in the last lecture. I 
·shall make the repetition as brief as I 
-can manage ; and such as it is, such .as I am 
-obliged to make it, I shall do from a new point 
'()f view altogether. I shall consider the out
look of the different classes on the Re~olution, 
and what promise it had for them ; and in doing 
.so I shall notice what each of these classes were 
-expecting when they severally desired a. change 
:f.rom the absolute, 1mdiluted, universal commu
.nism of Marx-cum-Lenin. This will supply us 
with a key, not only to the understanding of the 
.changes introduced by the New Economic 
Policy, but also enable us to perceive where, if 
.at all, there are still hidden seeds of further 
modifications of absolute communism. 
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The need for a change was first forced upon 
"the attention of the authorities by the revolt 
-on March 6-7, 1921, of th~ Cronsta.dt garrit:Jo:q. 
tOf sailors, who had been styled the " Pride and 
Beauty of the Re\lolution ". These were the 
immediate authors of the advent of Bolshevism 
into power. If they were dissatisfied ·with the 
.state of affairs, it must surely need modifying. 
'Their rising was in sympathy '\\'ith t.he similar 
.risingsofpeasants all along the Volga, in Siberia., 
in the famous Black Land of Russia, and even 
in Petrograd-now called Leningrad-itself. The 
Tevolt as revolt was indeed crushed; but the 
demand of the revolted for a freedom of trade 
for and with the peasantry was undeniable. 
Lenin and his most })rom.inet co-workers had 
t.he courage t.o admit failure \in their first 
designs ; and the daring to propos~ an 
.orientation which would be a negation of' the 
principles and policy they had hitherto followed. 
'Trotskydeclared, "We have failed in our plan. 
Why! Because we '\\-ere not ~ufficiently pre
pared tor it." And Lenin himse1f declared 
.before the Communist Conference of 1922:--

.. We must show the peasants by our deeds that we 
1mow how to help them, • • ~ ot they will send us to 
"the devil. The majority of them still think, ' well, if you 
don't know how to help us, perhaps you will learn ·~-, But 
their patience is not inexhaustible, and the moment wi!!. 
eome, when, to use a commercial expression, they will 
.refuse us further credit, and ask for cash. They will say 
c Dear rulers, after so many years of postponement have you 
f~mnd the ri~ht way of keeping us out of poverty, starva
'tlon, and rwn.. Do you know how to do it ! The capita
lists knew how to organise supply. They did it badly; 
·they plundered and offended us. But they knew how to do 
it; you do not.' · 
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On this analysis of their position, the Bolshe
vist leaders decided to placate the peas$l.ntry,. 
who held the l\ey to the economic sitrmtion in 
their nommand of food-supJ-'Iy and raw ma
terials for industry. 

The opposition of the peasant was not f'() 

much to the government of the Bolshevists, 
but rather tO: their preventing them enriching 
themselves. They knew quite well that th6 
confiscations from thcChurch, State and land-lord 
estates 'had been the foundations of their new 
riches, which no· other but the Bolshevist Gov .. 
emment would rerognise. Hencethey desired, 
not to oust the communist Government by a. 
counter-revolution, hut rather to compel them 
to grant the peasants' point of view, asrega.rds. 
the ~se of agricultural land. 

: If the peasant forced the retreat from the un• 
diluted Communism of the early tlv.y8, the rest. 
of the population was no whit behind hand in 
reinforcing, willy nilly, the demand for a. new 
economic policy. The working or l\'age-eaming 
class was certainly more ~ocialistic, ha~hlg sm-. 
fered much more, 'and been educated al~o better,. 
than the peasants to appreciate the advantage 
to them oi a. socialistic regime. The new Gov ... 
ernment looked upon them with special affec· 
tion ; and they were also able to share more 
eft'ectively in the lJOWCr of government. They 
had, therefore, less reason than the peasants to 
feel discontented. To the peasant ~he undilut
ed communiE~m of the early years appeared in a. 
light, in which the new governing power, with 
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its demand for the confiscation of all surplus 
produce, tooktheplace of the old~ as exploiters; 
·while they themselves remained a prey to ex
ploitation as before. As a daring peasant is 
reported to have put the situation publicly, as 
he and his kind found it : " While the land is • 
<mrs, the crop is yours; while the meadow is 
ours, the hay is yours ; while theJorest i.s ours, 
the timber is yours." All the fruits of land and 
its cultivation went, the peasants felt, to the 
G-overnment, theirs beingonly theold, old, task 
of slaving, as before, for the benefit of others. 
Where, then, wa.s the Revolution ? The indus
trial worker, particularly in the principal cities 
and at the headquarters of Government, did 
not feel the injustice of the new arrangement as 
the peasant did. But he, too, found neither food 
nor the wherewithal to get food, thanks to the 
attitude of the peasant, Hence his submis
sion to the logic of circumstanceE~. Here was a. 
new class war-in a sense undreamt of by Marx, 
and unrealised fully even by Lenin. It was a. 
case of town against. country, artisan against 
agri<'ulture-though both were equally poor. 
The workers felt that they had been betrayed 
by the peasants; and the latter imagined the 
former were intent on exploiting the simplicity 
and ignorance of their countrymen. · Their 
leaders and spokesmen were excellent people, 
so far as declamation of the benefits of commu
nism went. But when it came to o'rganising a. 
factory, and carrying out the requirements of 
trade, they were the merest tyros. Their in
experience in economic organisation, and failure 
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to grasp the mightiness of the problem before
them, were responsible in no small measure for 
the change of front forced .on them. Trotsky 
had been from the beginning, and still ~eems 
to be, somewhat doubtful about the wisdom. 
of excessive centralisation of effective 
power in . the .. hands of a. very small 
clique. And when at the critical moment. 
came the death of Lenin,-the one mastermind 
that had kept all the heterogeneou~ forres to
gether,-the plight of the Revolutionary Govern
ment was precarious in the extreme. They had 
been fondly hoping, ever since they signed the
Treaty-of Brest-Litc.v~k with Germany, that the 
working classes, the proletariat in .the other 
European countries, would rise in a. revolution 

. similar to theirs, and complete the world socia
list revolution ; £10 that their task would b & 

facilitated a.t home. But the world Revolu
tion came not, neither in the new Germany • 
nor in the old Great Britain. And so the Bolshe
vists were left to fight their difficulties single
handed, and without the aid of the ally they 
had most counted upon. 
·No wonder, then, that the Bolshevists failed:.. 

The wonder rather is that they had the rourage 
to admit failure, the daring to set about. 

·remedying it, the luck to acct~mplish it, without 
giving up their main ideal. The ultimate 
factor responsible for the failure, in many 
eyes, was human nature. This is a vague, 
convenient, term to shoulder all the blame, 
which it would be inconvenient for any 
individuals to assume. It is, however, im-
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possible to say that l1y its very formation, man ·s-. 
nature is selfish rather than social. I am in
clined to think that man of all animals~ is more, 
social than selfieh. · I do not deny a, dash of 
selfishness in all of us ; but I hold that there is. 
the other side also. By common consent, a~
also by the c:ourse of his evolution through the
ages, man has come to look with approval and 
admiration, not upon the manifestations of 
human selfishness in e;tcelsis, so much as upon the· 
display of sacrificing traits in us individually. 
If men are to live in society, in some kind of 
organised grouping, they must needs have and 
encourage these self-sacrificing tendencies, or 
foster them by education in everyway they can,. 
lest the group be weakened, or destroyed, or 
immolated by the individual. But this train
ing or education, sufficient in degree to reach the, 
height of enjoying all the factors of material 
well-being in common, must needs be slow; 
especially after the training or tendency or some
generations had emphasised th'e opposite, ·and by 
no means yet extinct or insignificant, tendency 
to be selfish, as the age following the industrial 
revolution has done. The Russian Revolutjon,. 
on the other hand,--or rather the Ru~sian 
revolutionaries-wanted to carry out .their 
J•rogramme of revolution with dramatic sud~ 
denness. And there they were oppo~ed, not. 
merely by t:i.<; in.erlia, but by the determined 
might of all the mstincts of capitalistic greed, 
on a ground where they had never dreamt of 
meetmg such a general, determined, resourcAful 
opposition. They were themselves unprepared 
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.a!l~ inexperienct>d; they had no working alterna
tives ready to take the place of the capitalistic 
-organisation satisfactorily ; they had other pro
blems of iDternationa.l complications to attend 
to. And so when the results showed faillll'e, 
-or want of correspondence between the expec· 
tation'i and the ac-tual, they turned down thP.ir 
policy, and bla:rned human nature for the Failure! 

How was this change ac~cmplishcd .: . Ld us 
begin with agriculture, and see how the change 
-was brought about. The·ho,tility of the pea· 
.1il&nts to the new system was intensified l>y a , 
famine in 1921, which affected some 23 million 
-peo!Jle •• The Government exactions of . food 
surplus havjng exhausted all the accumulated 
_reserves: and the peasants having deliberately 
, reduced the crop by restricting the area ~f 
-cultivation, the intensity of the shortage in- any 
given area could not be localised. Starvation 
became universal. Misery and want and dis
.oease stalked the land as . grim spect~. But 
for the vigorous and energetic, relief measure& 
Mopted by foreign governments, like the Ame
rican and the English, ·the plight of th& Russian 
people would have been incredibly terrible, and 
the fate of the Revolution would have been 
-sealed. Wiser, however, by these experiences, 
and recognising in time their failure, ~he leaders 
of the Revolution enunciated a new policy with 
reference to the ownership and cultivation of the 
Ian~ and the disposal of its produce. The ulti
mate property in all land in the country was 
reserved for the people communistically or 
'Socially. But the existing cond_itions of pos-
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sesMrv ownen:hip were d<'finitely reeogni.~d. 
and the pea.s&!lts wen" Je ft at complete liberty 
to cnlti vate their land either !'Omnrma.Uy or 
individnaUy as they pleased. Jn fltead· of con· 
fhwatin~ all the surplus produce grown on land 
after the needs of the cultivator and his family 
had heen s'lti,;;fieci, thev now introdu~ed a. form 
of taxation of land-the :-;ingl~ Agricultural Tax· 
which · ha.."J commended it'ieli to tho peasants. 

·The f'l·ltivRtor. moreover, got the right to employ 
. hired la.hour for wages, without forfeiting his 

, civir right to, vote at national or communal 
eler.tions ; and, in addition, obtained. '"hat to 
him .-as the- more valued btnefit, the freedom 
to trade his surplus goods whereve:l' and how
e\"er he liked~" As the nationalisation or trade 
was si"' ulta.neou.sly relaxed, and as the medium . 
of exchange was a'L:Jo rehabilitated abo:Jt ,th.is 
time, the permissio11 to trado the surplus in ·a. 
rehJ tive~y free mark·~t was no em~·ty concession. 
For tl1e rest, · Govemmenl realised the-ir inahi· 
lity to maintaill themselves in power and to 
ca.rry on t.heir revolution. without the support of 
the huge agri~ultural lfi.aS£:es; and so they 
ROnght ro win O\ er the J,;easantry to t-heir pro· 
v.ran.me by other meaniZ. They form1tlated 
their volicy of inten~Se enc·onragemt>ut oi agri
culture l.y eve.-y means. To this end t11ey ha,·e 

·instituted model ia.rms. whetP the most erono
roicul m~thods of land rultiva.tion are on view ; 
and fa.dlitiett a.re offe:-ed to the prasants to av~il 
themfe)ves of these new methods of rai;;ing the 
greate'St ptodu~e with the utmost reonom,v. 
'Ihe pea~nt is not averse to avail h~ell of 
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-every material advantage offered to him. Bot 
he still stands roottd in his pre4 udices 88 mnf'h 
as ever. ~in('e 1 P2..;. leo'\~ of land are granted 
·for~ crop rotatkn-land, ani 'or not nu>re than 
12 years in other. Tn I ?26 fortht"l" steps '' ,.,.e 
taken to pro~ide f•mdQ by the ~taU! to Sf'ttle 

·on land the poorer pea.Mnts to encourn~e f'ltill 
more the area under cultivation. The Aettlera 
are freed from taxation for a number or vP-ars, 
&!ld the tra.nsvort of tht>ir telongingp sod family 
is carried out at specially reduced rate.-1. 'To 
villll~e communities collectively, the Co11rJdl of 
the People· P Commissaries has decided to grant 
eredit for a pPrio:J of 8 vean lor work in (''ln
tte<"tion ·with the amelioration of !anrl. In the 
general organisation of edu~ation, &1'30, " groo;t 
deal of attention is paid to the neetls of tl1e 
agriculturists and the sci~ntific cultivation of . 

. land. 
It must be admitted, however, that the Rns· 

·sian peasant is as conservative as the fNsant 
·.class a.ll over the world; and does not, therefore, 
seem to have welcomed the new overt~ to 
revolutionise his methods of eultivation that 
the Government is now holt.ling out to him. 

· Be feels the arrogance of his age old experit>nce 
and opposet1 it to a.ll the. to him, S}>t'Ctacular 
achievements of scimre. He has not moreover 

· forgotten Of ofOJ gi~en the eommonist offi• ials' 
excesses during the three or four years that tm• 
~tricted eommnnism wata the orde,. of the day. 

0 And henc.e he stiU looks witoh a degree of dis
trust, if not 8118picion, upon the new proposals 

0 

d the· Communists. 
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' As a result of the r.oncessionR, howeler9 ·a.gri
eultural production hv pi,..ked Uf' wonder~ully 
under t-he ne'Y' regime. The total agricultur3ol 
production in HH1, inthepre.,.entSoviet territmy, 
was valuedat 12,:t80 million roubles, whil·h fell 
during the period of anarchy to less than half 
thif; fig'nr..*~ince 1921-22, however, it is creep
ingnpstead.ily, till in l925-26thetotalagricultura.l 

• The gross production of agriculture, which in the year 
ye:~.r 1921-22 wa.s 50 per centofpre-wa.r proiuction, reach-: 
ed. 73.9 per cent. of pre-wa.r in 1924-25, and 92 per cent in 
1925-26. 
Agricultural Production in million Roubles a.t Pre-war. Prices. 

1913 12,380 million roubles 100 per cent. 
1921-22 6,260 .. . 50.6 •• 
1922-23 8,700 .. 70.3 .. 
1923-24 9,140 .. 73.8 .. 
1924-25 9,150 .. 73.9 . .. 
1925-26 11,300 " 91.'3 ; \ .. 
The area. under cultivation and the gross yields of ·para.: 

cular products are shown in the following table :- · ·. 

1924--25 1925--26 

(In 1,000 hectares) 
9fota.l area under cultivation 102,281 · 107,172 
Of this under grain •• 85,686 90,819 

.~ " .. flax • • 1,578 1,584: 

., ,. .. cotton • • • • . 653 .687; 
-rile gross yields of the chief products (In thousand quintalS) 
Grain •• C.. · •• . •• 696,003 743 309 
.Pla.x (seed) ·. ; _. 6,031 6:586 
Pla.x (fibre) 2,710 2,905 
Hemp • • . 3,818 . . 4,510 
CottoJl . . 1,584 1.~ 
Sugar beet 76,12.i . 66,089: 

The area of land un:ler cultivation m 192.5-26 oomPri-ia 
92.3 per cent of the &rea in 1913, an:l it is anticipated th4 
.ia 19.26-2'1 t.he pre-war dimeniioas 1ril.l bo exceeded. · 
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rroduction Was'Talned. prl"-WA.r prices. at 11,300 
Joub1~, or 91.3 per cent. of the pre-war maxi., 
Jnum ... (i5 per cent.. of this total is made up of 
ptouuc·e from a.rahle and garden land and 
pa~t,rre ; 25 per cent. in the form of li ve-sto•~k ; 
timber and ·forc.~t. produce make 8 ·per cent •. 
~hile fisher-y and h1mting rmpvJv the balance. 
Accc,rding to the R-lVlet OfficiqJ \'ear Boolt, in 
l02b 27, t.heareaundcr cultivation wa..<J el'ltimatE>d 
to.rea<:hthepte-wa.rsta.ndard•.if not toexceerl it. 
Of this agricultural produC'e proper, the mar• 
keta.b1e sm-plus, after satisfying the roquire• 
ments of the nnal pop•dat.ion and foT seeds, is 
also steadily ri::ling, bemg nil ifl the years 1918· 
21 : 1,209.4 mi1lion roubles in 1923-2-J ; and 
1930 million 10uble:i in )026-2·7. ln the pro· 
duetion of. industrial ·raw material, lik" cottnn 
.and ftax and tobacf'o or S11ga.r beets, the ~arne 
steady. improvement· is vi~ihJe: so that the 
ba~c concUtion for the prosperity of indu:~t.ry is 
-also being assured. The shortage in eatt]e and 
hon:es _is fast di~apJ•ea.r·ing by ·new J;JOdllc• 
ti<in in thi~ branch o! agricult••ra) t'f·onomy. 

": f'ontinutd frotll ·p,ge 67. · 
·The quantity of live-stock is increasing year by year, a& 
~o following figures thaw:-· , 

Animal. 
ll Jrs8s t. 
c~.~.ttle 

·· ShHOp and goats 
Pigs · ·~ ·; ·,.~. 
;,~ .. · . . . 

(In thousands). 

1922-23, 1923-24
1 

1924-25, 1925-26 
20,906: 22,4-14' 24,082j 25,761 

40.·~47146,6921 50,240, '51,9~ 
57,667 69,204' 79,320 81,938 

9,118
1 

16,R291 1~,~371 15,599 



On the whole, then, there is nq need to t.a.ke a. 
tra.gi3 view o~ the situatioil ; though, of ·cour~, 
it would be e1ually inaccurate to hold that tho 
mille:tium has been reached in Russia. The 
oppo.iitio~t or hoatility of the peasants was strong 
eno·1gh to compel the Bolshevists to modify 
their exaggerated. socialism; and the peasant 
tactics since 1921-22 htJ.ve secureli a. victory for 
tht:3m o .1 sm11.ller issues as well. But those who 
arc still in power havq. not entirely abandoned 
the idea.ls with which they got into their present 
position. The Governm'lnt is doing its best to 
indu.<Jtria1i.<Je or m13ch1.nise agriculture, a l'ameri-
4Jue even as the pea~ant . h1od done their be::;t kl 
,. peaia.'lti~e " the Revolution. Says the latest 

· issue of the Soot iet Year Book :-
" In order to en;Jure the further development of agricul· 

turo, the Soviet Government is carrying out a number of 
radi.cal mea.sul."f''S ; the in1ustrialisation of agriculture, 
which con~ists in the· developm,.nt of industries concerned 
with the preparation for m'lrket of agricultural produce, 
the oomtruction of refrigerators, elevators, cold stores, 
bacon, starch and molasses, oil-extracting and other facto-· 
ries; the iniustrialisatiOJI of land cultivati(.\n by m38ns of 
tractors an1l other improved agricultural implements. At 

• r.n,.,tinu~d fron& pflrJC 68. · 
The m t.rkote l surplus of agricultunl proiuction, that is 

the p:1.rt of it which gl)l)~ t:l thll h1m6 anrl foreign 
m:~.rk~ts after the needs of thll rural p:>pulation h<Lve been 
tmpplied, is ai!IO in3re}Sin~ your by yeu. In 1923-24, the 
m 1.rketed aurplu~ of agricult11ul pro luction. exclusive of 
of rorestry fhh'n:t &rtd trappin!{ am lUntei to 1,209.4: 
million roublet; in 1924-2:i, h 1,334:.6 million roubleJ; 
in l92.'i-1'B6 to l,Ri5 8 mUlim1 r·ubl:'!S It isexp-cted. 
-tha~ i.."l 1926-27 th~t V\lue of th') m 1.rkotei surphu will· 
ruach the awn of 1,93J million rouble~ - ·. • 



. thf' preaent time, the &viet UDion poseeeeee 11 ,000 tractors. 
1rhereaa l>f'!fore the war there were no tractor& at all in 
Russia. The Sovwt Govetnmt>nt has decided to build a 

. big new works at Stalingrad with an output capacity of 
12,000 tractor& per annum "• 

All this makes excellent reading ;, and per 
haps it is a good indication of the viewpoint 
and expectations of the people running the pre
sent Russian GO\•ernment. But the peasant 

.has. not yet parted with his ages old supersti
tions in regard to land cultivation; nor is he 

. educated out of the beliefs and ways of his an
cestors. "What the new generation of peasant
ry in Russia v.ill do, especially under the in
fluence of intensive training as givE-n under the 
Soviet system of education, it is too- much to 
say at this moment. But, for the moment, it 
may b~noted thatthepea.santhas come to possess. 
97~ ofthearablelandinRussian,onlyS%remain
ing to the State for the use of factories, workers' 

·organisation, &c., and also Soviet estates in land.. . 
·With this lever in his hand, it is unlikely that the 
peasant will depart fom the vantage ground he 
has attained to, or forego the share of govern
ing power -which he has at last obtained in the
councils of Soviet Russia. The sympathy 

· of the peasants is thus assured for the revolu
tionary form of ·Government, not because the 
peasants love its principles or are convinced of 
their verity, but because any other form, any 
conceivable alternative, would cost the peasants 

· ali ·that they have obtained under the present 
Gov~rnment. They have imposed upon the
Government their own ideas, and have secured a. 
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measure of freedom for themselves to live ac~ 
cording to their own ideals. These may, indeed, 
be abandoned by their children now being 
broughtupasfierceand ardentcommunists; and 
even amongst the older people there are those: 
to-day who have seen in Germany, while they 
were there as prisoners of war, me· hods o l~n<! 
cultivat on which cannot but conflict with their 
ancient and weakening prejudi es. Hence en: 
the side of the peasantry the Government ha~e 
not, I think, much to fear. Their critics are 
tireless in p(1inting out that this increasing pro- · 
duction of agriculture in Russia. is no cause fox 
jubilation; because after all the pre-war standa.rd 
was nothing to boast of. Nor is it, they furt,b.er, 
add, anyt.ning in comparison to the immense· 
1esources still awaiting expl~.tation in Russia, 
sia. But to this the tl.ussian would only reply· 
that they have not done so badly, afcer all, if 
they have rear.hed the pre-war ,tanda.rd in 5 
years, which the Tsarist Ovvernment hal taken 
50 years to attain to ! And, lL t be admitted 
that Russia has still immense untried res,;utces, 
then that is so much to the good for the Rti~dJ.a 
Government as it will thus have vast reserves 
to fall back on in their programme of intensive 
development. 

lll INDUSTRIAL. FRONT. 
• • •II. 

As regards Industry, the early year.s. had 
opened with a g. eat pa· ade of wholes::. Ia natil n
alisa.tion of all indust. 1~1 resources anJ of aU 
indu.;tr.al establishments, without, h)wever 
providing at the same time anJ J:tla.n for the ac-: 
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tua.l onduct of th" establishments taken over. 
When, then-foic, the inevitable bi"P.akdown oe
cuned; 1\-hefl tht1 ac umula.ted sto ks wt>re t:Red 
up, and yet tht: factor:N \\ere not working, and 
there wa:J no indm-tJial pwdu('tion to f€ed the 
workers, the Bolsl>P.vift Govemmmt had to 
Jetra.ce their J'Oiicy or a.l,&)lute tlll('ialisation. 
IJere, too, in a manner of ~pt>akin~, it was 
the reasants who f.tf(ed their L.J.nrlR: but 
they realired in time that the moti 'P..<I whk h had 
appealed to the J.:easants miJ!ht apJteaJ to the 
industr al population. the proletaris.t prorer, 
and so unsettle 1 heir "tole revo'ntion hef' te 
e"ten it· had asserted itself. Thev. th(•refore, • 
beat a strategiC: Jetre~t in good time, ~e:\ving 
thewo.l..msnotqllitefrair('ID tl1eimpre$iion that 
they were defrauded ot their Jnst ri~l1h by tl•e 
obst·na('y of the reas>lnt~. The 1}· re' of 
June 28. 1918, had n~tinnali ed aJI indn-.t ial 
and cnnmen iale-. ab1i lment , whi<:h, tf-g·~1 her. 
l\i h all their raphal. Wfre dedar· d state 
pn•J erty. In lf23, ho"We\·{'r, ly a {JU,h 
dem-oo dated Apil tO, they announc-ed their 
intentic.n to f':onduc t the industrial erah•r
Jlri~e in the futurt.» on an econom1e or, as. w-e 
·would say, on a c•omme!ciai basis. T,l thh, end 
they proposed to constitute Trusts or Syndi
cates, in a sense not entirely the same as that 
in whic-h these tenns are used in Ge1many or 
the United States. The Russian Trusts are 
collective organisations of the State for the 
nation-wide control of any given industry; th<•ugh 
it may te that in a particular industry, e.g. coal· 
mining, there might l:;e more than ono Trust; 



and several distinct branches of industry might 
a.lKo come to' be combined in one and the 

.. same Trust. According to the Statesman's 
\Year Book of 1927 :- · · 

\ "The Trusts in the large scale an:l middle sized State 
induKtrifll'l numbt'lr over 500 ; but there are only a score or so 
of big Trusts; and those cover about 75 per Ot'nt. of the total 
State industries. A small number of Trusts called the 
lionopoly Trusts. combine all the enterprises of & given 
branch of industry in the whole Union. Such are, for in· 
stance\ the Rubber Trust, Silk Trust, Tea Trust, Crals 
Asbestos Trust &c. In some indu~tries there: are several 
Trusts.· Thus the El~>.ctrical, Oil, Cement and a few other 
industries have four Trusts each; but in the vast majority 
of industries in the Soviet 'l'nic·n there are a number of 
separate Trusts in the several partR of the Union "• , 

The guidance of the entire industrial policy 
of the Union, again, is vested in the Supreme. 
Economic Council of the U.S.S. R. whose con
trolling activities .embrace an industries irres
pective of their ownership, whether owned and 
conducted by the State, by private individuals, . 
by communal bodies, by co-operative Asso· 
ciations,! by interstate federations, &c. This 
control is exercised through regulations publi· 
shed for the guidance of these bodies by the 
S.E.C. as \\ell as by the general and specific 
supervision of industrial establishments, and 
by the formulation of the fiscal or industrial 
policy of the Union. The same body issues in
structions for the guidance of the industries in 
tho other Republit·s allied with the Soviet 
Government. The internal conduct of business 
in each Trust is facilitated by a clear and com• 
plete division between the actual work of 
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directing or conducting enterprises imme:liatly 
under state control and ownership, from t.he 
other· business of a general direction or policy 
governing the industry. On the admini.:~tra
tive side there is the Central Administration of 
State Industry (Tsugprom), while for a general
policy of direction there is the Chief Economic. 
Administration, the so-called GEU. At the
head of the former is a Board of Directo..S, each· 
of whom issuesdi.l:ections to m~naging and inspect
ing committees in the branch of industry· for 
which he is particularly responsible. From this 
jurisdiction the factories producing war mJ.teri
al are excluded. These are run as part of the War 
Commis.cmia.t. There is, in addition, a special 
department for industrial planning, - as also 
another for the supervision of local industry. So 
far as the": Comnunding Heights " or key posi-

. tio~ were concerned, e. g., means of transport or 
the basic industries, the principle of complete 
State-ownership has been retained in tact. But 
these, too, have been orgmised in the form of 
Trusts, to be conductedon the analogy of com
mercial undertakings as in a capitalistic society. 
In the smaller industries, and those m~e over 
to private ~nterprise, the New Economic Policy 
relaxed the principle of socialisation, and per
mitted private, profit-makin7 initiative toa.ssen _ 
itse!f. Even in the nationalised industry now tru
stified, the real operators are drawn from the clas
ses which had under the old regime conducted 
such industry as salaried m!ma.gers &c., and these 
set themselves, with the help or otherwise of a 
few communi....-t "Economists,·~ to reorgani~ the 



·devastated industry of the COUBtry into SUCh as . 
it was before the War. They had,· of course,. 
to work under the general industrial policy which 
still remained more than coloured with a dash of 
socialism, particularly in Its sympathies for 
Labour, and its tendency to interfere· at· inop
portune moments under the pretext of fixing 
prices or wages. But, allowing for these, there 
was still a field for individual initiative; and the 
directors have used their new power. ~O· to reduce 
supernumaray staff as to place the industry 
on what in commercial language· would 
. be called a paying foundation. The number 
of working days has been increased, and piece 
work is also encouraged, though the very na
ture of a pommunist Government prevents. the 
Russian governing authoritiesfromignoring alto
gether the rights of labour. As regards capi
tal, it may be remarked in passing, these new 
Trusts conducting state industry were very 
much handicapped from the start. They had 
only such capital as was sunk already in the 
establishments by the previous owners thereof • 

. At the very commencement of the enterprise, 
however, after the Economic Policy of the Soviet 
Government had been changed, the freed. indus
try needed considetable spoon-feeding. Buildings 
.were out of repair ; machinery had rusted, plant 
become antiquated. Raw material and fuel 
were costly to procure, and stocks of: finished 
goods often unsalea.bJe. Industry thus needed 
subsidy, and it is said the deficit on: the whole 
field of industry was, in 1922-23,178 million rou
blc;s. This deficit has been steadily diminishing,. 
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being reduced in 1923-24: to 112, and in 192-t-25 
to 78 million roubles. I am not able to disc-ovet 
4Jnite precisely, from the latest figureJ of the 
Soviet Year-Book. il the condition in the latest 
year is equally progressive and sati..dttctory ; 
but I shall shortly flace before you some 
figures which willeoable you to judge for your• 
ael ves on the matter. 

So far. however, as the main problem of the 
success, as measured in terms familiar to commer
eia.l communities, is concerned, you must bear 
in mind that these state establishments and 
Trusts have to pay nothing by way of interest 
em the l'.apital originally sunk in these industries 
by their dispossessed or expropriated proprie· 
tors ; that in the event of deficit, which could 
by some argument be shown to be due to the 
Government's fiat for an increase in wages &c., 
there is always the Government subsidy to fall 
back upon ; and that the provision for the depre
~iation of assets and plant, though not unknown. 
is such as it may well be questioned from the 
point of adequacy. But this last point s!1ould 
not be pressed too far beyond its legitimate 
dimensions ; for it is one of the most ticklish 
cases wherein even .in capitalistic societies room 
is left for, sha.ll we say, the individual discretion 
of the mlmaging agents, and is as such liable to 
mistakes. . 
t On the whole, then.it may fairly be l'laimed by 
the apologists of the Soviet regime that industry · 
in Russia has recovered sin!'.e the darkest daJR 
()( all-round disorganisation. The State industry 
still dominates the field, being over 71.5% in 
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J925-26; while co-operative industry accounts for 
another 4. 6%. Smaller. and lo<".al &c., est.a.blish
ments account for21.2%. while entirely private 
enterprise does not exceed 2. 7()/. ~having been 
3.5 . in 1923-2-l. It is clea.r from these figures 
that the Government still intends or aim~ at 
keeping the most important and .considerable 
branches of industry to itself. The subj_oine~. table 
of the relative proportions of large .. and. small 
state industries, co-operative work, and private 
or concession industry were :-

(ln .Million Rouhles at pre-war.priccs.) 

L ~tate Industry •• 1922-23 1924-25 1925-26 . 

'· LnJl!e •• 2,3R3 ,1,740 5,309 
2. 8m~all and Handicraft 17 21 u-

n. Co-nperati\·e lud. 
1. I .all"' •• 10~ 151 247' 
2. ~mal• and Handic•a.ft 61 79 91 

m. Privattt and C.vncession 
1. l.11.rge •• 136 l67 241 
2. ~mall •• 706 879 lOll 

TOTAL OJ.I' ALL lNm.•sTJIIEt'l. 
Large 2,627 4:,061 6,797 
Small ill Hmdicrafts 787 979 _1,126 

Grand Total 3 41-i 5.rl40. 6,!423 . 

At P"'·wer prioea the value of this production W&R 92% 
of tho prewar stllndard of production. Says the Soviet
Yoa.r Bonk f, r 1927, •• Tha Council of PooplM' C.omm~ .. 
riM •nd th'" C-ouncil of Labour and Defence of the Soviet 
t'nion docided to increa88 in JustriaJ production in 1927 by. 
,20% aa compared with tho previous year.- Industrial_ 
,production will thus con~iderahly increase the pre-war 
etAnda.rd. As compared -.;tb 1925-26, the coa.l industry 
:,..m hRVtt inersasod by 31 o;.., the metal industry by 23%..' 
rand thd ~xtilo industry by 1~.5~;.,."• · 



• A.~ compared with 1925-26, the coal industry will have 
• moreMell by 31 percent., the dletal industry by 23 percent., 
thl' textile industry by 18.5 per cent. .· 

Tbe increaae of industrial output as regards particular 
branches of industry is ahown below :-

<Coal 
Oil 

Industry. 

Pig Iron •• 
Open hearth steel 
Rolled metal 
Cement 

(In 1,000 tons). 

·1922-23 1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 
11,681 16,053 16,169 24.431 
5,275 I 6,070 7,116 ' 8,461 

300 653 ) ,281J 2 197 
690 991 1,868 2,892 
457 688 1,359 2,090 
180 354 720 1,257 

Cotton fa.brica, in mil
lion metres •• 560 832 1,485 1,981 

Wool fabrica, in mil
lion metres •• 

Linen fa.brica, in mil-
21.9 28.9 48.8 6!1.1 

lion square metres 77.1 106.1 134:.3 170,0 . ' 

The number of workers has also increased 
from a.bout 15la.khs in 1924-25 to over 32lakhs • 
in 1926-27. a.nd their wages have grown with the 
productivity of the industry. The produ('tivity 
per labourer is still below the pre-war par, but 
the a.nnua.l average wage has risen from 18() 
roubleil in 1922-23 to a.bout 570 roubles in 1925-
27. The following rem·uk~ of a. Canadian Pro
fessor a.nd his wife are on this point moiJt intereS:
ting. . : 

•• In respect to internal mJ.na.gement the leaders 
were emphatic in stating that there is u severe 
discipline " in the factories, a.nd that men whG 
will not work are dismissed. though only after 
every effort has been made to make them ~ 
that they are injuring their -own ca.use. lD 
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respect of wages it is abundantly clear that the 
Communist principle has been completely aba.n. 
doned. Sixty. per cent of the workers in fac
tories are pa.id by piece work. Wa.ges earned 
run from about 45 roubles a month for beginners 
to an average of about 130 and to a normal 
maximum of 225, at which rate men selected 
for superintendents are paid, but specially skil
led men and technical experts make up to a.nd 
even over 300 roubles a. month. With such dif
ferences in pay. it is obvious that equality is al
ready a thing of the past, much more any idea 
of payment " according to need"; apparently 
human nature is not yet ripe for Communist 
idealism." · · 

The crying need, however, of industry in 
Soviet Russia is fresh capital. Industrial resouro
f'S they have in plenty both in labour and raw 
material. Even skilled labour they can easily 
get from across the frontier in Germany. with 
whom their relations a.nd friendliness are rapidly 
growing. But thanks to the Bolshevist repudia
tion of all Tsarist debts, no one will now trust his 
capital in Russia.. They are trying to attra.et 
it by m(>.a.ris of conce&8ion& and Lea&e& to get fore
igners to invest in Russia. ; but the following 
critique of the policy of leases and concessions 
seems to me to be on the whole still true, though 
passed in 1925 • 

.. The effort. of the Government to attrad 
Russian and foreign capital in industry were al· 
most in vain. A regular list was drawn up of 

· • n.-. iD 1m by Kao. wun... 
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undertakings to be utTered on lease, undertakings 
. which the State had fa.iled to turn into going 
conc~erns. . Lessees were looked for rc11.dy to in· 
'VC!:it sufficient working capital, and tohand over 
a certain percentage, from 10 per tent. to 15 per 
cent of their profits to the. State.. They were 
able to a bide by the decisions of the Government 
with regard· to labour regulations. The 
Government could exerdse, through speci· 
ally appointed officials, a certain control over 
the~e under-takings, so as to prevent their being 
used for objects which might be considered as not 
being in harmony with the general economic 
policy of the State. Moreover, it had the right of 
examining all books and accounts, of ' revisionn 
at any time, and of enforcing the terms of con· 
tract/. 

A special concessions board was created. under 
. the Supr~me Council of National Economy, to 

,look after the framing and execution of con· 
.tracts for concessions, which were to be sub· 
mitted for approval and confhmation to the 
SovietofPeople'sCommissars. The original rlan 
was to grant only agricultural, timber, mining 

.. concessions on· huge tracts of territory But 
soon their scope was enlarged to include trading, 
banl\:ing, transport. oil, and hunting (forfurs, etc.) 
rights. The fo: m i of these- concessions were of 
the most varied kinds and subject to special 
.agre< m~nt.in every case. In general, the Govern
'me~tinsistedontheinvestment of large amounts 
9.f wo~~ing_ .cap!tal, on being giv~n credits a.b
. road, and on receiving from 5 rer cent to 20 per 
(lent of product~on oroutput in Jdnd. A :r-eculiar 
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form of concession was to be found in the so
called "mixed-companies", where half the shares 
belonged to the Government, which would ap .. 
point half of the members of the board of direc~ 
tors. But the great efforts made to attract 
capital in, these ventures gave very limited 
results. Of the eleven concessions granted to forei
gners, which were put through in 1923-4, seven 
had to do with industry, and four with trad
ing. ·The largest of these concessions granted 
to the well-known German firm of Otto Wolff 
was cancelled within one year, from the German 
side. The results obtained from leasing out in
terprises were equally insignificant. The total 
number of such "leases'~ up to March, 1924; 
was less than 6,500, of which only a portion were ' 
in active operation. 1,362 of these were cancel
led through the inability of the lessees to 'dis"'t. 
charge obligations. 3,626 were regularly 
worked, half of these being of the handicraft 
type. The output of privately operated indus• 
try did not exceed 5 per cent of the total. Such,. 
according to official records, were the results 
achieved in industry and trade by the N .E.P. 

As Trotski aptly remarked:." Industry with 
one wing tries to lean on- the peasant market-· 
this is the smaller indu-stry. With the _other 
wing it leans on the State budget. But our bud· · 
get is mostly drawn--from the same peasant 
source. If we don't maintain a proper balance 
there, if industrially we don't satisfy the 
peasant and establish an economic entente with 
him, if we press him too much with taxation and 
upset the balance- the industry may slip from 
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one of its bases and tumble down, and with it 
something else." We shall see later on how the 
Soviet Government succeeded in maintaining' 
this balance. (Russia: ::Makeev and O'Hara.) 

In 1920 the Soviet Union entered the foreign 
market for the first time; and at the present time 
it is trading with almost every country in the 
world. · Exports across both the European and 
Asiatic frontiers rose from 370,805,000 roubles at 
pre-war prices in 1924-25, to 464,499,000 roubles 
in 1925-26. At present day prices, the advance 
was from 575,244,000 roubles to 667,824,000 
roubles. Imports across both the European and 
Asiatic frontiers rose, from 411,379:000 roubles 

. aJ; pre-war prices in 1924-25, to 464,527,000 
roubles· in 1925-26. . At present day. prices the l 

rise has been from 709,411,000 roubles to 
.155,577,00Q xoubles. 

:·The turnover of the Goods Exchanges is an 
i.ndicatio.n of the trade which the Soviet Un on 
transacts at home. The turnover is marked by 
a continuous and intensive advance. The fo- • 
low:fug · figures show the progress made during 
the past two years. The trade turnover of 
seventy provincial goods exchanges in 1924-25 
amounted to 3,402.2 million roubles i and in 

·'1925-26 the trade turnover amounted to 4,478.2 
million roubles~ The turnover of the Moscow 
Central Goods Exchange amounted in 1924-25 
to 2,919.5 million roubles, and in 1925-26 to 
3,801.1 million roubles. The total turnove 
of the internal trade of the Soviet Union, in res
pect of goods values, amounted to 9, 751 million 
roubles in 1923-24; to 13,692 million roubles in 
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1924-25, and to 20,468 million roubles in 
1925-26 ! 

On the basis of the recovering national econo
my, the increasing trade turnover in parti
cular~ at the commencement of 1924 the soviet 
Union was able to adopt a stablecurrencyin place 
of the paper currency which had been deliberate
ly depreciated during the civil• \var.. The 
volume of money in circulation is increas ng 
from year to year~ In 1924-25 the average for 
the year equalled 798. 6 million , l"oubles ; in 
1925-26, 1,241.6 million roubles. Side by side 
with the improvement in budget finance and 
the circulation of currency, improvement and: 
development have also occurred in the banking 
and credit system. 

The entire process of reconsiructic~>n and.' 
economic advance referred to above has taken' 
place, and is taking place, with very little aid in' 
the form of credits from . foreign Powe:rS~ 
:Moreover, the dimensions of the future develop.: 
ment of th6_economy of the Soviet Union have 
been calculated on the basis of internal resources: 
In the event of the influx of foreign capital in the 
form of loans, concessions, or in any other shape, 

. the rate of development will be greatly increased. 
There are numerous enterprises in the Soviet 
Union in which foreign capital can be invested 
withgreatadvantage. Concessiowcan be grant
ed for the wo~king of rich mineral resources, and 
loans may be issued abroad for the purpose of 
crediting to industry, transport, electrical con
struction, etc. 
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The above figures should prove conclusively 
that the national economy of the Soviet Union 
is rapidly recovering, and is developing in all 
directions. Production is increasing ; the wages 
of workers are rising ; the productivity of 
labour is higher; transport is developing; and the 
people are becoming more prosperous. At the 
same time, the basic capital of the. national 
economy is also growing. This increase of 
basic capital, coupled with the possession of 
vast natural resources, a progressive population, 
wide-spread education, and a system of economy 
organised in the interests of the proletariat, pro
vide immense possibilities for the de~elopment 
of the productive forces of the Union. And 
with the extension of production as at present 
planned, the Soviet Union is certain to become 
an even greater factor in the world economy 
than it is at present. 



SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS. 
LECTURE IV. 

LADlES & GENTLEMEN, 

The effect of all ~he changes I noticed la.st 
time .is most cJearly e~ident in the Soviet Bud
get. The Budget of the Soviet Government was, 
when they first assumed charge~ in a veritable 
chaos. The income consisted mostly of confis
cations and expropriations of existing stocks 
and properties. While they lasted, these were 
used for all the revenue needs of Government ; 
and when they failed, Government resorted 
to an indiscriminate, unlimited, use of multi.,. 
plying the paper money. That, however, soon 
resulted in dislocating the whole financial system 
of Russia-its entire economic organisation. Not 
merely was the expedient never able to keep 
pace with the .revenue requirements ; but .as 
fast as the paper money was issued, it was dis
credited, and the entire economy of the country 
upset. The expedients of confiscating the' 
surplus produce of the peasants and of industry, 
also, did not satisfy the needs of the spending 
departments, which included, besides the mili
tary forces necessary for fighting counter-revolu
tionary agitation, the subsidies to be paid for 
making industry keep up its balance-sheet. 
With the retreat from the commun.iizt position in 
1921, reform ·was also effected in the financial 
and currency arrangement. Taxation, direct. 
as well as indirect, took the place of the confis::: · 
cated surplus produce, and helped to make 



good the deficit left by the profits of State enter· 
prise and trading. that still continue to form no 
insignificant proportion of the Soviet Budget. 
The monetary' system was also reformed by the 
creation of a new unit of currency, the chervo
netz, to be put into circulation by the new State 
Bank organised on an orthodox pattern. The 
huge and recurring deficit of 1917-21 was slowly 
reduced, until the two sides of the national pro
fit and loss account have at last come to balance, 
and evenleave a certain surplus for further eco-
nomic development. . 

At the present time the administration of 
finance in the U.S.S.R. is directed by the Peo· 
ple's Commissariat for Finance. The Com
;missariat consists of a. number of departments. 
e.g. . 

I. The Budget Department for preparing 
the Budget; 

2. The State Revenues Department and 
Taxation De{;artment; for looking 
to the revenues from all sources ; 

3. The Finance Control Department 
to do the audit and inspection 
work; ·• 

4. The Local Finance Dep-artment looks 
after the finances ·. of local bodies, 
which· are quite ·distinct, while the 
Department of currency \oo:Kii after . 

. tnoney, pankin~ an~ exch~l!~~·: . · · 

The Budget of .theS~'viet Uxrlon, unlike thai of 
other ~ountries, is of great ·importance to the 
State economy', thanks to. the intimate connec .. 

~ '..- ,,.,• ~ •. 'jlo ' ' • • 
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tion between the State and industry and the ex· 
ploitation of national resources of all kinds. It 
is, therefore, but fair that it be taken as an index 
to show the economic position of the country. 

The Soviet Union's budget is composed of the 
State budge~ of the Union, as well as of the 
budgets of the ~onstituent republics. The 
People's Commissariat for Finance, first draws up 
a. single budget for the Union, which comprises the 
budget of the central financial administration, 
as well as the financial administration of the 
separate Republics. The State Planning Com
mission nextcon~?iders the budget from the point of 
view of the economic prospects for the corres
ponding financial year. · Then the budget passes 
on, with all the modifications introduced by the 
State Planning Commission, to the Council of 
People's Commissaries of the Union for further 
consideration. Any differences which may arise 
in respect of the budgets between separate Re
publics are resolved by the Council of People's 
Commissariat; and the collective and separate 
budgets are finally ratified by the Central Exe. 
cutive Committee of the Union. It is put into 
operation in accordance with the distribution 
of the amounts allotted among the various de
partments. the distribution being in the han~ 
only o~ the heads of the respective departments • 

. Budgeta.rr rules 8.nd accounts procedure seems 
to be very exa,pting in Russia.; for every expen-. ' 
diture must correspond to· the amount allotted 

'and ta the decision of the legislative ()rganisa-; 
.. tion. · Any departure in. this respect is r,egarded 
, by.~ So 'Viet . ; Law,, u :a criminal · 'Offenc~ · ·All 
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revenues must be paid into a single treasury, 
except the Posts a.nd Communications Depart
ments, which are run as separate commercial 
concerns. All expenditure, similady. is to be 
met from this. common purse. 

Taking, next, the details of the Soviet Budget, 
we may remark a great contrast with the 
Tsarist time. In the old regime, over I of the re
venue came from taxation, while less than a 
fourth was derived from State domain and enter
prise. Of taxes, nearly 80% consisted of taxes 
on articles of everyday and universal consump
tion, like salt or tobacco. The total revenues in 
1913 amounted to 3.483 million roubles. At the 
present time, _with somewhat higher prices, and 
smaller territory and population, it has balan· 
ced at about 5,000 million roubles. or £.~00 
million! It consists, on the revenue side, of 
tax receipts, both direct and indirect, a;nd pro
fits or surplus of state enterprise and property. 
In the U.S.S.R. the State owns and directly 
controls the biggest branches of the national 
economy. The revenue derived from this 
economy plays an ever-growing part in the 
State budget. 

The main non-taxation revenues of the State 
are derived from the following sources : 
· 1. ·Land, or the Soviet Estates, a. very 
· ~mall proportion of tha tota-L 

2. Forests. entirely reserved to the State. 
3. Mining. 
4. Fisheries, etc. 
5. Industry and Trade. 
6. Transport and Communications. 
7. CreditandStatelnsuranceOrganisations 
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1 In the year before the New Economic Policy 
came into vogue. the Budget was thoroughly 
demoralised ; but after the reform~ had had time 
to assert themselves, the deficit fell, as also 
the expenditure ; while the revenue rose from 
1,056 million.roubleta in 1922-23, byea.sy stages, . 
to 5,002 million roubles in 1926-27. Again, while 
the 1921 Budget was almost wholly in kind, the 
1926 Budget is wholly in money. . . 

The budget for 1926-27 has been ratified by 
the Third Session of the Central Executive Com· 
mittee. The revenue side amounts to 5,002·4 
million roubles, and the expenditure side of it 
amounts to 4,902·4 million roubles. The 
<lifference between revenue and expenditure, 
amounting to 100 million roubles, should 
constitute a State reserve fund. The budget 

i s composed of 2,333 ·4 million roubles of 
taxation revenue, of 2,448 · 6 million 
roubles non-ta.xaf.ion revenue, and 220 million 
roubles extraordinary revenue. 

BUDGET REVBiroB .POB 1926-27. 

I. Direct Taxes 
. ·-

2. Indirect Taxes •• 
3. Customs and E"xcise 

Total Revenue. from Taxes 

4. Posta and Telegraphs 
5. Tra.ns)Jort • • • • • • 
6. State Property and Industry 
7. State .Pund Sales •• •• 
8. Other •• . •• • • .:' ... 
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Amount in 
Million 

Roubles. 
773.1 

1,386.9 
173.0 

2,333.0 

162:o 
1,628.0 

550.0 
22.0 
55.4: 



• UDOET REVBN1Jlll I'OB 

Soncz. 

1926-27. 

Total of Non-Taxation Revenue ... 
9. Credit Operations • • ' • • • • 
10. Balance of Revenu!' of previous years 
... 

Grand Total ~ ·• • ' 

BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FOB 1926-27 • 

Amount iD 
Million 

Rouble. 

.. 

2,417 ·' 

220.0 
32.0 

5,002.-l 

Amount in Per cent. 
Million 

Commissariats and Institutions 
other than Transport, Com-

Roubles. 

munications and Defence 101.1 
Commissariat for War 692.5 
Post and Telegraph Commissariat 159.0 
Commissariat for Transport 1,695.2 
Departments and Institutions of 

the U.S.S.R... 57.9 
Departments and Institutions of 

the Union Republics • • 538.6 
State Loans and Funds • . 315.2 
Financing National Economy 900.3 
State-revenue deductions for local 

budget purposes 442.4 
Currency Reserve 100.2 

Total • • 5,002.4 

2.1 
14.1 
3.3 

34.6 

1.2 

10.9 
6.4 

18.4 

9.0 

100.0 

State Revenues for the last three Financial Years in 
Million Roubles. 



- . Percentage of Percentage of 
1923-24 1924.25 19~6 1924-25 1925-26. 

· L Customs and 
Exf'ise ' •• '788.5 

to to . 
1923-24 1924-25. 

1314.6 1778.3 166.8 135.~ 
2. State Proper

ty and En-
terprises •• 935.3 1354.9 194'7 .9 143.8 143.7 

3. Extraordi-
nary Resour
ces, includ.-, · .~· 

ing ... ' ...... 574.4 203.1 151.7 35.4 74.7 
I. lntenial 

Loans •• 183.6 123.1 136.7 65.0 111.1 
2. Papet" Qurren-

cy Emission 126.3 
3. Metal Cur

rency, Emis-
sion, ere. • • *233.9 80.0 15.0 33.3 18.8. 

Total •• 2298.2 2872.6 3877.1 124.9 135.0 

When the system of diroot taxation was first 
restored in the Soviet Union, taxes were levied 
partly in cash and partly in kind. The first form 
held good in relation to town populations, and 
the second applied to the peasants. In 1922. 
'taxes levied in cash began to preponderate over 
those in kind. At the present time taxes are 
levied in money only. The following are the 
direct taxes which are now levied. 

(1) The Industrial Tax, (2) The Income Tax, 
(3) The Single Agricultural Tax, (4) -The Rent 
Tax, (5) Stamp Duty and other dues, (6) The
Inheritance Tax. 

•In the revenues from emissions in 1923-24 is- included 
the issue of paper money to the amount of 126 million 
roubles which went to cover the deficit of the budget, bu' 
in subsequent years the budget waa made to ~ 
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. The Industrial tax was introduced on July 26, 
1921, and amended by the laws of February, 
1922, January 18, 1925, and September 26, 1926. 
This tax is paid by trades, industries, and crafts, 
even if they are managed by only one person, 
and consists of : 1, Licence Duty ; and 2. Trade . 
Turnover Adjustment Levy. 

In the' autumn of 1926 a purely progressive 
Income Tax was introduced instead of the per 
eapita tax in operation up to 1923, and the pro
perty tax which replaced it from 1923 to 1926. 
The new legislation fixed three tables of rates 
of income tax. In the first table are included 
the taxes levied on the income of workers, emplo
yees, etc., who work or who are .employed on 
hire; also the income of State pensioners, and of 
persons engaged in literary pursuits, and so on. 
In the second are given the taxes levied on in
(lOmes of persons who do not work on hire, the 
incomes of those who are engaged in home in
dustry and handi~raft, who employ not more 
than three hired workers ; also incomes derived 
:from letting buildings on lease, both in towns 
as well as outside of towns. In the third table 
are included taxes levied on incomes derived 
:from taking part in trade and industrial enter
prises, in the capacity of proprietor or part pro
prietor, or shareholder, and so on; also incomes 
irom engaging as middleman in trading and 
similar operations ; also incomes from money 
investments, capital, and rent. The r~te of 
progression on higher incomes is very high ; but 
1iben there are in Sovi~t Russia not many such 
incomes. 
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The Single Agricultural Tax has been intro
duced in place of all the local taxes to which the 
peasants were liable, and replaced the tax in kind 
which the peasants were paying. From Decem
ber 11, 1923, the tax in .L.-ind was abolish~ and 
at present it is levied in the usual way, and in 
cash, by the fis<-al organisations. 

All the people engaged in the pursuit of agri
culture are subject to the Single Agricultural 
Tax, including the agricultural communes and 
State agricultural organisations. The Single 
Agricultural Tax is assessed and levied on each 
separate holding, in respect of the extent of 
land used (farm land included) and the number 
of big homed and draft cattle. Newly planted 
Ol'f'bards, vine nurseries, unsuitable and newly 
meliorated Iandy are exempt from the tax, as 
also &ll holdin~ which are without cattle, or 
which have less than a standard amount of land. 

The rent tax was established by law. on 
November 12, 1923. It is levied on land within 
bounds of urban EettlemE nts~ and on land used 
for the purposes of transport and commnnica_. 
tions. The form which the rent tax assumes in 
the first instance is that of an assessment. on a, 
&c fundamental Rent." 

Indirect taxation in the Soviet Union is ·com-· 
posed of Customs and Excise duties. Excise 
duties are in force at present on the following:-· 
(I) Tobacco and Cigarette Papers,-(2) Sugar, (3) 
Salt, (4) Oil Products, (5) Textile Fabrics, (6) 
Spirits and Liquers, etc. · · 
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CHANGES IN TAXATION • . 
The agricultural tax has this year been 

somewhat increased, namely from 245 mil· 
lion roubles to 300 million roubles, owing largely 
to an increase in the direct taxation of the richer 
peasants. The industrial tax has been raised 
to 290 million roubles, as against 220 million 
roubles of actual receipts in 1925-26, by in· 
creasing the cost of trade licence and raising the 
turnover tax. .Of the various forms of indirect 
taxation~ the duty on tobacco and beer has been 
raised ; and the duty on essential articles like 
salt, etc. has been reduced. 

Non-taxation revenue has, been increased 
chiefly by raising the railway tariffs. 

Expenditure is distrib~ted among the vari
ous items, according to the allocation, in the 
following manner, in per centage of the total :-

1924--25 1925--26 1926--27. 

I. Administration 27.2 27.0 ~0.6 
II. ~tate Defence 15.3 15.4 14.3 

ID. Transport· & Com-
37.5 munications 34.7 37.8 

IV. Financing National 
Economy 13.6 13.7 18.2 

V. Grants. to Lora! 
Budgets 7.8 6.4 9.1 

VI. Others· .. 1.4: 

Administrative expenditure· shows an in
crease of 0.8 per cent in comparison with 1925-26. 
Expenditure for education and cultural purposes 
which is included in the total amount of admi-
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nistrative. expenditure, is increased by 22 per 
cent., and has risen to 290 million roubles. Ex· 
penditure for defensive purposes amounts to 
692 million roubles, and shows a comparative 
reduction in the budget. The reduction· of this 
item of expenditure is due to the application of 
a regime of strict economy of the State adminis
tration. A big increase is noticeable in the ex
penditure for the financing of national economy, 
namely from 563.5 million roubles in 1925-26, to 
900.3 million roubles in 1926-27, which means 
13.7 per cent., of budget expenqiture in 1925-26, 
and 18.2 per cent. in 1926-27. ' ·r ... • • 

The expenditure part in the 1926-27 budget 
is of a predominantly productive nature, be
cause of the increase in the expenditure for financ-
ing national economy-. Another striking fea
ture is the increased expenditure for education 
and cultural purposes. · 

The Currency reform was begun in 1922 by a 
decree of October 11, giving the right of Paper 
money issue only to the State Bank. 

The ~ssential regulations for the emission of 
notes by the State Bank are as follows :- · 

(a) The State Bank is allowed to issne, notes 
for the purpose of loans to the 
Treasury op.ly, when such notes are 
covered by precious metals to the 
amount of not less than 50 per cent. 

(b) Bank. notes are issue4 in denomina
tions of 1,3,5,10,25, and 50 chervon
tzi. The chervonetz is equal to i 
solotnik, 78.24 dolyas· pure gold. 
The commencement of the exchange 
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of bank notes with gold will be 
established at a future date by a 
special Government decree. 

(c) Bank notes are covered to the extent 
of not less than 25 per cent. by pre
cious metals, and by stable foreign 
currency at its exchange rate in 
gold. The remaining 75 per cent. is 
covered by easily realiseable com
modities, short-term bills, and other 
term bonds. · 

(d) Bank notes are accepted at their nomi· 
nal value in payment of State dues 
and taxes. 

(e) The State Bank has the right to say 
that obligationS expressed in bank 
notes should also be met in bank 
notes. 

In addition to these, there are the Treasury 
Bills-or rather Government Currency Notes~ 
which are by law made legal tender, (1924), on 
condition that the total volume of such notes 
issued shall never be in excess of half the volume 
of the Bank-notes in circulation. 

In February 1927, there were in round terms 
1357! million roubles of total currency in circula
tion, of which 7821 million were Chervonetzi, 
401i Treasury Notes, 162 million Silver coin 
and 10 million copper coins. The parity of 
this reformed currency has been regularly main
tained. 
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LIFE IN RUSSIA. 

We have now considered, in some detail, the 
the causes and nature of the great experiment 

· they are carrying on in Russia. This experiment · 
is wholly economic in character~ and we have 
examined the principal aspects, and considered 
the measure of success or failure attending in 
each case. Let us now have a summary of 
resul~ not merely in the economic field, but as· 
viewed in life in RUEsia generally • 
. Society in Russia to-day is divided into two .• 

main classes, the well-to do, and the abjectly 
poor. Absolute equality has not been achieved; 
and even without the experience of the Russian 
Revolution in these ten years. it may be ques
tioned if absolute equality is attainable in all 
things that ma.ke up the life of a people. But 
the glaring inequalities "h;ch are the cause of 
so much heartbuming, so much discontent, so 
much waste, have been abolished in Russia •. 
You can look upon it in two ways, and 
pronounce according to your differing 
standpoint a difierent judgment. You might 
consider all such attempts from the high ideal~ 
istic standpoint, and consider them justified if all 
are equally enriched, if &11 have a perceptible 
~ in their sta.ndard of living ; or you mighft 
regard these experiments as resulting in uni':"' 
vel-sal 1>!'-uperisation. and therefore equality .in. 
destitution, and so condemnable. On the for~ 
mer basis, Rll8Sia certainly doea not seem to 
have succeeded; though, before you condemn 
the achievements of. ~e· Revoluti~ in ~~ 
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as resulting in universal pe.uperisation, I would 
like you to remember that universal enrichment,. 
or levelling up. is not poslible without the 
heartiest co-operation of all to that common 
end; and that the Russian peasantry has, up to 
date,. not co-operated quite so willingly to that 
end.. Besides, I do not think it likely that the 
process of levelling upwards, even if it ict going 
on, is likely to be noticed or admitted quite so 
easily as the process of pauperisation, given our 
existing prejudices, If the ftgures I have placed 
before you are relia.ble,-and personally I do 
not see any reason for questioning them, the vo
lume of material production' is slowly growing. 
It ha.s passed the point of maximum product
vity in Tsarist Russia; and e.s the population 
is somewhat reduced, and the volume of material 
wealth increasing, it is possible to argue tha.t. the 
general I!Jtandard of living has improved. The 
improvement m!:l.y be very slight and inconsi
derable; butit is there, and may safely be taken 
to- :J:>e the earnest of further increments rising in 
geometric progression, if only the process is not 
arrested prematurely. The process of production 
is always li.nder a han~ap as compared to the 
process of consumption, for while hum1.nity in 
its- totality is a consumer,. only a pa.rt, and at 
that a very sma.ll part of it, is really productiv~. 
The· production-energy in mankind is not 
even a tenth of 'its consumption-energy ; 
for every child from the moment; of its birth. 
if not earl1er stm, is a consumer, wl1iJft only a 
fun~rown man is- a producer. for less than 
ene-third of the- year. and in- etrlain oceupa-
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tiona only. The deficit· has tG be made 
up- by the ceaseless improvements in . 
the me&ns and organisa.tion of produc
tion. Advance in material sciences is achiev..: 
ing great improvement in our means of pro
-duction; and the reconstruction of society some
what on the Russian model will achieve also the 
betterment of the organisation, so as the more 
fully to utilise the means of production. · There 
is, on this view of the Russian situation, a great 
promise of further achievement, which will be 
frustrated, if the Revolution is defeated by any 
reason of internal disrupt.ion or external attack. 
I am not suggestingthatthere areno forces lead
i~g towards an undoing of ·the Revolution, either 
from within or from without ; but I think, judg
ing from the results of the last ten years, they 
are consolidating their position much too fully 
at home to be liable to any serious successful at
ta.ck from within ; while from without, even if 
they have to guard against the greed and hosti-· 
lity of the exploiting and imperialistic nations, 
they may take some consolation from the fact 
that their example is attracting attention in the 
proletariat of all nations. 

There i.l! thus only one class in Russia, for all 
practical purposes, from an economic standpoint. 
Gone are the nobles and the clerics of assured 
and exploiting privileges ; gone are also the bure
.a.ucrats, whodid more than the landowners and 
the churchmen to. bring the old regime into 
hatred ; gone are also the splendours of the· 
foreign capitalists and their native imitatorif. . 
which did ao much to intensify: the class hatred:. 
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There is no section of the Russian people to-day,.. 
worth the name, which would willingly vote 
for a restoration of any of" these. There is, in 
stead, a distinction between the official-or pro·· 
fessing-communists, and the rest of the people. 
The communist party is the governing party,. · 
but it is in a sad minority. · Including the chil
dren or the future communists of all ages, the 
total strength of the party is not much in ex
cess of 3 million, if even so much as that, or 
roughly one in every forty-five Russians. But 
this is not surprising, since communists d() 
nothing, overtly at least, to attract members. 
Says one of a pair of Canadian prof~;;orial 
travellers in Russia last year: 

.. It has always been a matterofwonderto me 
w1".y the Communist party, being the do
minant group, did not increase its membership 
faster. It has still in its senior organisation 
only about a million members, and, including all 
its juniors, does notinclude two millions, out of 
the 140 millions in Soviet Russia. Now we find 
that there is rio open, still less an urgent, invita
tion to become a Communist in Russia. You 
must prove yourself, and then having joined the 
party, you must live up to its standard of a de
cent life. You must not drink or gamble to
excess. You must not be seen in a Christian 
Church. The criminal code sets down more 
severe penalties for the Communist than it does 
for the ordinary man. In case of embezzlement, 
for instance, the penalty for a Communist, aftel": 
the sum embezzled has reached a certain amount,. 
b death ; for another it is imprisonment. Sala-· 
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· riea are lower for members of the party than they 
Me for other people, even in its diplomatic, con
sular, and commercial services. But-the ·har
dest of all to believe, though I do not believe 

· it, is that each member of the party is under 
• abligation not to draw, however much he may 
earn, more than 225 roubles a month. H he 
earns more than this, it goes half to the institu

. tion for which he is working for jts welfare 
work, and half to the party funds. None of the 
members of the party in Russia, we are told, not; 

. even the people's Commissars, are drawing more 
than that much money. True, the Commis
sars are having motors, and travelling expen-. 
8es. but we are told these are not more than the 
usual busines.<i aiTc~.ngements. This sum which 

·the Communists draw is not an absolute 
·sum. Not so far back it was 190 roubles a 
· month. It will ~ changed as the cost of living 
changes. It is, so designed as to be that sum 
upon which a man can live in utmost simplicity, 

-but decently."• 
Small as it is in number, the Communist 

· Party practically monopolires the govern
ment of Soviet Russia.. For all impor
tant posts, no other than communist candi
dates are put up, and the communist deputies 

. rise in proportion a.s we rise from the local assem- · 
bly to the district, provincial. andfedera.llegisla.
tive bodies. The voting at these conventions 

--ar conferences is anything but free ; the chair
man only puts the question "Those· aaainst! 
And as few dare to question the choice 

0 

of the 
• Ruuia i• 1926. 
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party caucus, there is none " ag&inst." Thtt 
explanation of the fewnea of the numbers, and of 
the predominance of that small section, lies 
partly in the unwillingness of the large masseB~ 
mainly of peasantry, to shoulder any responsi· 

· bility, particularly in a regime where they do 
not see eye-to-eye with the persons hitherto 

· dominant, and yet are unwilling to forego the 
advantages that they have crnferred on the 

··ma..CJses;and partly also in the strict discipline and 
adroit manoouvring of the leaders. There hal'e 

· been attempts at democratisation of the party~ 
. i.e., of its numerical increase ; and. when led .by 
, Trotsky, onedidsucceed in adding at a .stroke 
. 200,000 members. But there is in such ad hoc in
creases the danger of attracting undesirable 
elements that m~y afterwards have to be purg
ed out of the party, if the integrity of the party 
.is to be maintained. On the other hand, at
tempts, like the recent one of Zenoviev, to add 

. at once all .the poorer workers and landless 
-~ p~asants are viewed askance by the present 
. ~arty, as they might lead to internal disunion. 
tlwing to the want of harmony in aims and ob

. jectives between the authors of the Revolution 
. and such a crude mass added ad hoc. 

As regards the Laws of Russia, these are the 
. creations of the party in power, a minority. 
-Says :Mr. Lancelot Lawton in his Russian 
Revol·ution, 1917-26, "The laws of Russia are 

. the laws of a state at war, not at peace with it
self.!' The State in Russia, in stead of being 
.destroyed, .shattered and blown up to hits as 
Lenin had at first advocated, stands to-day,. 
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paramonnt and aupreme &bon ~ and 
everything. more .sovereign than the most 
powerful .sovereign in the most compact em
pires of the world. The State is above Jaw, and 
an its agenta and emblems, like the Red Flag, 
have to be unquestioningly venerated and res• 
pected. Any contract made and completed 
by the state may be annulled. if it deema the 
eon tract to be against the interests of the social 
economy of the state. Offences against the 
8ta.te are punishable by death. the only eate
goryforsuch penalty. Even murder is not punish
able by death. but only imprisonment; and 
that, too, is much reduced if -the offender is a • 
worker or peasant. Lawa ooncerning the .safety 
of the state are very severel 

In matters of public morality, the Soviet 
leaders have had many detractors, who, how
ever, seem to have failed to realise the ra.dicaJly 
different basis of their legislation. The J.a..w
mlking authority is not confined to the formally 
constituted legislature ; but extends even to tha 
executive committee of the Peoples' Com.mis• 
sa.rs, in the form of decrees, and also to the 
local councils. And all these bodies are intent 
upon maintaining in tact the new government ;. 
hence the extreme severity of the laws con
cerning the safety of the .State-which means 
the supremacy -of the party in power. The 
activities oftheG.P.U.- orthepre:rent day proto• 
tr:peof theoldSecret Service- are as great and 
frightful as ever before; while even the Katorga.. 
or the collection of the old-time instmments of 
torture a.nd punishment, remain practically un• 
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·affected-except as to the parties. The Bot
.. shevist. theory of crime and its punishment ia 

still the old theory ; for the existence of property 
is not yet· dispensed with, and so the offences 

.against person and property have yet to be 
taken notice of. The view of punishment as 

.an organised, though somewhat ineffective, re

. venge of society on the transgressors is still in 
vogue ; and the outlook on crime and crimi-
nality, as a species of disease that must be 

·treated and not punished, has yet to be born. 
·The judicial administrationis-carried on by the 
Peoples' Courts which are universal, and are 

. presided over by Judges with 2 assessors each
all three being communists. In the higher 
courts of Appeal, the Judges are also jurists, 
though· even there active connection with the 

·party -is not unknown. Prodcedure is nearly the 
same as in England. On the whole, then the ad
ministration of justice may be said to be easy, 

· inexpensive, and expeditious . 
. The war on Religion is intense and relent-

·less. · Offences have been introduced in the 
penal code which would punish any attempt 
the least bit savouring of proseletising. Church 
lands and tributes have been confiscated, church 
holidays and ceremonies abolished, the very 
.fabrics of the church destroyed or converted to 
popu}ar uses, to demonstrate the might of modem 
material science. An intense and active propa
ganda against the orthodox religion is the of 
order. of the day, the hostility of the Govem
'Dlent penetrating even to the minutest concerns 
~f personal life, from birth to death. Thus even 
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·-the choice of the name -for a new-bonr hrlant' has . 
been made a collective affair. A workertowhoin · 
a son has been born summons the works council' 
of the factory ; they elect a chairman, and a. 

, regular function then ensues corresponding to · 
the baptismal ceremony of the Church, only 
·twisted so as to suit their new ideas. The ex-

. temal ceremonies of a " red ·baptism" are · 
·naturally entirely different from those o£- the 
·Church. They take place usually in one of the 
Party headquarters ; and the · secretary who · 
conducts the service fills the office of the priest, · 

· ·whiletheworkscouncilofthefactoryin which the 
· father is employed supplies the godparents. 
· The names selected are names glorifying the 
.Revolution e. g. Octobrina; Revolutzia; or 

' Ninel, which is Lenin spelt backwards, remin
ding one of the Puritan Revolution in England, 
when they' selected. such names as Praise-God 
Barebone, or Charity, or Prudence.· These are 
the new saints in the Sovietcalendar, and hence 
the choice of names comes from them. 

But the hostility to anything reminiscent of ·· 
the Church and its ways does not stop here. 
A number of decreeshave been issued against 
the universal custom of celebrating birthdays, 
which is declared to be counter-revolutionary; 
·because in the old-time these commemorated ·a · 
(!anonized saint. The belief in miracles perfoimed 
by therelicsofholymenandsaintsis sought to be 

·undermined by the scientific· exhibitions of petri
fied mu'mmies of the worst criminals and the 
lowest animals along with those of the 
.saints. An intensce press Ca~paign; par 
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ticularly · by means of ruthless carica.t~; 
completes the work, in which the School and 'he 
University readily joiA. 

llL FAMILY LIFE AND HOUSING. 

Family life of the old type is being destroyed 
deliberately by attacking it at every point it 
is vulnerable. With the reduction of proper•· 
ty, and the very strict limitation of inheritance,. 
together with its heavy taxation, the great 
cohesive elem9nt is destroyed. The relations 
of parents over children are attempted to be 
revolutionised, by weakening the authority 
of the par.ents, and by Government or its ins-

. titutions always taking the side of children 
against parents .. The children of revolutionary 
Russia, those under 10 years to-day, have no 
personal . recollection of the hateful or horrible 
past. The present is for them as pleasant as Gov
ernment coUld make it, while the future is preg-· 
nant with infinite promise wherein they hope to 
gratify every human desire~ The distinction most 

. common in bourgeois societies between legitimate 
.and illegitimate children is abolished. The child 
is taken as a fact-no matter where or how or of 
whom it is born. The Soviet is yet far from the 
ideal .of a complete nationalisation of children, 
and the wholesale destruction of the family: but if 
it has made really considerable progress, in any 
department it is in regard to its care of the chil
dren and the orphans of the Revolution, who-
are, for the first time in history, freed from 
cruelty, abuse and oppression, that went for 
century in the name of parental authority. 
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. The Marriage and Divorce laws· of modem: 
Russia .are another case of attack on the inte
grity of family life. By the Soviet la.w, a mar
riage means nothing more than an announcement 
of the factto the competent authorities, .a mere· 
registration. No church ceremony or any other
need follow. A divorce is treated as a dissolution 
of aba.rgain. It takes, say the Russians, two to
make .a. marriage, lut only one to break it! The 
same .simple formality au.ffices for both mar.-

_riage and divorce. If a couple decide to get 
married, they have nothing to do but to sign a. 

·document, attested by two witnesses, .showing· 
that neither of the parties is already married

. Then the registrar, with no further formality? 
_declarers that the couple are henceforward to be 
rega.rdedasjoinedinma.trimony. This cold, for
mal arrangement offered little opportunity for 
the display of splendour and festivity; and so the· 
authorities have contrived to give it a more 
friendly spirit. by introducing at the marri~ge 
ceremony dances and a splendid banquet. Thes~
festivities are now always arranged in connec
tion with a marriage ceremony ; often, indeed, 
the visit to the police authorities is ·dispensed 
with, as some couples regard it as an unneces
sary and irksome formality. In marriage 
there is no community of property, nor any 
obligation on the wife to hear the husband's.. 
name. Divorce may take place at the wish of 
any party ; and, if there are any children, the 
husband is. bound to provide for them to the ex
tent of a third of his income. But this third 
must auffice, no matter how many children .th~ 
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.:Me, and from how many mai.Tiages of one ma.n • 
. 'Th(' institution itself is regarded with a certain 
-degree of contempt, being considered to be only 
.a bourgeois prejudicemerely productive of deceit 
. ..a.nddishonesty. Sexual relations are extremely 
lax, though I would not like to assert that they 

, are in reality, and taken collectively,·a.ny worse 
. ·than in other parts of the world. Only, the 
Russians m~ke no pretence about their· practices; 

..and it may even be that their cheap and easy 
.formsofgrantingdivorce helps to reduce tempta.
. tion, and so prevent occasions for infidelity • 
.Statistics seem to sugge1!'t that the rate of divor· 
· -ces has of late been falling ; and, for the 
:.moment, it is by no means excessive for a popula· 
tion of 150 million. . The question of Sex rela

. tiona is regarded, one must admit, however, 
;with a certain degree of cynicism. 

"In one of the B~lshrvik. pnhlications (a sober 
~-rrview) I-reati an article oa tht> subject which began in 
.~his way: Women havt'l .nade themselves altogether too 
-cb<:l&p. There is no longer any msstery about them. 
'Since they bobbed thrir hair tht>y hal"e rE!vealed the fHct 
-that their heads lll'e small, i1Jsh~1•ed, and fiat at the bat;k ; 
no longer have we any illusions about. Certainly it is 

_..not necessary to have them always with us." 

Notwithstanding the studied absence of any 
'idealisation of womanh'>od, any abservance of 
·what we call chivalry, on the whole in Soviet 
Russia: woman has been placed on a footing of 
~omplete equality with man in all spheres of pub
lic life and labour,. eligible to all offices, capable 
..of exercising all rights, and working in all cases 
~s man's equal. Russia. to-day is a. veritable 
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paradise· of women,· fulfilling the greatest-, 
dreams of the most ardent feminis~. ~ The : 
Communists in the very first year of the Revolu- • 
tion enlisted all available female assistance. 
They appointed women as heads of departments,. 
and even cabinet ministers; and .entrusted them .. 
with responsible posts. One. of them was made
an Ambassador, and others have worked in 
increasing numbers in the various departmentS. 
The bulk of them still remain, howev-er, as minor
martinets, being only secretaries, typists and. 
the like. The· enlisting of women fo~ military ; 
service in unprecedented numbers was a pecu- . 
liarlynovel venture of the Soviet Rerublic, which.· 
serves to demonstrate the futility of the man
made fable that woman is weak... As Ber- · 
nard Shaw says, "No man is ever a match for a.: 
woman, except with a pair of tongs,-- and not .. 
always then either." InRu<:Jsia they have given.~ 
a good account of themselves in· educational., 
work chiefly, leaving it an open question if in:, 
point of . organisation, originality, or intellec-. 
tual strength W<'man can ever be equal to man. · 
But the Revolution and its incidents. reveal. 
in woman generally a. great talent for orga- : 
ni1.ation, and in .this regard Russian woment 
contrast favourably with the French women 
during the French Revolution. . The freedom, 
of woman from the absorbing . cares of the 
family is emphasised by the permission and' 
cfticial facilities for bringing about abortions. 
on women, who for reasons of work, health.; 
or economy do not wish to bear. children.. · 

· u Perhaps the most remarkabl~ ~ 1eature. ~_r 
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the Bolshevik social organisation is the practice 
ol abortionS" by State doctors in State hospitals. 
The number of such operations is enormous and 
iS' increasing , in many places it equals the total 
births. In Moscow the number of abortions 
registered annually reaches 10,000. One. pro
-vince sent a. recommendation to the Central 
Administration that abortion should be prac
tised on all women who had produced or were 
likely to produce children undesirable for the 
State." (Lawton: Russian Revolution). These 
·operations are also performed in America to the 
tune of a. million every year. But there they 
are called operations for appendicitis! 

·As citizens or political units, women in Russia. 
are by no means an insignificant quantity. They 
take their full share of work, responsibility, and 
.and also suffering. Among the curious ca.uses 
which may break up- the Russian marriage is 
officially recognized the difference in political . 
opinion. . If a husband forbids his wife to attend 
communist ·meetings, . she can divorce himP . 
rather than give up her political work. In 
these circumstances, it. is not surprising that 
increasing numbers of communists are refusing 
to marry Party comrades, and prefer to marry 
women outside the Party, who will remain at 
home~ cook .·food, look after the baby, and 
.arrange the household. furniture. 

The Revolution has not, however,. produced 
.any very great women. :Mme. Lenin is interest
ed in education and social welfare;. 1\lme. 
Kamenev look ·after· the child orphans of the . 
.Revolution ; and Mme. Trotsky is responsible 
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fortheca.reofthena.tion's art treasures, and every · 
o()nee:r-eakswellofhcr. But noneofthese-a.nd of· 
all the Bolshevik women they are the most:. cap·· 
.able-has attained to therminence of her husband· 

The shortage of housing accommodation·, at. 
least in the cities, . was among the most serious 
-difficulties of the Soviet Government in · 
. the early years ; and is not over even now .. 
·They were ·obliged to ration houses on 
the most rigorous and economic basis, 
alloting only a. hundred square feet· of 
surface for each individual for every purpose 
-of living and working. Incidentally, they- so 
distributed the . available house-room among 
the serveral claimants as to favour· the 
-workerf! at the expense of the middle classes,. 
deliberately to war on the prejudiceS' of 
the latter as· to the habits of living in social 
intercourse. Everything ·that we understand 
by good breeding and politeness was to the 
Bolshevist so- much superstition, if not worse;· 
and so they made no bones about housing in one 

· and the same building the most refu:ei with the 
most brutal, the most depraved~ the most filthy; 
in the hope and belief thatthe inevitable inter
eourse and mixing between these very differen~ 
classes of society would lead to a breach in the· -
barriers between them, and so promote the ob
ject. of communist life and society they were< 
aiming at. In the result, however, it is difficult 
to say if the object aimed at has been attained •. 
The Bourgoisie is. too stubborn to partr with · 
ita" prejudices·~ quite so easily. Rathel: than 
live and .work &J (.:O~ades with the. 't g,:eat..un,. 
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washed," they prefer to keep to themselves.,. 
attracting, in the process, an amount of criti- . 
cism and abuse to which they have in sheer self
defence become impervious. The barrack· . 
house in :Moscow or Leningrad does give extra 
space to certain categories of individuals, · 
notably workers, whether with the hand or with . 
the brain ; and to invalids, particularly those 
suffering from communicable diseases. But on the 
whole the conditions of living are such that 
what the middle classes call morality must; 
sufffer, and does suffer. It is, therefore~ 
impossible to say if the system of barrack
ing the people has broke!\ down class 
prejudices after ten years : and it may be · 
questioned even if ·that were so, whether the 
Russian people as such are the· gainers by the 
achievement. The other object the Bolshevists 
aimed at attaining from the shortage of housing in 
Soviet. Russia was of a cognate description .. 
They sought to indemnify the people for the 
shortage of living quarters by the institution of 
ccmmunal kitchens and restaurants. The in
~lligentsia, or rather the bourgeoisie again,.· 
were averse to dining in these common kitchens, 
in spite of their obvious ad vantages ; but in 
course of time they seem to have yielded on this 
point, if only because their very straintened 
circumstances forbid them any other amuse
ment, except what can be had in these cafes
and restam ants. 

IV.- ART AND CUL'ITRE IN RUSSIA. 
But these and allied measures reacted on the 

lUe of the family inevitably, as was perhaps not;. 
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unintended by the a.uthors of the measures that 
they should. On the artistic side, also, theRe· 
volutionartes ha.d their new ideals anti ambitions 
to take the placeofthe old conventions. Incident ... 
a1lv. let us observe that the Bolshevists are very 
solicitous about preserving the Art treasures of 
Russia; and nothing from tre old regime is so 
well attended to as these museums and picture 
J.ra.lleries containing immense artistic ~reasures., 
The cultural side of social life is by no means un
attended to by them even in their daily adminis ... 
tration. Music and poetry, two of the most 
ancient and honoured arts, have their place in the 
communist scheme of life as anywhere else; only, 
the utilitarian motive ·seems to prevail here as 
in other departments of intellectual and spiritual 
activities; and so music is regarded rather as an 
instrument of infecting the people with enthu .. 
siasm for the communist scheme of life,- than as 
a source of enjoyment in itself. Art for its own' 
sake seem to have few votaries among the Rus .. 
sians of to-day, probably because they claim. to 
ha"e shed all illusions that still cloud the out· 
look of the other nationCJ of the world.· In 
poetry, again, from all that I have read on the. 
point,· it seems the modem Russian poets are 
attempting a wholesale· mechanisation, which· 
will not commend itself to those of us educated 
in the prevailin,g beliefs as to what constitutes 
poetic beauty. To the ·communist in Russia,
however, this conception is as much erroneous 
as the belief in poetic justice, which, it must be 
admitted, does not take. place in real life quit& 
so often as we would. wish for. ·-
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. But the greatest achievement of the Bolshe
vists is in regard to the drama-and, still more, 
with respect to the theatre. 'l'hey have perceived 

· tpe propagandising value-the educative 
· possibility-of the theatre ; and so they seem 
to have concenrated on the drama. and the 
theatre. more than on any other department of 
artistic life. They use the stage to organize the 
the mass.collectively, just as the press and the 
poster had been used earlier. The "Jlrinciples 
of the theatre in present-day Rus~ia. are in en
tire conformity with those of :Marxism, because 
they try to emphasize the elements which,make 
prominent what is common to all men, the indi· 
vidual." Everything which is specially 
theatrical, which does not re.a.ct on daily life in 
a propagandist fashion, must be banished from 
the new theatre ; while everything that can con
vey a.nd£mphasise the watch-words of theRe
volution is specially attended to. Realism in the 
theatre und~r the Tsar had gone so far thatone 
of the greatest producers, Stanila.vsky, had aimed 
at the most perfert exactness in the reproduc
tion of every phase of life. With thili view he 
sought to train his players to be willing " instru
ments of psychological representation." He 
demanded of them the most sti·enuous spiritual 
exercises, almost more strict than those imposed 
by any religious order on its members. If he 
wanted them to act on the stage loneliness to per
fection; he would· compel them to remain for 
.weeks and months together in the most remote 
•partst so as to saturate them with the feeling by 
. this lo~g and arduous· psychologic training. 
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Under the innovations, however, introduced by 
his pupils, . the illusion of , the · play· has. 
melted into reality, and reality into play; and , · 
no one could draw the line where reality'·., 
actually ended and the play began. · · · 

In the existing theatre, the Communist pur_. 
sueA an entirely original planin producingdrama. 
From the wings to the subsidiary stage accessories, 
everything is mthlessly banished which m ght 
have an imaginative effect. The play and the 
performance are reduced to the "dynamic func• 
tion." From the idea which is supposed to be 
bound up with this watchword Mayerhold hopes 
foraquickertempo, which is considered necessary 

• to-day. The theatre of the present-day is for 
him the ar·t of a time which will have no patience· 
with dreams,· with flights· into the realms of 
fancy, or with anything imaginative. It 
demands only incit~ment to action, and thus 
the dynamio influencing· of the spectator~ · If 
you object that this banishing of objectivity. 
includP-s jugs, tables, and chairs, but not motors; 
cannon, and roroplanes, you receive the explana
tion that the last are taken from present day 
revolutionary Russia, and that their presence 
on the stage creates a pure and. healthy · 
atmosphere of reality and of the present. · 

Nor doesthemoderu reform lea-ve the costumes 
alone. The actor in' the Mayerhold theatre 
wears the so-called" working garment," which is 
particularly appropriate to hii ·occupation;· and 
is as truly proper for the actor as· the leather 
coat for the cha.uffer, or the safety helmet for the 
airman. All the players wear the blue garmenii, 
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the overall, which is almoRt identical for men 
and women. The object of this is easily under
standable. "It extinguishes the individual and 
ajms at a total collectivist effect." 
- The education of the people, mental as well as 
hygienic, is lil{ewise sought to be achieved by 
the drama. By the introduction of great masMper
formances, tbey have converted the streets them· 
selves into tlte arena for dramatic events, and to 
link up parades. processions,.as well as great fes· 
tivals, like the Mayday, so as to form an ordered 
and systematically organized total effect~ The 
position of labour and industcy is also explained 
effectively and objectively by remarkable mas· 
querades, in which all the industries try to 

.'symbolize the nature oi their products allegori
cally. I might recall to your minds, in this con· 
nection, the remarkable procession in our own 
street organised last year by the Medical Col
leges in· aid of the Hospital Fund. On 
one occasion the Russian reroplane factory, 
',' Aika," fitted up a large reroplane on a plat
form erected on the roofs of motor-cars, in which 
the representatives of the various nationalities 
of Russia. sat in their variegated costumes to 
express the readiness of all the Federated States 
to develop the air fleet of the Union, and at the 
same time to give objective exhibitionof reronau-

. tis, which no amount of the old type theatre
camouflage would have given. Similarly ,hygienic 
·enlightenment is supplied in sanitary matters 
by means of dramatic representations. While 
in other countries they· fight syphilis, tubercu
lpsis, and other diseases, by means of pamphlets and 
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broadsheets, in Russia ·theatrical performances 
are givenspecia.llyfor this purpose. Oftengrea.t 
trials are held in the public, with real judges and 
prosecutors, even if faked accusers and accused, to 
impress upon the public graphically, unforget;. 
ably, evils which Brieux's classic Damageil 
Goods, or Sba\\·'s Mrs. W arren"s Profession gives 
a very vague idea. of. Political purpose is 
also served most effectively by the theatre. The 
6

' Burial of the M ~creel Boo~s:• -w:a.s one such 
representation the moat extraordinary of its 
kind. A little while before, the counter-revolu~ 
tionary troops had forced their way right up to 
the gates of the city, a.nd in their advance had 
everywhere confiscated the libraries left 00. 
hind by the communists and destroyed the 
greatest part of the books. When the rebellion 
was quelled, the Bolshevik authorities were faced 
with the melancholy remnants of these burnt 
and tom writings." They ha.d" .. these carefully 
collected a.nd used them as the occasion for a. 
national festi "i'al. • 

V. EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.. · 

In a.U these cultural activities, however~ the 
first objective of the Bolshevists is the chil~ 
They see in the child the rising generation, the 
future soldiers of Communism, the C<)stodian8 
of all that the present leaders achieve. and. the 
authors of further advance on every fi.ont not 
touched upon to-day. In all these grand proces~ 

· • In This L.t.t section the Letorer ia particularly in 
debted &oMr. Fulop lliller'aMind 111&dFau of Bol$h~oil,.. 
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&ions or festivals theatricalising life, the Govern
ment reserve particular place to the little out-s of 
the Revolution, who are definitely and delibe
rately encouraged to think for themselves on 
aJl matters that interest the new sta.te, a.n:l are 
freed from all those restraints and constraints 
which make the.life of a. child in Bourgeois 
society often a living hell. True, the spectacle 
is often witnessed in present-day Russia. of the 
children turning the ta:t>Ies wholly upon their 
parents and elders, by sunimoning a. meeting of 
the parents to listen to preachings by their own 
children ; and the older a parent is and the more
rooted in old-world prejudices, the more un
comfortable he becomes in this twisting of the 
position. School and other state authorities 
dealing with children are instructed or inclined 
to take the part .of the children in any event of a. 
difference between them and •. their parents, 
Though the ideal of the self governing school 
is not yet accomplished so far as to permit the 
children to appoint their own teachers, and to 
dictate to them the subjects they would teach 
and the manner those subjects should be taught 
in, they are encouraged to learn the art of self
gov~mment from their tenderest years by being 
permitted and expected to manage their own 
affairs, at least in the boarding schools. The 
schools of this description have their student 
coUncils and their student presidents and secre
taries; and it is not too much tosa.y,gortesque 
as it may sound, that the little ones seem to have 
m!Ldea.s much a success of the powers entrusted to 
~em as their elder~ anywhere in. the. world seem 
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· to have done at any time in history~ ·Veri~ 
Iy, there is nothing like self-government to· 
teach the art of self-government!. · · ·· · . 

The Bolshevist programme of education does 
not however consist in such spectacular attempts 
a.t revolutionising every day life a.n..d its accepted 
conventions. From the day they assumed power,· 
the Bolshevist3 have declared their fixed resol\Te 
to abolish illiteracy in the land within the space 
of less than 10 years .... :Lenin emphasised the 

· need for a. universal; national system of educa• 
tion &II the sine qua non of political advance
ment in a. proletarian State. They have, there
fore, concentrated on this,. and created many 
fighting organisations, e.g., " Down with Illite
racy," and the "Friends of the ·Proletarian 
Students,"-mostly on the initiative of factory 
workers. The aim of these organisations is to 
further popular education by aU means, not mere-' 
ly among the children, but amongst the adults 
of all ages and classes, and. of· both sexes. Their 
first experiment was with the Red Army,. which 
has become so great a success that by May 
1922, according to official reports, every red sol':' 
dier was able to write a. letter and read an easy 
book. In contrast to this, it may be pointed: . 
out that the Tsarist regime had strictly forbid-: ' 
den any progressive newspapers or books to be 
brought into the barracks. Emboldened by 
these results, the Government are hoping that 
the " liquidation " of illiteracy among : the 
urban workers will be · complete before 1927,. 
while the total abolition of this universal curse 
of ignorance is programmed to end by the tenth• . 
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anniversary of the foundation of the soviet 
republic, i.e., by the end of October 1927. 

The educational effort of the Revolutionary 
Government was, however, not confined only 
to the abolition of illiteracy. In the case of 
the children's schools, besides the threeR's. they 
have from the beginning aimed at rousing the
children's interest in machines, and in their party. 
For those above the stage of primary schools. 
vocational schools, andinstitutes for agricultural 
training, along with model factories, were als() 
established, and have led to excellent· results,. 
in a relatively short space of time. 

Given their philosophy and outlook on life,. 
it would be absurd to expect the Bolshevist 
Government to worry their headsaboutwhatwe 
call moral or religious instruction. In fact,. 
what endeavour there seems to be in this connec· 
tion is frankly .negative, or destructive. 'fhe 
children,atleast, suffer jn consequence, at ]east 
according to the· rather dim vision of an old· 
fa1hioned professor. Freed from all restraints,. 
the boys and girls are revelling to their heart's 
content in whatever they may happen to crave. 
fron.t ~rooking to sex experiences at an incredi· 
bly early age. Many a mother is found in pre• 
sent-day Russia in school-girls ; and the hospitals 
are not unfamiliar with the spectacle of self
contracted venereal disease amongst children of 
the tenderest . aO'e. In manners, too, the bour
geois onlooker,

0 

will ha1dly fi_nd the Russian 
child· of to-day the model he IS accustomed t() 
think of. But, while the Government is in
different if not hostile to moral education, they· 
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are most particular for the phjrsical training, as 
well &a political, of the new generation. Gymua~ 
tic exercises are prov.ded for both before and 
a.fter school hours every day, and are insisted 
upon almost rigorously, care being taken to 
adapt the exercises to the special conditions of 
the s<'hoolwork, so as to exercise justthosemus
cles which cannot be exercised duing the school 
work. The training of the hand, and practical 
activity in general, is another such special con
~ern of the new regime. The political enlighten
ment of t'•e children is attended to in eJl those
institutions of autonomy, which might inl-ite 
your ruibility, but which in Russia are taken 
with the utmo~t sei IOUmPSs. . . 

The case is somewhat difierent with regard tO 
higher or University education. This seems to 
be viewed ~ith a certain amount of distrust, as 
being the stronghold or breeding pla.ce of 
Lourgeois prejudices. Hence the Universities are 
denied that measure of autonomy which the 
school-children are specia.lly encouraged in. The 
Universities are under subjection to the political 
authorities which have used th~ir power, first t;o. 
dispense with all those faculties which ·we would 
call "Liberal" e. g., history, philosophy, theology,. 
and jurisprudence or Jaw ; and their place was 
taken by the faculties dealing ~ ith the social 
sciences, particularly Economics and Sodology. 
But these must conform to the Marxist creed~ 
and the professors den) ing it had to go • 

.For the special advantage and benefit of the 
..-or king classes, the Government have. esta
blliilied a L&bour Faculty, ..-hich rankzr inter-
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mediate between the elementary schools and 
the Universities. It is from these tha.t they 
hopetocreate anewintelligentsia.duly inoculated 
against Bourgeois prejudic6'3, and expected . to 
serve the new state faithfully. For this purpose 
they are given a smattering of ~he humanities ; 
-while the more ambitious are provided with faci
lities for University training. In the UniverF-ities 
they are indirectly, though intentionally. 
preferred to the old classes frequenting 
the Universities. They have also estab
lished special communist Universities 
for the training of the Bolshevist special
ists. which would in course of time 
serve to replenish the ranks of the present leaders 
-bf the proletariat. On the whole,· the judg
ment of a. critic, by no means wholly sympathetic 
to the Revolutionaries, may be reJ:eated here 
that :"The Bolshevists have now so organis
-e<J national education that no one may exceed 
the officially permissible allowance of know
ledge and education, so that the subjects of the 
the proletarian state~may never run the risk of 
being stimulated _to speculation by an improper 
.amount of knowledge and of becoming subver
-sive element$ in the State." 

VI~ SUMMARY. OP RESULTS. 

On a review, then, of all the activities and 
.achievements · of the revolutionary regime in 
Russia., it would not be incorrect or inaccurate 
to say that the Revolution has come to stay, in 
all its main aspects and principles. This means 
-that the old class distinctions must be taken to 
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have died, never to be reborn. Despotism of 
the o~d autocratic type, and bureaucratic terror
ism. may likewise be said to have become a 
thing of a vanished and for ever impossible past._ 
The new principles of social organisation and . 
economy have yet had very little time to be 
judged of ; and, besides, the Bolshevists have 
made substantial modifications, so that what 
success there is might fairly be ascribed, not 
to the original principle, but to its modified 
operation. Production is growing, no doubt, 
but equality indistribution hasstillto be achiev~ 
ed, and may, unless good care is taken in ad
vance, be defeated by the "Nepmen "-a new 
class not always in sympathy with the commu
nist ideals. The greatest achievement, on the 
positive side, is in regard to education, though 
perhaps to old fashioned peoples it may seem_ 
that too murh attention is paid to the material 
a.nd utilitarian aspect. The individual is given 
a new freedom whose full pO!'sibilities remain 
still unexploited ; while Society is pla.c~d on 
a nell' ba&is. · ' 



• LECTURE V. 

• RUSSIA AND THE WORLD. 

LADIES AND GR:NTLEMEN, 

The outline sketch I have tried to place be· 
fore you in the preceding Lectures has, I trust, 
convinced you that it is a mistake to look upon 
the Russian R~volutio~ a.f# though it were a mere 
ebullition, a local experim~nt pure and simple, 
and that of a single sided character. It is, in· 
deed, the most gigantic economic experiment 
the world has ever known of, both in regard to 
the vast mass of people concerned, and in regard 
to the unknown and untried, but not for that 
reason unexisting. resources of a n,ighty stretch 
of territory. 'But the economic aspect is only one 
side of the phenomenon; and, at that, perhaps, 
not the most important, essentially. Those 
who have had the conduct of the Revolution 
in their hands entertain far more ambitious 
ideas of revolutionising, through economic 
pressure, life and its entire scheme of values. All 
that the accumulated prejudice and preconcep
tions of civilised humannity has hitherto 
regarded as sacrosanct. the Russian Revolu
tionary not only challenges merely dialec
tically, but endeavours to show the futility 
of in rJract.ical, everyday life. The basis and 
structure of modern commercial society, with all its 
fetish and totem and taboo of the idols of the 
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market-place, seem, on the Russian :viewpoint. to'· 
be utterly Prroneously conceived and planned ; 
and so the Russian has de<'lared a relentles war 
to the bitter end on everything the rest of the 
world, including old Russia., has been considering 
the perfection of human advance and the 
acme of social civilisation. The Russians are as 
far as any other people in the world in knowing 
themeaningandmysteryoflife, its end and pur
pose, its pla.ce and significance in the S<·heme of 
the uniYenre. But they are trying to approach 
theproblemfrom a.whqllynew direction, and so 
holding a. promise-no greater indeed than that 
of a. new Columbus setting out to voyage in 
uncharted, unknown seas. and against the 
weight of the accepted notions of the day as 
regards the very conflguration of those 
unknown seas, but nevertheless a. pro
mise, which in it.a sheer daring a.nd novelty 
takes away our breath, and makes ns, despite 
ourselves, interested spectators of the .solution 
or otherwise as it gra.dua.lly unfolds itself from 
the preliminary groping in the · dark. . In 
philoaosophy, in Religion, just as much in 
Politi~. Economics or Sociology, they are seeking 
new paths ; and while it may be too much to 
predict that their new pioneering will prove 
more successful than the old,it would be less then 
just to condemn the attempt merely because it 
is unusual, or repugnant to our accepted pre
jud!ces. 

The world at large is interested in the Russian 
experiment for its own sake. But lest the world 
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should overlook the fact, the Russian has no ob
jection to oblige, and hold up his achievements to 
the lime-light •. \Vha.tever happens in Russia ia 
no longer the concern of the Russians only. 
whether it is a. purely local matter or an inter
national affair. It istheprivilege as well as the 
penalty of the propagandist and the proselcty
ser, that he must seek the rest o~ the world to be 
inrer-estedvitallyinhisdoings; and the Russians 
hal'e fully realised this implicit eondition of their 
attempted experiment. Reduced to its lowest 
common denominator, the Russian Experiment 
has, first of all, to give us a solution for recon
ciling the conflicting claims of the individual 
and the society. The growth of individual cons
ciousness, and the self-assertion of individual 
personalityin matters public, has led to the dis
covery of the device of democracy, which,·re
duced to its simi'lest elements, and tried at all 
honestly, must mean anarchy. On the other 
hand, the claims of organisation and co-opera-. 
tion for living together in civilised society, and 
productive, helpful, useful intercourse, demands 
expedients totally nugatory of " democ1·acy ." 
Man is essentially the weakest and most help· 
lesd of all animals, and yet the most presump
tuous. His very structure and constitution is 
such that he cannot live without the constant 
co-ol'eration of all his fellows, though often in 
ways and under pretexts not at all suggestive of 
the real nature of the co-operation .. 'l'hey have 
started in Russia with the catchwords without 
which they would never have been able to mobilise 
and enlist in their favour the weight of public. 
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~· . . . 
opinion, sufficient to enable them to over-com& 
such opposition from the vested interests they 
were out to disestablish as was inevitable under 
the circumstances. ·The slogan of proietarian 
State and Dictatorship suggested to most ears, 
acl~ustomed to the ordinary idiom of the politi
cal world of ourtime, the completest democracy, 
especially as the war-crywasraised againstth& 
radically oppos!teidealof the Tsarist autocracy. 
But the moment they came dovm to hard 
realities of everyday llie ; the moment they. 
left behind them the effervescent enthusiasm 
of the early revolutionary days, they 
found that the id~al and reality were miles 
apart. Working democracy was a contradiction 
in terms, at least in so far as matters common 
or social were concerned, e. g. the government 
of a factory, the management even the admjnis• 
tra.tion of a schoCJl, of the State itself. Forms and 
devices may, indeed, be invented and perfected, 
whereby, while the common cant ·about 
those old notions goes on unchecked, the reality 
v.ould be permitted to be wholly different. 
Their proletarian Dictatorship, therefore~t 
became truly a dictatorship,· and remained 
proletarian in namo and purpose, but ·not 
in structure or operation. It is the same all the 
world over, and ·more particularly in countries 
which are reputed to be the most democratic; 
but the Russians have less of such transparent 
fraud upon the public-mankind at large, and so 
they no longer pretend about the democratic,· 
or even popular, character of their regime, ex• 
cept in the sense that the people of ~ussia can 
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find no other more acceptable regime. now that 
they have tasted the changes m 'l.de by the Bolshe
vists. It is, indeed, inexplicable why the mis
taken notion should have· got abroad that 
communism, or even the mildest form of 
socialism in practice, asdistinguished from what 
it is pointed to be in text-books, could 
be at all democractic in the usually accepted 
sense of the term. Man has to fight against 
the handicap imposed upon him by the niggard
liness of nature, since his productive capacity 
is so inferior to his consumption needs, and since, 
in order to remedy this deficit, he must organise 
and co-operate ceaselessly. If he is to organise 
successfully, for productive purposes at any rate, 
he must appoint directors, superintendents, . 
foremen to superintend, control and direct, to 
command the organised movement, so as to 
achieve the desired end with the maximum of 
effect and minimum of effort. As a sort of a 
tribute to their calf-love, the Bolsheviki began 
with democratic forms in the government of the 
factories they confiscated, just as much aq in the 
ordering of the army and the navy that had be
come disaffected to the Tsa.rist.autocracy. But 
thev soon discovered that that way lay only 
failure and disaE:ter. So they have retraced their 
atPps, as I pointed out in the pre~ious Lectures, 
and with results, not at aU disappointing. 

But because in the organisation for produc
tion, just as much as for defence, the need for 
effective concerted action requires a f'ertain 
sinking of the ego of each individual for the 
attainment of the common good, it does not 
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follow that the individual has no scope at all 
for self-expression. In matters of the mind or 
the soul, to use terms current .and familiar 
amongst us though discarded and discredited by 
the Bolsheviks, where the individual reactions 
on the rest of the society are either negligible 
or innocuous; and where yet the right of self
expression and assertion matters most to the 
individual for his or her personal happiness, 
the Russian conception of the relative impor
tance of the community and the individual 
leaves the fullest freedom to the individual. They 
have realised that there is no danger in this 
freedom; and so they have freed the individual 
from the spiritual tyranny of an accepted and 
official orthodox religion, just as much as they 
have endeavoured to devise laws whereby in 
personal relations, of man to man may have 
the greatest freedom. 

In the rest of the modem civilised world, this 
is all radi~ally different. Outside Russia they 
give the greatest scope to man's cupidity and 
inefficiency his individualism and exclusive
ness, in matters where mutual co-operation 
over a. vast field is the sine qua non of successful 
execution of an enterprise, and one of the 
indispensable conditions of the enterprise is 
a certain merging or sinking of the self in 
the interest of the mass ; while with equal 
emphasis they deny him the liberty to think 
for himself as to the culture he would adopt 
and the gods he would worship, and eve~ 
the individuals he must marry and live with. 

This is, therefore, the :first and the mol!t import-
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ant cause of a conflict, or at least a challenge of 
Russia to the rest of the civilised world. Lead· 
ers of thought in other countries may be slow 
to pierce through the miasma of prejudice that 
still envelopes the greater portion of the Russian 
experiment; but leaders of action have no illus
sions now as to what Russia stands for, what 
the Russian experiment means to the rest of 
humanity. By the very law of its being, the 
Russian State has to be propagandist ; for it 
has realised that the real disparity between the 
production energy and the consumption needs of 
mankind cannot be overcome, except by the 
completest possible organisation and drilling 
and marching in step and acting in unison 
of the entire humanity, in and outside Russia. 
The· socialist scheme will never succeed fully and 
completely, unless the whole world adopts it; 
though, of course, that is no reason why some 
one should not. begin before the rest. Hence 
the incessant Russian propaganda, which is not 
allowed to be all that it wants to be, and which. 
such as it is, is generally misrepresented by the 
other states, who would have no Russian finger 
in their private pie. Because Russia must pro
pagandise, she is a constant da.nger-signal for 
the other countries. It is, therefore, a most 
piquant feature of the international situation 
.to-day,. that the politicians of the world seem to 
be impaled on the horns of a most trying dilem· 
ma. They cannot very well treat Russia as a 
pariah for all eternity ; nor ca.n they ignore the 
growing sympathy with some, if not all, of the 
principles and ideals,for which the Russian re· 
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~me of the Bol~heviks stands to-day in the!r 
-oy;n midst. Tho resources, moreover, of Russia. 
.are too vast and procious to be left undevel?ped.. 
Russia. perhaps cannot develop them sat~sfac
torily entirely off her own bat. But oven if she 
-could and did, she would be none the less a. 
menace to the rest of mankind, if the rest per
sists in treating her as an outcaste. On the 
other hand, Russian propa.ganda is relentless, 
and passes all bounds of the conventions esta
blished in international relations. To the 
Russians, of course, those conventions are mean
ingless, since they prevent the propagation of 
the New Gospel a la Lenin. Their methods, 
however, often rub their sympathisers even the 
wrong way up, so that not only the more conser
vative amotlg the labour leaders in England,· 
but the entire Trade Union organisation have 
decided to have nothing whatever to do ·with 
Russia and the Russians, until at least they 
learn the rudiments of international amenities. 
This is understandable and excusable ; but it 
nonetheless creates a serious problem. Russia 
ha.s obtained recognition from the principal 
Western powers,-only to embitter the rela
tions by an ill-timed exhibition of propagandis
ing zeal. The world is thus not a whit nearer 
.solution of the tangle in 1927, ten years after the 
Soviet regime was established in Russia by 
force of arms as well as by the consent of the 
Russian people, than we were ten years ago. 

I told you on a previous occasion that one of the 
most effective explanations of the relative fai
lure of the Bolshevik attempts at communism is 
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the non-emergence of the expected class-war on 
the Marxian model in the other proletariats of 
the world. The working classes of the western· 
industrialised countries are not a. whit less eager 
or less intelligent than the Russians ; but gene
rations of fairly reasonable, though not really 
just, conditions of work, have made them mor& 
sober and calculating as to the real chances of 
enduring success for a. working class revolution 
of the Russian type. They · have therefor& 
not followed eagerly and enthusiastically in th& 
Russian track ; and their defection, at least as. 
the Russians conceive this attitude, appears to
the Bolshevik communist the real explanation 
of the relative failure in Russia itself. Th& 
Russians are, thus, dealing with the western 
powers in e.n atmosphere of mutual distrust and 
dissatisfaction. France, for example, is reported 
to be chafing at the. Russian repudiation of the
Tsa.rist debts, _which has a most vital bearing 
on the credit of France itself; and what little: 
stability the new regime has a.Chieved in Russia, 
what signs of progress there seem to be develop
ing in that country, would all disappear if on 
this point the present Government yields. If 
they acknowledge one creditor, they must ac
knowledge the claims of all others ; and if they 
acknowledge the claims of foreign creditors, th& 
basis of their doings regarding property at hom& 
will not fail to be questioned. Hitherto, indeed, 
the powers that be in Russia have made seeming 
concessions, which, however, did not obscur& 
or even jeopardise the basic principles of 
their regime ; but on this point there can be no 
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~oncession by them without risking the entire 
~xistence of their Revolution. The only 
solution lies in an: imitation of the German 
model, where the rapid and wholesale deprecia
tion of the local currency has led to a. complete 
-ca.ncella.tion of the domestic indebtedness ; 
'()f rather indebtedness in terms of the German 
mark, whether helped by foreigners or nationals. 
Thanks to their desire to honour, to the 
utmost of their ability, their bonds, the 
Germans have managed to convince the world; 
~ven of their critics, of their sincerity to co
operate in a. scheme of universal reconstruction, 
without any violent break with the past, but 
also with due regard to the needs and demands 
of the present and the future. Gemany has 
thus obtained a. relaxation of her foreign oblig
ations, which were, indeed, inevitable if Ger
many and the German people were not to be 
sweptout of existence; but which have preserv· 
oo appearances in a. manner that the Russian 
intransigeance has. prevented the rest of 
the world from even suggesting. Everybody 
realises, indeed, that the rigorous insistence 
'()n the bond, signed during and even before 
the lVar, in perfect imitation of Shylock; will 
not help to reconstruct the world ; and so even 
England hassoughtandobtained, withoutablush 
'()f a demur, relaxation of the original terms of her 
indebtedness to the United States, a relaxation, 
which she has declared her perfect willingness to 
pass on to those of her debtors who will come 
to terms. All the terms of all the several settle
ments of war-debts are based on this dominant; 
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note, which is made to approximate to the abili
ty of the payer, and not to the size of the debt. 
Russia. is' yet alone in her insi'ita.nce on an utter, 
absolute, uncompromising repudiation of the
previous debts. This is more a political than a. 
strictly economic plank in the r)rogramme. For 
real, effective socialisation of industry and the 
distribution of the products of human industry 
will not be achieved without the simultaneous 
consent of the peoples of all countries. In secu
ring their consent, it would surely be an impor
tant ingredient to see that the ine"itable injus
tice in any scheme of reconstruction is confined 
to the minimum proportions, and is more than 
counterbalanced by the resulting substantial 
justice and equity. If the Russians realise this 
condition; and if the vested interests of th& 
world at large. suffer the Russians to make an 
honourable retreat, without endangering their· 
fundamental position at home, I think there 
would be no difficulty. in reconstructing th& 
family of nations that for the moment seems to-
be disrupted. . · . 

A connected question rimy also be disposed of 
at this stage. Is Russia. a menace to tho peace

. of the world ? The active and intense propa.
gandathatthe Russians areobliged to carry on 
by the very law of their being to.day seems to
indica~eamentality,notfar removed from those, 

·. senseless ambitions and rivalries which thirteen. 
years ago _-plunged . the world into mourning. 
And yet, ·paradoxical as it may sound, I do not. 
believe the Russians either mean, or are ready 
for. war of the modem type. No country in the-
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world io-da.y is really ready and eager for draw-. 
ing the sword, despite the monkeyings and a.tti
tudinising of a :Mossolini, or a.Churchill. These 
are would-be Napoleons, who are never happy 
unless they are somehow showing off their 
L1.teJt trickF1. The mare sober ani intelligent 
pooplo ha.ve learnt, I verily believe, to look 
upon these mountebanks a<J pathological · phe
nomena, rather than a.s political prodigies, and 
much less than as prophets. The tales of pre
paration for a. warofrevengewill,indeed,a.lways 
be there; and always feed a. certain type of im .. 
;~.gination,. which is never satisfied without stir
ring up some tamasha. somehow and somewhere. 
:nut anybody, who takes the trouble semtislyto 
consider the economic position of any lik~fy bel
ligerents, must pedorce come to the conclusion 
that they cannot mean war, even if they go on 
talking war, naml(et:asle. In offering this pro
gnostic,Iamby no means una.ware of the similar 
opinions and beliefs held in the best informed 
quarters, or a.t least the most thoughtfUl, in ·the 
days immediately preceding the world-war ; nor 
~m I unmindful of the possibility of a. ready d~ 
menti to writers and thinkers of the Norman 
Angel School, which the ~truggle, when it did' 
~tua.lly break out, provided. There were rea
sons and forces a.t work~ however, before the 
last \V a.r came to he, which made one a. little 
cautious in making such prophesies ba.sed.only 
on an examination of the seeming economic 
factors, and without allowing sufficiently for the 
psychological. fa.ctor. To-day, either those 
forces are non-existent; or' ~hey are· kept in 
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good check by the more insistent and exacting 
economic factors. To this may also be added 
the growing consciousness in the mass of the 
people as to the real meaning of wars, their true 
causes, and the actual mystery of theirmangement 

. the real gain and loss resulting therefrom and so 
on, with the result that, the mass of humanity 
will have to say something very serious before 
the world is again permitted to be plunged into 
a war of the dimensions of the last one. And 
all this applies with tenfold enphasis to Russia, 
despite all the symptoms to the contrary as re
ported in t.he press. Russia, I repeat, is anxious 
~nd en~rgetic in thE?. cause of propagandising the 
central ideas· of her· new regime. Russia, no 

· .more- than· any· other country in the world, is 
not an~ious to remain always an outsider, for 
ev~r , banished from the -society of nations as a 

· leJ!er and a pariah. So she may be making alli
ances with her neighbours, which there is no 
need, ;in my opinion, to interpret in an alarmist 
spirit;. Russia~ further, is obliged to rely on her 

·'nearest and best qualified neighbour to resus
citate her industry and the entire productive 
organisation, in this age of growing mechanisa-

. tion.' ~ 'l'hat, too, _is no portent threatening the 
peace of the world.· The basis of Russian organisa
tion· to-day is fundamentally inconsistent with 
ambitious . warfare for aggrandising purposes, 
'quiteapartfromthefactthatRussiahas little to 

· aggrandise· herself j.n.. She is certainly at war,
with the idea of oppression and exploitation, of 
one class by another, of one country by another, 

. of one individual by ~other,. ·.But that will not 
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lead her, I venture to think, into an active wa.r 
for the vindication of these principles in the 
.abstract, though, for defensive purposes, they 
will be as strenuous as the most intensely nation-
.alistic and patriotic people in the -world. . 

The problem and the challenge of Russia, 
. therefore, does not seem to me to be utterly 
unanswerable on thepolitica.l and economicside. 
Nor is it there quite so radical despite the 
fanfare the Russians themselves make about it. 
The rest of the industrialised world, and 
the proletariat thereof, is forcing the vested 
interests slowly to readjust the . sche~e of 
social relations and opportunities~ .. as well 
as to assure the fundamental rights of , 
ma.n; so that the economic change demand-·· 
~ by Russia is not impossible of an ·· early 
attainment. Class-waris, in myopmion, as futile 
as any . . other war ; and · I, fo~ . my .. 
part, . believe · that it is not utterly 
impossible for us to avoid it, particularly 
if we do not miss the lessons of our day, wherevet 
the experiments may be taking place. Where,· 
however, the Russian challenge seems to me the . 
most important, and even disquieting, is in the· 
view of human nature that this experiment involv
es. Taking the most pessimistic view of · man . 
and his capabiltiy, I am yet by no means. 
convinced that ma.n will for ever· consent to 
be content llith a· universal and .. int,ense. 
mechanisation of life. The experimente~ in·. 
Russia are, of course, right in their emphasis on 
a material readjustment, as the. sine qua non of 
any other development of.man and his possibili 
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ties in aspects other. than strictly material. And. 
for that end, their: 1nsista.nce on w holesa.l& 
mechanisation of even poetry and the drama may 
be. considered as simply a passing phase during 

· the interval-the transition stage,-of active pro
paganda. It is a nice point to determine what is 

. the strength, in the eomposition of the average 
man, of the herd instinc~; and how fa.r, in obe
dience to. that instinct, he would suffer himself 
to be dragooned into a dull level of unrelieved 
unif6rmity, mediocrity, equality. The absolute-

, conscription of the mass for • work, 
without chanc~ of. individual aber
ration or · eccentricity_ ·which the rigor
ous realisation of the communist scheme of 
life would involve, would soon prove, I think, 
unpalatable to the majority of the people, parti
cularly after they have. once been liberated from 
the barriers and limitations that have governed 
their life so far. The human mind is still in th& 
making ; and we are yet not even on the thres
hold of the infinite possibilities of knowledge, 
which means powerovertheforces and mysteries of 
nature. Butnomatterwhenwemay at last attain 
to that consummation, this much may safely b~ 
conceded that no such end would be attained,.. 
if we continue to revel in the exclusions ·and limi
tations and distinctions that now vitiate o~ 
8ocial structure. The Russians have made a. 
bold step forward, though it must be recognised 
that theirs is bv no means the first venture, in th~ 
essence and the spirit of their achievement, 
whatever it might appear in its actual propor
tions for the moment. Every effort at revol1; 

' . 
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in tho pa.st against authority. whether secular-_ 
or sacerdotal; every a.tten;tpt• at securing for the 
masses equal advantages. from. the advance or 
ma.n in knowledge and power ; every step to 
popula.ri'iC knowledge a.nd to liberate the indivi- · 
ciual from the shackles of caste and creed for a.t 
least his Jll2.teria.l or econonric activities, ·must 
be taken to have held the germ of -w-hat the Rus-
sia.ns have attempted on a mooh grander ... thea-. 
tre, and on far more numerous fronts simultane
ously. Admitting this debt to the sentiment of 
Liberalism in the past, we a.re free to acknow
ledge the Russian experiment l:o be something 
·wonderful, colossal, in!:iopiring~ The exact position -
to-day of that experimentshouldnot blind us to_' 
tho ultimate promise held out by it. I consi~ 
der the problem before the Russians, a.nd befo~
ma.nkind at large. to consist in a reconciling bet-
ween the conflicting demands of social organisa
tion and co-Oper!iotive effort for the smtenance of. 
bodily. life ; and the individual aberrations a.nd. 
aspirations for independence, if not for domi
nation, which our existing experience seems to
showisrooted in thoveryna.ture of man. It may 
even be questioned if perfect equality on all 
hands is feasible ; and, if feasible. whether it 
would be desired a.nd desirable. I would not 
dogma.tise where I do not know the elements of 
the problem. Confining one-self only to the
Rus.o;ian experiment and its lessons, it is safe to
assert that the pre;ent process of exa.cting disci
plining for ma.terial purposes, -w-hich seems to
deny the indi,·idua.l the right to make of himself 
a fa.ilure. and of his commuirity a futility, is a-. 
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-transitions} stage, to accustom mankind to the 
. need for universal effort for rapid progress on a 
-most extensive scale. But when the goal is at
tained, when the inequalities which now offend 
·the eye have become a nightmare of the past ; · 
when the tyrannies and the exploitations and the 
1·estitictions which now disfigure human so
·<liety, and cripple and handicap the inividual,ha. ve 
vanished from the world; whether there would 
-then be the same need for sucha.nintensivedis
·Ciplining,itistoomuch to forecast. Perhaps, the 
_growth . ot the habit to work, and the absence 
·of ,any st]nl.ul)ls to exploit others for personal 
·gain, and to b~ a. mere drone, would render the 
question, in the~ocietyof the future, superfluous. 
'The Russians have sought to free their country
·men from the superstition of ages, by the 
-disestablishment at one stroke of religion and 
..all religious beliefs. They are endeavouring to 
.introduce a system of education which could 

' ·-render unnecessary any such organised frauds 
·11pon mankind. They are accustqming their 
··contemporaries to a. scheme of existence, in 
· which, if only the normal, competent, adult 
-individual provides his quota to the total 
produce at the disposal of mankind, there 

··would be no other restrictions whatsoever 
upon his self-expression in any other depart
-ment he chooses .. I wonder if you grasp the full 
-significance 9f these remarks. I have told you 
~f the intense, almost childlike, faith the present 
leaders of the Russian Government have in 

-modern machinery. Do you now perceive 
the reason why this belief? It is to simplify 
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man's task in production; to enable him to ob
tain the necessaries of life with the minimum of 
efiort;'andthen t9leavehim free for fuller deve
lopment in all those fields which we are acous- .. 
tomed to contrast with the material sphere, to
the prejudice of the latter. In any event, in this 
their experiment the Russians are still, in the
first step, securing to the individual that indis
pensable requisite· 'of normal, regular, health
ful conditions without which no other advance
is possibl<". What othe.r steps there will be, 
and when and how and by whom they will be-
taken, I cannot say. . .. 

, ·~·~ 

On the whole, then, I do not '·think san~ly .. 
soberly, considered,. the Russian experim~nt
holds out any threat to the peace ·of mind of any 
but the extreme russo-phobes. To regard it as. 
anything more than an experiment would be to 
fall in the opposite· error. Pending achieve
ment, I am by no means certain that the Russians. . 
will not have to make further readjustment, . 
a.nd still more ample modifications, or at least. 
redraftings, of their initial programme of fanati
cal communism. I am confident the future lies. 
with some scheme of a more humane, more· 
brotherly, more socialistic character t Perhaps the. 
Russianisoneinstanceofthepossible many types. 
of the ultimate evolution, which might be
adopted by different peoples to suit their different 
conditions. That . they have a. guarantee of' 
success, a. promise of achievement at least,. 
would be evident to any one who casts a glance
at a map of the world, a.nd considers. 
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the barren regions . still awaiting develop
?Jlent by man's. toil a.nd man's ingenuity. 
if only the. bab1t of selfish aggrandisement 
is not allowed to kee'p out the most 
.suitable elements from carrying out the 
programme of development. Australia insists 
-on a. policy of white exclusiveness.' forget
ing that the tropical portions of that. island
continent, if they are to be properly dev:eloped. 
-musthavelabour suited by constitution .to trop
ical conditions. America legislates to keep 
out the Japanese and the Chinese and the Indian 
immigration, lest its standard of living be under
-mined, forgeting that not a tenth of the real re
:Sources of America are yet developed, and that 
there is ample field still awaiting development. 
-sufficient to guarantee to double the present 
population of the States a standard of living six 
-times superior to, and . more comfortable 
than, that common for the millions upon 
millions of Asiatics · a.nd Africans. The 
world has enough to feed and clothe and 
house mankind, and make every individual 
able to seek a channel for self-expression and 
.self-realisation. But the man-power of the 
world is most uneconomicallydistributed, to the 
incalculable loss of mankind in the world. For 
while in some regions of the world there ·are as 
manyas 250,or even 500, people per square mile, 
there are others; by no means inconsiderable 
-either in extent or in initial natural endow
ment, where the pressure of population is not 
-even one pereverysquaremileofterritory. If we 
.could only agree to regard the whole world as 
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the collective heritage 'of mankind; if we would 
give up our stupid. ..senseless,. suicidal,,. pre- · · 
judices of exclusivene~s an~ racial . arrogancel' 
and national jealousies, we could indeed conver~ 
this world in & 'very short. space of time :jrito ·a. 
veritable paradise .. · · · • · · 
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